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ABSTRACT
The morphology of polymer blends using poly-e-caprolactone (PCL)/
poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) as a model system has been studied by small-
angle x-ray scattering (SAXS) and small-angle light scattering (SALS).
Previous research efforts had concluded from the observance of a
single glass transition that blends of PCL/PVC were compatible for all
compositions inspite of one of the components (PCL) crystallizing up to
a composition of 50/50* (PCL/PVC). It had also been established that
the addition of PVC to PCL progressively impeded the crystallization of
the ester and for compositions rich enough in PVC, crystallization did
not occur.
Results of SAXS and SALS studies are consistent with the above
observations regarding the trend and have moreover served to establish
the morphological details on a more quantitative basis.
Compositions rich in PCL crystallize in volume-filling spherulitic
morphologies thus incorporating the PVC within the spherulites. While
the lamellae continue to be exclusively PCL as shown by wide-angle x-ray
diffraction (WAXD) the interlamellar region is a partially mixed amorphous
phase of PVC and uncrystallized PCL from analysis of absolute intensity
measurements and comparison with independent measures of volume crystal-
_______
*
*A11 compositions are in weight-percent unless otherwise specified.
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Unities. The crystallinity of the spherulites and consequently the
system begins to drop resulting in coarser spherulites with more open
structures as shown by the corresponding increase in the long period.
On the basis of a one dimensional sandwich model of alternating crystal-
line and amorphous layers, the one dimensional crystallinity is in good
agreement with the volume crystallinities measured by the density
gradient column and differential scanning calorimetry. Simultaneously
the drop in the crystallinity of PCL itself is not so marked. The same
trend is seen in SALS experiments where the intensity of H scattering
(absolute units) shows a steady drop proportional to that of PCL's
crystallinity. The crystallite size seems almost independent of com-
position.
With more PVC saturating the spherulites, the excess of it forms
a matrix by virtue of its high concentration in the amorphous phase and
the system now crystallizes as a non-volume-filling one in which the
spherulites are partially truncated. The long period is difficult to
estimate accurately for such a system and the one dimensional crystal-
linity is also overestimated. The SALS intensity shows a drop simulta-
neous to that in the crystallinity of PCL itself and can be accounted for
on that basis.
Higher concentrations of PVC result in amorphous morphologies which
seem to show the presence of domains that vary in their average size with
the blend composition and have diffuse transition zones whose dimensions
are proportional to the domain sizes. The domain sizes are reasonable in
magnitude and trend and the same is true for the transition zone thick-
• * •Vlll
nesses when it is considered that the PCL/PVC system is an exceptionally
compatible one with respect to the more widespread incompatibility
between polymers.
Also, on the basis of absolute intensity analysis it is concluded
that the compatibility is not segmental throughout the morphology but
that domains of mixed compositions exist with distributions in their
size and compositions and that the electron density is smeared out
across broad transition zones within the system.
When one considers the fineness of the dispersion from the specific
surface values it is not surprising that the system exhibits single but
not sharp glass transitions.
The techniques of SAXS and SALS have been suitably complemented
with other measurements viz. WAXD, optical microscopy, SEM, DSC, etc.,
as and when necessary.
The ideas and efforts of previous workers have also been comple-
mented and extended towards a deeper understanding of the system's
morphology and it has simultaneously been demonstrated that SAXS and
SALS used judiciously can be powerful characterization tools in the
hands of a polymer scientist.
ix
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The virtues of combining materials of differing individual
properties in order to obtain superior performance has been known for
quite some time. Alloys, cermets, composites, etc., are all too
familiar to the traditional "materials engineer". Synthetic polymers
are relative latecomers to the materials discipline and blends of
different polymers are even more recent. Though the advantages of
blending polymers have always been realized, a systematic effort to
investigate their morphologies and subsequent correlation with their
properties has been undertaken only a little over a decade ago.
The literature on polyblends abounds in industrial patents"*" which
is one indicator of their commercial and technological importance. The
most obvious and outstanding advantage of blending different polymers is
that it provides a relatively facile means to manipulate and control
1 2
physical properties. ' Thus the potential for circumventing expensive
synthetic techniques which would otherwise be needed to make special
polymers for specific applications is considerable. A growing number of
symposia on multicomponent polymeric systems is another measure of their
importance.
A polymer molecule, on account of its long chain nature, is cap-
able of coiling and intertwining with itself as well as with other such
molecules of the same species. In fact for a sufficiently long molecule,
2it would not know its own tail from that of a segment of a neighboring
molecule. In the words of Tobolsky a mass of polymer molecules can be
appropriately likened to a "bowl of cooked spaghetti". However, when
two different polymeric species are mixed, the story is not quite the
same. Under such circumstances inter-molecular interactions come into
play and the level at which mixing can occur now becomes a complex
function of the environment in which a given molecule finds itself.
The word species as used above, is both in the sense of a chemically
different polymer and physically different in tacticity, molecular
weight, etc.
Experience has shown that in the case of blends, incompatibility
4is more the rule and compatibility the exception. In other words,
molecular mixing at the segmental level between different polymeric
species is a rare occurrence. Also, the general consensus is that even
in seemingly compatible systems the equilibrium of the system is "pseudo"
at best.^ Thus with time, the components of even a well-mixed system
will tend to separate into their original pure phases. This is thermo-
dynamically favored, as demixing results in a lowering of the system's
free energy.
On the other hand, such demixing of intertwined molecules involves
the slipping of chains past each other* At the very high viscosities
especially in the bulk state, such motion is severely impeded resuling
in infinitesimal diffusion rates.
6
Thus the tendency to phase separate
is kinetically unfavorable. The actual state of affairs in "real-time"
will therefore depend on the nature of the equilibrium between the two
3opposing tendencies. Such a situation would be quasi-static and hence
the term "pseudo equilibrium".
In the light of the above phenomenological argument, one can
thus conceive of a situation in which neither complete separation nor
complete mixing will occur; but rather partial demixing at various
dimensional levels could produce a microheterogeneous frozen-in morpho-
logy. Such a morphology will not be in thermodynamic equilibrium but
would continue to approach it at an infinitesimal rate.
It was against this background that Koleske and Lundberg 7
announced the remarkable compatibility characteristics of poly-e-
8 9caprolactone (PCL) with a spectrum of several different polymers * over
wide compositional ranges. The compatibility is especially intriguing
in the light of the fact that PCL has a high tendency to crystallize and
crystallization is inherently a phase separation phenomenon.
It was further noticed by Koleske and Lundberg 7 that when PCL was
blended with poly (vinyl chloride) (PVC) the blends showed single glass
transitions intermediate between the glass transition temperatures of
the two homopolymers. This combined with the optical homogeneity of the
films, were their criteria for compatibility which covered the entire
compositional range. The blends richer in PCL continued to crystallize
resulting in semi-crystalline spherulitic morphologies that were
volume-filling. Those richer in PVC possessed little or no crystallinity
and were transparent. Intermediate compositions showed non-volume-
filling spherulitic morphologies.
Price and Ong
10
also studied the compatibility characteristics of
the same system but from the point of view of crystallization kinetics.
Since PVC did not show any noticeable crystallinity
, its effect on the
crystallization of PCL was essentially that of a high molecular weight
diluent and of considerable interest in the study of kinetics.
The crystallinity of commercial atactic PVC has been estimated
11-15by a number of workers to be of the order of 10% or less. Even
though the chemical structure of PVC is rather regular, its stereo-
chemistry is not. The main cause of the low values of crystallinity is
very irregular chain packing. Calorimetric12 ' 13 and wide angle x-ray11
studies have been the most commonly used characterization techniques
for PVC crystallinity. Absence of any diffraction rings in a WAXD photo-
graph and a pronounced diffuse halo instead should give a first indica-
tion of low crystallinity.
Keith and Padden1 ^' 1 ^ have studied the crystallization of blended
systems to analyze the effect of the diluent on the perfection of the
crystalline component and coarseness of the texture using their own
18
phenomenological theory of fractionation and impurity segregation dur-
ing crystallization.
According to the observations of Price and Ong, while crystalliza-
tion did occur up to almost 40/60 of PCL/PVC (all compositions are in
weight percent unless otherwise specified) the crystallization rates
were severely impeded as the concentration of PVC built up. Thus the
PCL/PVC system presented an interesting challenge to the understanding
of compatibility by other independent techniques.
It is a truism that the properties of a system are a consequence
19
of its structure. Blends can possess a combination of morphologies
resulting in complex structures at a spectrum of dimensions. Their
characterization has been attempted by various experimental methods such
as heat of mixing, 6 ' 20
" 23
thermal transitions, 24
"30
dynamic mechanical
analysis, 7 ' 31
" 36
optical microscopy, 10 ' 17 ' 18 ' 27 ' 28 >™ electron micro_
10,27,38 J . „ 39-44scoPy and miscellaneous, all with a view to learning about
the level of phase separation and its effect on properties.
In spite of considerable work on blends the phenomenon of compa-
tibility defies a unique definition and it is possible that no unique
definition may exist. This is partly due to the complexity of the
situation but also due to the differeing sensitivities of different
experimental techniques to different levels of morphologies. Thus the
criteria of compatibility as established by one technique may not
35
always suffice for another. It becomes immediately apparent that any
one technique will not suffice in general and a multi-pronged approach
using several widely differing methods of characterization is necessary.
Optical characterization by a variety of methods and correlation
of their results with those of other independent methods could be one
such alternative. Among the many standard methods available, light
microscopy (LM) is the most commonly used. It explores gross morpho-
logies such as fibrillar and spherulitic structures with an upper limit
o
of resolution in the neighborhood of one micron or better (ly = 10,000 A).
For very fine structural details at the atomic and molecular levels wide-
angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD) , infrared and Raman spectroscopy, and NMR
are used. These techniques can elucidate morphologies from a few
Angstroms to a few tens of Angstroms. Structures of intermediate sizes
viz. several tens of thousands of Angstroms can be studied by electron
microscopy (EM). EM however has its limitations in that it is a selected
6area analysis and is more representative of surface structure than bulk
morphology. Also its interpretation is often subjective and hence
ambiguous in the absence of good resolution or poor contrast, which is
usually the case for polymers.
Information in the electron microscopy range is conveniently
obtainable by the technique of small-angle x-ray scattering (SAXS)
. A
rough application of Bragg 1 s law viz. X = 2dsin6 where X is the wave-
length of x-rays (X = 1.542 A for CuK radiation), d is some measure of
a
periodicity in the scattering system, and 6 is half the scattering angle,
shows the reciprocity between d and 8 at constant X. Thus for d in the
range of 100A to several thousand Angstroms, the scattering angles (29)
will be <_ 1° and experimentally quite accessible. In most SAXS instru-
ments the upper limit of resolution is in the vicinity of ~5000& as 26
cannot be lowered indefinitely.*
Any experimental technique is less reliable at the limits of its
o o
capabilities and the range from approximately 5000 A (0.5y) to 100,000 A
(lOy) is very suitably explored by small-angle light scattering (SALS)
using visible light (X - 0.5y) as the incident radiation. Thus SALS
overlaps SAXS and LM on either side and can be further complemented by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) . In fact SALS complements LM by pro-
viding a statistical evaluation of the sizes and shapes of the scatter-
ing entities. Such evaluation is often difficult from micrographs where
the morphology is not well defined.
* Kratky claims resolution up to as high as 20,000 A but this is under
the best experimental conditions which are seldom realized and very
demanding on equipment.
7Thus the application of a variety of optical techniques is a
potentially powerful method of unravelling the morphologies at various
dimensional levels particularly in the case of polymer blends where a
variety of heterogeneities could exist in a given system.
Coming back to the PCL/PVC system, it was observed by Ong10 and
the author from WAXD studies that the crystalline phase in the blend was
exclusively PCL. LM and SALS showed clear evidence of a spherulitic
morphology whenever crystallization occurred. Hence the lamellae of the
spherulites were comprised of PCL while the amorphous and interlamellar
material should be some kind of mixture of PVC and uncrystallized PCL,
for volume-filling morphologies.
It is possible for interlamellar material to undergo secondary
crystallization with the passage of time. The crystallites so formed
would be smaller and probably have different morphological features.
Nevertheless they would contribute to the total crystallinity of the
system. In the case of blends, the interlamellar PCL would have to de-
mix from the PVC (all of which is considered interlamellar for volume-
filling systems) in order to undergo secondary crystallization. This
point could be substantiated by comparing crystallinities from the
various conventional techniques which measure the overall crystallinity,
to the one dimensional crystallinity as estimated by SAXS. Reasonably
good agreement would support the idea that such secondary crystallization
would not occur to any appreciable extent, as this feature is not
included in the SAXS model.
In a sense then, as the crystallites formed, demixing of some of
the PCL took place at the micro-level giving micro-heterogeneities of
8the dimensions of crystallites. These often tend to be of the order of
~100 A as experience has shown for polymer systems that do crystallize.
While all this and the rest of Ong's observations formed a con-
sistent picture kinetically, very little could be said quantitatively
about the morphological details. The laborious EM experiments of Ong
could at best show a trend for reasons already mentioned.
Small angle x-ray scattering is essentially the quantitative arm
of electron microscopy in that it statistically averages the morphology
with much less ambiguity. In this respect SAXS complements EM like a
"hand and glove fit" ^ much like SALS complements LM. 1^
When crystallization occurs in lamellar morphology the average
distance between centers of adjacent crystallites also called the "long
period" (Fig. 10) becomes some kind of a periodicity in a macrolattice,
the lattice points being the centers of the crystallites themselves.
Such long periods tend to be of dimensions ranging from 100-200 I to
several hundred Angstroms, i.e., quite within the domain of sensitivity
of SAXS. Besides, SAXS is sensitive to local differences in electron
densities and the microheterogeneities due to domain formation in blends
provide just that. Thus such heterogeneities whether due to crystalliza-
tion or otherwise can be studied very efficiently by SAXS.
A detailed morphological knowhow in turn becomes indispensable
towards understanding the physical properties of blends and the correla-
tion of experimental findings from other techniques.
It was with this in mind that SAXS studies of the PCL/PVC system
were undertaken so as to be able to both complement and extend the works
of Koleske and coworkers, and Price and Ong. It would simultaneously
9serve to establish the feasibility and uniqueness of the technique
towards the quantitative study of other multicomponent systems.
In this study SAXS was adopted as the major experimental tech-
nique and suitably supplemented by SALS, WAXD, LM, SEM, thermal measure-
ments and density measurements as and when necessary. Among these SALS
was the major supplementary technique.
10
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL SURVEY
This chapter is divided into three main sections in order to give
an individual historical perspective to compatibility and its current
understanding, the evolution of small-angle x-ray scattering as a valu-
able tool in macromolecular research and the development of small-angle
light scattering as an indispensable technique particularly in the under-
standing of the morphology of semi-crystalline polymeric systems.
Compatibility
The phenomenon of polymer compatibility has interested workers
for almost three decades now and theoretical attempts to predict and
explain it were made almost about the same time as interesting experi-
mental observations were published. Among the first experimental obser-
vations on solutions of polymers were performed by Dorby and Boyer-
46 47 48
Kawenoki while Scott and Tompa were the first to apply the
Flory^ 5 "^ - Huggins^'"^ theory of polymer solutions to mixtures of
polymers with and without added solvent.
Theoretical aspects . For a binary system of two polymers A and
B, i.e., (no solvent), Scott obtained essentially the following expres-
47
sion for the Gibbs 1 free energy of mixing:
11
where
:
V = total volume of the mixture
V
r
= reference volume, which is taken as close to the molar
volume of the smallest polymer repeat unit as possible
$ = volume fraction of polymer
x
= degree of polymerization of polymer in terms of the
reference volume V
r
= interaction parameter between the two polymers.
The assumptions inherent in equation (1) are that:
1. the solution can be treated as a "lattice" with each lattice
being occupied by one segment of the polymer molecule or one
solvent molecule.
2. all latice cells have the same volume
3. there is no volume change on mixing
4. is based on the Hildebrand solubility parameter 6 as
V
R 2
XAB " RT
(6A - V <2>
For dilute solutions of polymers, the Flory-Huggins treatment is
not a good approximation as ideally speaking there cannot be uniform
mixing, because due to the long chain nature of the polymer molecule
the concentration in its vicinity will not be the average value but
higher. However when the mixture is that of two polymers only, their
individual segments more or less have the same segmental volume and at
moderate concentrations the uniform mixing approximation is not in
serious error.
12
XAB
33 given in nation (2) is also not rigorously expressed
but when the two species are of comparable size, the expression is
valid. This is so for blends of two polymers in the absence of any
solvent. However for mixtures of molecules of very different sizes,
XAB
cannot be associated just with the energies of interaction between
52
molecules but as Huggins noted, must also include an entropic contri-
bution in its definition. This aspect is discussed shortly.
For a binary system the critical conditions as represented by
the critical point on the phase diagram are easily calculable and by
the criteria:
''"mi 33*FMIX
ft
— " 3— " 0 (3)
Scott found that
This represents one of the conditions under which a binary system will
just begin to separate into two phases, i.e., the limits of compatibi-
lity. This shows that critical conditions are reached very quickly for
two polymers having appreciable degrees of polymerization and by this
line of reasoning, Scott concluded that "unless their heat of mixing is
virtually zero or negative, two high polymers are always immiscible in
the absence of a solvent."
»
Scott also extended his thermodynamic analysis of a ternary system
of one polymer and two liquids^ to two polymers and one solvent and
13
concluded that the presence of the solvent served only to diminish the
"effective" interaction parameter X AU (l-<}> ) where 4 is the volumes s
fraction of the solvent. When there is a large amount of solvent pre-
sent, i.e., when
<fr * 1, the effective interaction parameter approaches
zero and the whole system forms a single phase. In other words, if a
solvent which dissolves both polymers exists, no matter how incompatible
the two polymers may be, it is always possible to make a very dilute
47 53
solution containing both polymers. '
Three-component systems and their phase diagrams are more complex
than binary systems and it is usually not possible to discuss them in
terms of a single parameter such as the critical point. Tompa"^ has
discussed the thermodynamics of such polymer mixtures at length.
53
The treatment of Scott was further extended by Krause to
"predict 11 compatibility between pairs of polymers in an extensive
review article. Krause 1 s approach involves the theoretical calculation
of x^jj and comparing it with (x^g) Qr using Scott's equation.
X A „ can be calculated for molecules of comparable size in termsAfi
of the Hildebrand"^*^ solubility parameter 6 using equation (2) which
for V = 100 cc/mole, the gas constant R = 1.987 cal/(deg mole) and T =
r
298°K reduces to a convenient form
X„
(6A - V 2 (5)
AB - z
6
Equation (2) involves the assumption of neglect of an entropic
contribution on mixing such as no association of molecules due to speci-
fic interactions between them; for example, polarity effects, hydrogen
14
bonding, etc. The only interactions allowed are the energetic ones
represented by Ae
where
:
" e
AA
and " e
BB
= Potential energy of contacts with the same
species
~ ep£
= potential energy of cross-contacts
Z = lattice coordination number
A = Avogadro's Number
In the absence of any specific interactions it is valid to say that
£
AB
= / £
AA
e
BB W
This expression of cross-contact energetics being equal to the geometric
mean of like-contacts follows from the London theory of "dispersion
forces 11 . It leads to
Ae m T 1 rr^ ~-'r7^ ~ ]2
A
<«A - v
2 (8)
where a cohesive energy density (CED)
and 6 the solubility parameter = / a
At constant pressure the heat of mixing is given by
AH = AE + PAV (9)mm m
15
and since the lattice model assumes no volume change on mixing AV = 0
m
giving AH = AE
m m
AE
m
= (A£)Vb (10)
where n^ = moles of species A
<t>
fi
volume fraction of species B
*% " RTXAB nA*B/Vr (ID
This leads to
XAB "
(Ae) VRT (12)
and eventually to
V
r 2
XAB " Rf (6A " V <13 >
Subject to the above assumptions, equation (13) is the same as equation
(2).
53Solubility parameter values if unavailable can be estimated to
a satisfactory degree of precision using tabulated values of group molar
57 58
attraction constants of Small as revised by Hoy. According to
Krause they are more reliable than experimental values.
!f X ATJ > (X A1J , incompatibility at some percentage compositionAB AB cr
is predicted. Also, the greater the value of - ^ XAB^cr^
the
smaller the compositional range for compatibility. This implies that
for compatibility over as wide a range as possible, should be as
small and as close to (x ATJ as possible. Also the lower the valueAB cr
° f XAB
the m°re closely the values of 6
A
and 6
fi
must be matched. The
above approach must however be used with care and is not guaranteed as
universally true. Bonn59 has listed several polymer pairs where anama-
lous behavior occurs. This is probably due to some kind of intermole-
cular interactions between polymer molecules, such as hydrogen bonding,
polar attractions, etc.
Another approach commonly used in compatibility literature is
the prediction of the free energy from enthalpic and entropic considera-
tions. For any spontaneous mixing to occur between any species, their
overall free energy of mixing AF
, must be negative. 1 ' 4,39 Thus, onem '
can write
AF = AH - TASmm m (14)
AS is a measure of randomness and is positive for a mixing process. AH
m m
is a measure of the affinity of molecules to their environment, a nega-
tive AH indicating a preference for mixing and a positive value reflect
m
ing preference for their own kind. However the entropy to be gained on
intermixing polymer molecules, i.e., the magnitude of the term AS^, is
very small owing to the small number of molecules involved.^ Gee^ has
given values of the TAS term to give an order of magnitude feeling of
m
the unfavorable entropic effect.
MIXTURE
(1 ml of each is mixed)
Two liquids
Liquid plus polymer
Two polymers
TAS
m
(T = 25°C)
(cal.)
8.30
4.15
0.0083
17
Molal volume of liquids = 100 ml.
Molal volume of polymers = 100,000 ml.
All this underlines Scott f s predictions47 that almost a trivially
unfavorable heat of mixing (i.e., AH^ > 0) will suffice to cause phase
separation by making AF^ > 0. Hence knowledge of the sign and magnitude
of AH^ could provide a facile way of predicting compatibility through the
measurement of a convenient experimental parameter. In fact Brodsky 21
has suggested a "degree of compatibility 11 concept on the basis of the
magnitude as well as the sign of AF^ which for polymers is dominated by
AH .
m
61
Gee has shown that the swelling of a crosslinked rubber is
maximum in solvents having the same cohesive energy density (CED) as that
of the rubber. The same idea could be paraphrased for blends to say that
polymers having the same CED values will be compatible. The solubility
parameter 6 is defined as the square-root of CED and more commonly used.
For two amorphous polymers at constant volume and constant pressure one
can approximate AH by AE the internal energy change of mixing. Thus
m m
2
AH = 4.4. (5. - 6_) (cal/cc of solution) (15)
m Ad A d
Though the above equation always predicts a positive value for AH^ it is
useful. It indicates that unless the 5 values are almost perfectly
matched true mutual solubility will not occur as the TAS^ term is itself
of a very small magnitude.
20
Pazonyi and Dimitrov have proposed in their theoretical treat-
ment, that if the difference between the CED values of two components is
smaller than 0.016 cal/cc there exists the possibility of mutual solubi-
lity, whatever the sign of AH turns out to bem
Using the approach suggested by Gee, 61 Schneier23 has derived an
expression for AH^ which indicates compatibility within the range of
0.001 cal to 0.010 cal for values of the heat of mixing. Gee's value
of TAS
m
as mentioned previously for two polymers on an average was 0.0083
cal, which is quite consistent considering all the various approximations
involved.
Thus to summarize the theoretical predictions, compatibility is
favored for lower molecular weights so that critical conditions are not
reached rapidly, lower concentrations in a common solvent so that the
effective interaction parameter is further diminished, higher tempera-
tures so that the magnitude of TAS is raised to offset AH
,
closely
m m
matched solubility parameters which lower both AH and v and any other
m AB
conditions that will favor these criteria.
Hydrogen bonding and other intermolecular forces will further
enhance compatibility. All this is meant to be only a rough guide and
odd instances of compatibility can be expected.
Experimental observations . Compared to theoretical work on com-
patibility a vast amount of experimental findings are reported in the
literature on a myriad of systems examined in a variety of ways. It is
not possible to do justice to, nor is it the objective of this work to
comprehensively report such work. Excellent review articles have dealt
1 53 59
with the subject more completely. ' ' Rather, the main objective is
to point out the various methods used to study phase separation, the
criteria that was adopted to define compatibility, the limitations of
each method and their comparison with theoretical predictions.
46As early as 1947 Dorby and Boyer-Kawenoki, investigating the
compatibility between solutions of polymers in a variety of differing
solvents, observed that even when polymers could be codissolved in a
common solvent, phase separation occurred at low to moderate concentra-
tions. This led them to conclude that incompatibility was the general
phenomenon. Though their observations were macroscopic in nature, they
noted that "one can conceive of microphase separation in which a mixture
would become microheterogeneous"
. This is not unreasonable if one con-
siders that nonequilibria can be kinetically frozen into a metastable
morphology such as when the matrix is glassy and does not allow diffu-
sional mobility to the blend ? s species. Their observations found a
47general but not detailed agreement with Scott's later predictions.
Further work on polymer/polymer/solvent systems was done by
Kern^ ^ and Bristow ^ who also observed that polymers tend to separate
into phases even in a common solvent, when allowed to stand. These
phases could be either pure with sharp partitioning indicating incompa-
tibility or could be rich in one component and lean in the other indi-
cating partial compatibility.
In extending his study on the compatibility of conventional low
molecular weight plasticizers with polymers to that of high molecular
66
weight plasticizers, Boyer observed that they were difficult to incor-
porate into the parent polymer and tended to phase separate.
In general the experimental observations support the prediction
that compatibility is not an oft observed phenomena and classification
21
birefringence using an ordinary microscope with polarized light. Phase
contrast microscopy has also been used successfully. 27,28,37,70
Transition phenomena: The most interesting transitions for
polymers are commonly the thermal and mechanical ones. Though melting
points are characteristic thermal and mechanical transitions, one needs
to have a crystalline phase for that and polymer blends are by and
large amorphous. The glass transition temperature (Tg) is the one most
frequently monitored and this can be done by a variety of experimental
techniques both thermal and mechanical. Differential scanning calori-
metry (DSC), differential thermal analysis (DTA)
,
dynamic mechanical
testing, e.g., using a torsion pendulum or a rheovibron, etc., are con-
veniently used.
A reliable criteria of compatibility is that if two polymers can
mix at a fine enough level they ought to loose their characteristic
transitions and respond with just one transition temperature intermediate
between those of the original homopolymers. The position of this should
depend on the composition of the blend and the width of this transition
should be a measure of the fineness of the dispersion.
The Fox equation
7
"'" for the glass transition temperature of
copolymers (Tg
12 )
given by
w w
1 (16)
Tg
12
Tg
x
Tg
2
is based on additive properties (w = weight fraction) of the monomeric
units and should serve equally well for blends. Another equation due to
72
Gordon and Taylor is
23
thus lowering the glass transition even further. The 0/V parameter can
conveniently be estimated by SAXS as will be shown later and the Tg's
measured conventionally by DSC and dynamic mechanical methods could be
used to test the above hypothesis.
31-33
Buchdahl and Nielson were the first to apply the method of
dynamic mechanical testing to polymer blends followed by Wolff and co-
workers^' 75 and Jenckel. 76 Nielson"* 2 demonstrated dramatically the
compatibility of the now almost classic system of PVC and nitrile rubber
containing 30-35% acrylonitrile
. The more recent data of Takayanagi
on the same system shows only one transition for all compositions with
the homopolymers exhibiting a more abrupt drop in E 1 (the real part of
Young's Modulus) than the blends, indicating a range of compatibility
depending on composition. In fact Takayanagi T s comparison of the visco-
elastic data on real systems versus the viscoelastic data on model
systems (i.e., both are experimental quantities) is able to give a much
more detailed insight into the mechanical behavior of blends and their
degree of compatibility.
The very system that forms the central point of this thesis viz.
PCL/PVC was discovered to be compatible by Koleske and Lundberg
7
using
the glass transition criteria by dynamic mechanical testing with a
torsion-pendulum.
35
Stoelting et. al«, in their studies on PPO/PS blends, came
across an interesting phenomenon viz. that their system showed partial
compatibility by the dynamic mechanical method indicating a PPO rich
phase and a PS rich phase but exhibited a single broad transition by
DSC indicating compatibility. This confirms the phenomenological
24
prediction that depending on the molecular process involved and its
sensitivity to a given method of testing, a system could be character-
ized either as compatible, partially so or incompatible. In the above
case, whatever the domain sizes involved, they were small enough to
escape thermal detection but not quite so small as to prevent discrimi-
nating them by mechanical spectroscopy.
Another instance of a compatible system when one of the compo-
nents (PVF
2
> has a pronounced tendency to crystallize was discovered by
26
Noland et al. on the PVF^PMMA and PVF
2
/PEMA systems and confirmed by
29
Paul and Altamirano. They measured the Tg T s by the method of DTA.
28 36Using a variety of techniques, Hickman and Ikeda and Hammer
have found other compatible systems of PVC with other polymers.
MacKnight, Stoelting and Karasz have also demonstrated the use of
25dielectric dispersions to study phase separation.
Thermodynamic changes on mixing: Two of the thermodynamic para-
meters that indirectly influence mixing are AH , the heat of mixing, and
m
X A „, the interaction parameter. Relatively few measurements of theseAB
quantities have been reported. As has already been said before, the true
solubility AH must either be negative (exothermic) or very close to zero
m
and similarly x A T3 must be very small in magnitude.AB
Slonimskii has established AH values for polymer pairs using
m
Hess 1 law of the independence of heat effects on the particular path
chosen for the mixing process. Their observations can be summarized as:
in all cases where the experimental value of AH was > 0 (i.e., endother-
mic) phase separation occurred and even when AH was < 0 a single phase is
25
not always observed. They explained this in terms of a volume change on
mixing
.
22More recently Ichihara et al. used the method of Hess 1 law to
estimate the enthalpy of mixing for PMMA and PVAc, and showed how they
could discriminate by heat effects between the morphologies of the blends
prepared by solvent casting and freeze drying.
Very few studies have estimated the the interaction parameter
between two polymers A and B during the course of compatibility studies
by other techniques. For the rubber/PMMA system, Bristow65 estimated
XAB
" ^-038, for PB /ps system known to be incompatible, Paston^0 gave
values of 0.072 and 0.112 for two different series and more for a mixture
of low molecular weight polypropylene oxide and polyethylene oxide, both
of which are capable of crystallizing. Booth and Pickles^ estimated
X^g ---0.063 to 0.067 indicating partial miscibility.
Miscellaneous: Several miscellaneous criteria have been proposed
78 37 38
to define compatibility such as intrinsic viscosity, ' rheological
41 42 43
models and dynamic viscosity.
Small Angle X-Ray Scattering
General comments . The very first experimental studies of the
general phenomenon of small angle x-ray scattering were done in the early
1930 f s
79
and followed by theoretical attempts of Guinier
80
and Kratky.
81
Historically, SAXS studies commonly done at angles less than 2° off the
undeviated incident beam, have lagged behind those of WAXD done at the
82
"normal" Bragg angles of 10° to 40°. This is understandable when one
considers that, 1) the experimental requirements for obtaining SAXS
26
information are stringent, and 2) the exact interpretations of SAXS data
were not easily understood. Today SAXS has come into its own and is more
widely used as a tool of research. A recent international conference*
devoted solely to the phenomena of SAXS is a measure of its current popu-
larity.
However, certain aspects of interpreting SAXS data on polymeric
systems continue to be ambiguous and are often debated. The growing
volume of literature on SAXS allows one to follow trends and derive
general parameters with sufficient confidence but the understanding of
finer details is somewhat obscured. As one case in point, the broad but
discrete maximum often observed for semicrystalline polymers at non-zero
scattering angles that previously could not be correlated with electron
microscopic observations, is now accepted to be due to a macro-periodicity
or "long-period" as it is so often called. The average distance between
centers of adjacent crystallites is believed responsible for this periodi-
city. Semi-crystalline polymers have an amorphous component which resides
between the crystallites and so the long period on an average is the sum
of the average thicknesses of crystalline and amorphous layers. For a
stack of single crystal mats where there is little or no amorphous
material between the crystals, the long period is directly the average
size of the crystals. However, for semi-crystalline polymers where dis-
crete scattering occurs, the estimation of crystallite sizes, the nature
and influence of their size-distribution, the magnitude and shape of the
* Third International Conference on Small-angle scattering, Grenoble,
France, 4-8 September 1973; proceedings in J. Appl . Cryst . , Vol. 7,
Part 2 (1974).
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transition-zone profile between the crystalline and amorphous components,
the origin of the sometimes observed second order maximum at higher
angles, etc., still continue to be discussed.
Among the contributors to the theoretical understanding of SAXS
the works of Guinier83 and Porod84,85 deserve special mention, while on
the experimental side, the contributions of Kratky and coworkers86 stand
out clearly. Extensive review articles82,87
"89
and texts83,90
"92
do
justice to the subject.
The scattering of x-rays by matter is the result of fluctuations
in the elctron density of the material. If a material was completely
homogeneous in its electron density, no scattering would occur. Most
materials have some kind of heterogeneity or a range of kinds. If they
o o
occur on a macro level, i.e., 50 A to 5000 A, SAXS can be used to inves-
tigate such a morphology. Typical systems studied by SAXS are those
composed of discrete particles such as colloidal suspensions; dilute
solutions of macromolecules; and phase separated systems such as polymer
blends, semi-crystalline polymers, microvoids in homogeneous solids
(catalysts, fibers) , metallic alloys, etc.
Polymers exhibit two types of x-ray effects at small angles:
diffuse scattering and discrete diffraction. It is important to recog-
nize the distinctions between these effects as there may be no relation
at all between them.
75
They are caused by different aspects of aggrega-
tion of the macromolecules.
Diffuse scattering can be obtained from polymers either in solid
or liquid states. There is no scattering maximum at non-zero angles and
the intensity drops continuously with increasing angle. Diffuse
28
scattering when due to solutions (dilute systems) is much more amenable
to definitive theoretical interpretation92 and the well known Guinier plot
is one example of this. Solid and molten polymers (densely packed systems)
also give diffuse scattering but interparticle interference effects compli-
cate their analysis. Solid polymers upon deformation can develop voids
which also produce diffuse scattering. Air or solvent swollen natural
fibers also cause diffuse effects and in both these instances the assump-
tion of "diluteness" can be valid enough for application of the theory of
92
scattering by dilute systems. In general, in interpreting diffuse
scattering from dense systems, interparticle effects cannot be neglected.
Discrete diffraction effects can be obtained from many polymers
but always from the solid state and never from materials which appear
82
amorphous in a wide-angle x-ray pattern, according to Statton. Most
commonly, a single broad maximum at non-zero scattering angles correspond-
ing to long-periods of 100 A to 200 1 is observed. The usual pattern is a
complex combination of the discrete diffraction which is superposed on a
diffuse background of some sort.
In certain cases, under special conditions, there can be diffuse
scattering with an intensity maximum at non-zero angles. This effect is
not the same as the maxima due to discrete diffraction but probably
93
related to it. The analysis of this feature is attempted by Guinier
j 85
and Porod.
The theoretical treatment is relatively simple for systems in
which large discrete molecules (such as proteins) can be dispersed essen-
tially monomolecularly in suitable solvents. In the analysis of these
systems, the intensities due to individual scattering particles are
29
additive and interference effects are negligible. The character of the
scattering curve is determined by the variability in size and shape of
the particles but even in dilute systems there are limitations to inter-
pretations. Experimental parameters free of any ambiguity can be derived
from SAXS patterns only if all the particles in the system are identical
in size and shape (monodisperse) and sufficiently diluted to eliminate
interference effects between them. Even if such ideality is possible
experimentally, the particle shape must be known if the size is to be
92
specified unequivocally, and vice versa. Where polydispersity exists
only average effective parameters can be deduced.
This points out an important truth in the analysis of SAXS data,
viz. that in the absence of other information about a system, or assump-
tions as to the nature of inhomogeneities of the system, the only factor
which can be obtained, without ambiguity, is the "mean-square fluctuation"
of the electron density also called the "scattering power" of the system
2 83 94
as a whole, and denoted by <n >. * Another general parameter that can
be obtained unambiguously from SAXS but cannot be interpreted so, is the
Debye correlation function y(v).^^ 9 ^^ This is obtained by Fourier inver-
sion of the experimental data but it needs some kind of model to interpret
its physical significance.
The need for other independent experiments becomes obvious as far
as supplementary data goes and model building becomes necessary for mean-
ingful assumptions to be made. Both these aspects are dealt with in more
detail later on.
The treatment of densely packed systems is far more complicated
and a general treatment is difficult. The importance of interference
30
effects was pointed out by Kratky81 ' 97 and three particular cases of dense
systems are given by Kratky and Porod. 98 Porod84 has further shown how
significant quantitative parameters can be obtained for two-phase systems
from an analysis of the tail of the scattering curve which has come to be
85known as "Porod f s Law" and also dealt with the very complex analysis of
discrete interference effects in the absence of any diffraction from
closely packed systems.
Since this work is devoted to the study of polymer blends and
blends are densely packed systems, dilute systems are not discussed any
further. Some historical comments on dense systems, particularly those
possessing a semi-crystalline morphology are in order. This will provide
a continuous link to some of the more specific discussions in the succeed-
ing chapters.
Discrete diffraction . The occurrence of discrete maxima may be
regarded as the manifestation of a periodic or at least a quasi-periodic
order. More than one order of such reflections have been observed, e.g.,
99
for collagen which is an exception.
Recently Kawai and coworkers were able to obtain as many as
eight orders of SAXS reflections for solvent cast films of styrene-
isoprene block copolymers which are believed to possess a very ordered
lamellar morphology. It is generally difficult to record beyond the
second order*^"*" which itself is not easily observed. Even the first
order reflection is quite broad and has a diffuse character to it. It is
more like a statistical interference phenomenon and has been so treated
in the literature.
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A statistical phenomena can best be treated in terms of distor-
tions and distribution functions of progressively complex kind. Distor-
tions of the first kind represent a fluctuation about some fixed value or
position such as the points of a lattice. Those of the second kind are
represented by a "paracrystalline lattice", i.e., the location or position
of a point oscillates with respect to its neighbors instead of a fixed
lattice point. Therefore, the absolute deviations from positions corres-
ponding to strict periodicity increase with increasing distance from any
reference point. This concept of the paracrystal was developed and has
90been used extensively by Hosemann.
Zernicke and Prins"^ and Kratky1^ have developed theories with
distortions of the second-kind to explain the structure of liquids in the
approximation of a unidimensional
,
quasi-periodical arrangement of
particles. For diffraction from such a linear lattice, J. J. Hermans"^**
has reported a mathematical solution of general applicability. More
ir, At U U + A U II 107 A U ID A 84,85,108specific models have been treated by Hosemann and by Porod.
These calculations predict diffuse maxima which are only approximately
related in their position to the mean period according to the Bragg equa-
tion. Also the predictions include progressively broader, higher order
reflections which will coalesce and if statistical variations in excess
of approximately 25% occur, they are washed out with only the first order
108
being detectable. According to Porod if the linear lattice consists
of lamellar shaped particles which are ordered with respect to their
thickness (which is what one sees in spherulitic growth by electron
microscopy) then the maxima ought to be further reduced as a result of
32
the Lorentz factor (Appendix I). It follows that for sufficiently large
variations even the first order reflections can be lost.
Among the first SAXS experiments showing discrete effects were
109those of Hess and Kiessig on synthetic polyamide and polyester fibers.
Hess and Kiessig developed the "bundle or string model" (Fig. 1) to explain
their results and, according to them, the long-period is related to the
average distances between centers of adjacent crystallites. Similar
reflections were observed by other workers on a variety of polymers. The
model incorporated the correct basic ideas about alternating crystalline
and amorphous regions but the concept of chain folding did not exist then.
The model, however, was found to be inconsistent with the depen-
dence of the long-period on the various after-treatments of the polymers,
unless a complete rearrangement of the structure was assumed. 10 This
would involve irreversible changes, whereas Zahn's^"^ results indicated
that reversible changes could occur. Also, the four point pattern indi-
cated the presence of diagonal lattice planes with respect to the fiber
112 113
axis and the question has been discussed in detail by Statton. '
In the same publication, Statton also showed that the "crystallite size",
as estimated by WAXD using the Scherrer equation, was always less than the
long period and had a fairly linear relationship with it. The difference
was accounted as the intercrystalline amorphous regions and these results
were, at that time, considered a strong support for the Hess-Kiessig
model.
With the advent of polymer single crystals and the concept of
chain folding,
11^"116
the above model has been substantially modified due
to a drastically altered thinking about polymer morphology. Single
33
crystal units of PE produced SAXS patterns with a series of strong,
well-defined maxima which would be related to each other through the
Bragg equation and to the microscopically observed lamellar thickness. 117
Further, micrographs of free surfaces and fracture surfaces of many well-
crystallized materials reveal a lamellar structure reminiscent of the
118
solution crystallized material.
Suffice it to say that due to the contributions and efforts of
119-125
.
, J ,many workers m this relatively new field, it is now accepted
almost universally that in the case of semi-crystalline polymers possess-
ing a lamellar kind of morphology, the first order discrete maximum
observed at non-zero angles, is related to the average dimensions of the
periodicity of a macrolattice within the material and that this periodi-
city which is termed the "long period", is equal to the average dimensions
of one crystalline lamella and one interlamellar amorphous layer.
When more than one maximum is observed, there is as yet no defi-
nite agreement as to whether it is a higher order reflection of the first
126
or due to a different morphological aspect. In two recent review
127 128
articles, 9 Crist has tried to show how higher order reflections can
be used to understand the distribution functions of the size of crystal-
lites and the amorphous layers according to the criteria of the ratio of
their positions being >
<
2. Crist has also compared several existing
models and noted that while each has its merits and deficiencies, the
choice of a model could easily depend on the nature of the system
examined. This implies that no unique model is as yet available to
explain discrete SAXS patterns of semi-crystalline polymers.
34
Among the models compared by Crist are those representing a re-
stricted as well as the general paracrystalline model of Hosemann, 90 the
skewed or assymetric distribution function model of Reinhold et al., 129
the symmetric but Gaussian distribution function model of Blundell, 130
the transition zone model of Tsvankin with distribution functions of two
kinds ' and the Tsvankin model as modified by Buchanan. 13 "* Wenig
134
and Kilian have formulated their own paracrystalline model which they
claim has more advanced features.
It was remarked earlier that the analysis of SAXS data needs
other independent information and the assumption of size or shape para-
meters. The observation of lamellar type of morphology by electron micro-
118
scopy in bulk and solution crystallized polymers is established well
enough to consider the model of alternating crystalline and amorphous
layers as valid. Nevertheless, there could be infinite combinations of
various model parameters and it quickly becomes apparent that model build-
ing can become an extensive undertaking. Also for reasons of mathematical
tractability and limitations in computing time, some of the more realistic
but complex features of the model have very often sacrificed. No matter
how realistic a model, when interpreting SAXS data one must remember that
in spite of the most reliable experimental data, the derived parameters
are only as good as the model is. In this respect, especially for densely
89
packed systems one would do well to heed Porod f s advice and "abstain
from an attempt to derive an exhaustive description of the system and
confine oneself to certain parameters or characteristic quantities which
can be derived from small-angle scattering
11
.
Such quantities are the
35
"scattering power" and "specific surface". They are dealt with in detail
in Chapter III.
Another interesting method to characterize dense systems is the
correlation function approach of Vonk122 ' 123 which will also be dis-
cussed in Chapter III. Suffice it to say that it also involves the use
of a model and gives equivalent results. 133 This approach has its origins
in the more general treatment of diffuse scattering by Debye95,96 and
Porod. 84,85 Ruland135 and Strobl 136 have also proposed methods for the
analysis of SAXS from dense systems. It should be mentioned that in the
method of Vonk, i.e., using the correlation function approach, inter-
particle interference effects are implicitly considered in its derivation.
Diffuse scattering
.
Diffuse scattering in densely packed systems
is normally the result of a randomly arranged morphology, i.e., one in
which neither the shape nor the position nor the orientation of particles
has any particular definition. The situation is thus one of the degree of
randomness. However, it is not as hopeless as it looks and some interest-
ing general parameters can be derived as mentioned earlier by the correla-
tion function approach. Both Debye9 ** and Porod 84 have derived relations
that give a meaningful interpretation of such morphologies.
Again even for diffuse scattering, interparticle interference
82
must be expected for a dense system. According to Statton, it can take
three forms: 1) limited penetration, in which two particles are closer
to each other than the distance of their diameters causing a blurred
interference effect; 2) association, in which particles aggregate into
large group or clusters and cause the scattering curve to rise steeply
at very small angles; and 3) ordering, in which strong forces act between
36
particles, and build up a certain periodicity in the electron density of
the system. Ordering of a close packed system can result in a maximum
as mentioned previously and the extent could depend upon the monodisper-
sity.
Transition zone. When two phases of different densities coexist,
the nature of the phase boundary separating them could vary in its char-
acter from sharp to diffuse depending upon the constituents of the
phases, the conditions under which their separation came about, the
nature of the existing equilibrium, etc.
In two phase polymeric systems, whether they be semi-crystalline
polymers or blends of polymers, the nature of the boundary or transition-
zone as it is often called is important to know for a variety of reasons.
For example, a very sharp boundary in polymer blends is a strong indica-
tion of incompatibility as opposed to a diffuse one which would indicate
some kind of compatibility. Very diffuse boundaries between crystallites
and the amorphous medium indicate poor quality crystallites which can be
linked to the kinetics of crystallization of the system, etc.
In all of Porod f s and Debye T s general work, the assumption of
sharp boundaries was implicit. Thus, their systems were ideal in this
respect which is seldom the case in practice. Most boundaries between
two polymeric species tend to have finite dimensions.
131 132
Tsvankin * was the first to introduce this concept with a
linear density profile in his lamellar model and the width of the transi-
137
tion zone was one of the model T s adjustable parameters. Blundell also
included a linear transition zone in his one dimensional Gaussian distri-
bution SAXS model.
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135 138Ruland and Strobl and Muller considered the presence of
transition zones as deviations from Porod's model and showed how such
deviations could be handled. Ruland also showed how, in the course of
testing the identity of the system against Porod's Law, the width of the
1 on
transition zone could also be estimated. Vonk's rigorous treatment of
the same model as Tsvankin proposed allows the estimation of the width and
volume fraction of the material in the transition zone using the correla-
tion function approach of Debye et al. . Stein and Khambatta140
,
also
using the general theory of Debye but with a much simpler derivation, have
proposed a method to calculate the volume fraction of the transition zone
in a system of non-lamellar amorphous blends. It is interesting to note
that while Vonk's derivation (like those of the preceeding works) was
meant to apply to a lamellar morphology, it is identical in its final form
to the Stein-Khambatta equation.
141 142
In two recent publications, Bonart * has proposed a very
elegant method for estimating the width of the transition zone along with
other interesting parameters and this will be discussed later in more
detail.
143 144 145
Helfand and Tagami 9 and Meier have proposed theoretical
methods using statistical mechanics to estimate the width of transition
zones from the point of understanding interface behavior between poly-
meric domains in blended systems and experimental values will be compared
with their theories.
Small-Angle Light Scattering (SALS)
As mentioned previously, SALS is a very handy and convenient
technique to study heterogeneities in the range of 0.5 to 50 microns and
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complements both SAXS and LM on either side of this range. The use of
SALS for the study of polymers has been largely pioneered in the labora-
tories of the University of Massachusetts under the leadership of
Professor Stein.
While work has been done on several different aspects of light
scattering from a myriad of systems such as two and three dimensional
spherulites, two and three dimensional rod structures, static and dynamic
modes, oriented and unoriented systems, etc., a comprehensive survey of
all the published literature is not feasible, especially since SALS was
not the major technique of this thesis. Excellent review articles on
OATC . 19,146-150SALS exist.
The author has thus restricted the discussion to the photographic
and photometric techniques in both the H and V modes under static con-
v v
ditions for semi-crystalline systems having a spherulitic morphology;
with passing references to other aspects wherever necessary.
The general theoretical framework of SALS is essentially the same
19 95 151
as that of SAXS 9 * in the sense that while SAXS is sensitive to
changes in local electron densities, SALS is sensitive to changes in
refractive indices, i.e., fluctuations in densities as well as anisotropy
of course at relatively macro levels. SAXS is insensitive to anisotropy
fluctuations since it involves inner electrons o£ atoms which are not
19
influenced by chemical bonding which is the source of anisotropy.
Polymers scatter light because they contain heterogeneous entities
of dimensions comparable to the wavelength of light. As in SAXS, the
angular dependence of scattered light is characteristic of the size,
shape and distribution of the scattering particles.
39
In semi-crystalline polymer films, three sources of heterogenei-
ties could occur, 1) density fluctuations due to crystallinity
, areas of
differing density due to statistical fluctuations or voids; 2) orientation
fluctuations due to anisotropy; and 3) anisotropy fluctuations due to
areas of differing anisotropy. By selecting the proper mode of polariza-
tion, one can discriminate between the various fluctuations. In the H
v
mode, the polarizer and analyzer are crossed with respect to their
polarization directions while in the V mode they are parallel. Hv v
scattering is insensitive to density fluctuations.
The interpretation of SALS results can be done either by the
statistical approach or by the model approach. Debye and Bueche were
the first to propose a general theoretical treatment of SALS from polymer
films. Theirs is the well known correlation function approach in which
they considered only density fluctuations. According to their theory, the
intensity of scattered light from a density heterogeneous system is pro-
portional to the mean squared fluctuations in the refractive indices and
also to a density correlation function. The latter is a measure of the
degree of correlation between fluctuations a certain distance apart. The
152
above treatment was generalized by Goldstein and Michalik to include
both density and orientation fluctuations but its overall complexity has
discouraged its application.
153
The Stein-Wilson treatment is a special case of random orienta-
tion fluctuations of anisotropic elements and assumed that the probability
of having two optic axes with correlated orientations depends only upon
their distance of separation and not on the angle these axes make with
the separating vector. This gave azimuthally independent results which
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is not the usual case experimentally. The above treatment was extended
154by Stein et al. to include nonrandom orientation fluctuations in which
the angular dependence of the optic axes and the separating vector is con-
sidered. This predicts an azimuthal dependence as seen experimentally.
The above treatments were two dimensional. The three dimensional calcu-
lations were done by van Aartsen155 and applications to oriented systems
were done by Stein and coworkers. 156
"158
All the above treatments are very general due to their statistical
nature and consequently difficult to interpret in terms of the structural
features of the scattering systems. Also, the more random the system's
morphology, the more meaningful is the statistical approach because for
random morphology, the structural features are difficult to define. How-
ever, such theories are a poor approximation for describing any organized
or well ordered morphology such as spherulitic structures. The model
approach is better suited to this.
Stein and Rhodes15 ^' 16^ proposed a three dimensional model of
homogeneous anisotropic spheres with the optic axes either along or
normal to the sphere's radius. The shapes of the corresponding and
V patterns as predicted by the model agreed very well with many experi-
mental observations
1^' 161 but the absolute intensities of scattering
could not be reconciled between the two.
16 ^* 16
^ For example, the excess
H
v
intensities at small and large angles on either side of the intensity
maximum could not be accounted for theoretically. The angle of maximum
scattered intensity is very simply related to the size of the spheru-
159 t.
lite. Small angles represent scattering from larger structures such
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as spherulites while as the angles get progressively larger, small
structures such as intraspherulitic details begin to contribute.
The discrepancy between theory and experiment was thought to be
due to the relatively idealistic nature of the models. The model assumes
scattering from an isolated single spherulite which is particulate
scattering just as mentioned for SAXS.
In crystalline polymer films, microscopic observations show that
the structure is quite densely packed and, moreover, seldom spherical or
circular. The dense packing must result in interspherulitic interference
effects and the impingement of spherulites result in polygonic spheru-
lites. Morever, the spherulites due to random truncations are polydis-
perse in sizes. These effects can be considered as forms of "external
disorder" and treated by Stein and coworkers 164,166
"170,172
and
. 165,171Kawai
.
Another kind of disorder that could occur within the spherulites
and hence termed as "internal disorder" could be due to the deviation of
the optic axis orientation from its ideal position. 162,17 ^ 176
In addition to the above factors, Stein and Keane177 have shown
how the experimental data may be corrected for reflection, refraction and
secondary scattering. A more refined multiple scattering theory has been
178 179
recently proposed. * The consideration of all the various disorders
and necessary experimental corrections have resulted in much better
180
agreement between theory and practice.
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CHAPTER III
THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Since the major emphasis of this work is on the techniques of
small-angle x-ray scattering and small-angle light-scattering, a few
words on the meaning of the terms "scattering" and "diffraction" are
in order.
Scattering and Diffraction
When any form of radiation interacts with matter, it is scattered.
The manner in which this scattering occurs depends on the internal dis-
tribution of "scattering entities", i.e., heterogeneities, their size and
shape and the wavelength of the incident radiation.
Ordinarily, the wavelength is kept constant during an experiment
and the scattered intensity is simply monitored in a convenient way, as
a function of the scattering angle. This gives the "scattering envelope"
or curve, the shape of which is representative of the morphology of the
scattering system. In fact, every point of the scattering curve is indi-
cative in some way of some features of the system's morphology, viz.
whether there is randomness or an ordered arrangement, whether the system
is isotropic or has preferred orientation (texture), whether the hetero-
geneities are micro or macro on an average, the degree of heterogeneity
or homogeneity, the nature and degree of correlation between the various
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scattering entities, etc. It is thus apparent that "scattering" as such
is a very general phenomenon.
Nevertheless, there are basically two main Kinds of scattering
viz. "diffuse scattering", often simply termed as "scattering", and
"discrete scattering" which is synonymous with "diffraction".
When the scattering entities are arranged in a regular geometrical
array such that their physical positions within a material's morphology
can be described by some lattice, by virtue of such geometry the scatter-
ing vectors reinforce each other at preferential angles of scattering.
This is the same as saying that the amplitude of scattering goes through
a maximum, the sharpness of which depends on the regularity with which
the heterogeneities conforms to a given lattice. Such discrete effects
are termed "diffraction" and are more common in low molecular weight
materials where a larger freedom for ordered packing exists. Polymers,
by virtue of their high molecular weight, are restricted in this respect
due to kinetic considerations. Their heterogeneities often conform to a
disordered geometry which broadens the maxima if any and even washes them
out when the disorder is large enough. This leads to the diffuseness in
scattering. Diffraction is thus a special case of the more general
phenomenon of scattering.
By and large, at least for x-rays, the diffraction effects occur
in the wide-angle region and scattering in the small-angle region. Hence,
the often used acronyms of WAXD and SAXS. This does not in any way
restrict each phenomenon to certain angular ranges but merely that con-
ventionally WAXS and SAXD are seldom used symbols even when justified.
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Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering
The general theory of SAXS has been well worked out, particularly
83by Guinier in the case of dilute systems and by Porod, 84 5 85 Debye95 ' 96
and Hosemann90 for dense systems. As mentioned in Chapter II, excellent
review articles82,87
"89
and texts 83 ' 90-92 are available that do justice
to both.
Since this work is concerned with polymer blends in the solid-
state, theory only pertinent to dense systems is discussed.
General
.
One of the most useful quantities obtained from SAXS
experiments is the total integrated scattered intensity, also called the
84
INVARIANT by Porod. It is a characteristic property of the system and
denoted by Q. In general:
CO
Q = J x
2
'l(x) dx (20)
where x is any convenient angular parameter, x can be represented by a
variety of alternate symbols such as s, m, etc. as defined below.
8 =
2 S
^
n 9
(21)
m = 2a sin 9 (22)
where X = wavelength of x-rays (*CuKa
= 1*542 A)
a = distance between sample plane and detector plane
20 = scattering angle (Fig. 2)
s is also called the "scattering vector 11 and in the terminology of the
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ii 92
reciprocal lattice 11
s - phkl 1 h
. (23)
hkl
where |Phkl l is the magnitude of the reciprocal vector and d is thehkl
distance between planes of (hkl) indices. For small angles, i.e., 28 <1°,
the following approximations are quite valid:
s - 29/X
and m = (26)a
For purely arbitrary reasons, m has been adopted as the working
parameter* throughout this thesis. Thus,
GO
-
J
m
2
»I(m)dm (24)
o
The above equation, however, assumes ideal collimation, i.e., an infi-
nitely small pinhole as the source of x-ray radiation. Such a source is
not feasible in practice as it results in very low intensities and unrea-
sonably high counting times for quantitative data accumulation. One can
build up the intensity by having a fine line shaped beam instead, whose
length to breadth ratio is very large. As will be explained in the next
chapter, the intensity with such a beam is distorted due to smearing
HP
effects and such intensities are denoted as I (i.e., with a tilde).
Hence, according to Porod s theory
* i.e., for all computational purposes in the reduction of experimental
data.
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Qm = j fa-Kin) dm = 2Qm (25)
The various conversions between Q^, Qgf Q Q , etc. have been tabulated by
Alexander ."^^
The importance of the INVARIANT lies in the fact that it allows
the evaluation of some of the most general parameters such as the mean
2
squared fluctuation in electron density <n > and the internal or specific
surface (0/V)
.
In any heterogeneous material, the point to point electron density
p(x) fluctuates about a mean value p. If the fluctuation is denoted by n»
then for a point x one can write
n(x) » (p - p(x)) (26)
2
The square of this is given by n (x) and the mean of all the squared
2fluctuations over all points in space is denoted by <n >. It is an over-
all measure of all the density fluctuations in any system and an indirect
2
measure of heterogeneity. <n > is also called the "scattering power of
the system"^*^"**^^ and is a fundamentally important quantity in SAXS.
<n
2
> - i~z)
—3 / m.in (m) dm (27)
e daX
o
where i 7.9 x 10 (Thompson scattering constant of a free electron)
e
23 —1
N * 6.023 x 10 mole (Avogadro f s Number)
d = sample thickness (appropriate units)
I smeared intensity in absolute (electron) units
n
The evaluation of
^ is routine and straightforward if the intensity of
the primary incident beam is known, and this is most conveniently done
with the aid of a calibrated sample (Lupolen) kindly provided by Prof-
fessor 0. Kratky.
Equation (27) can be condensed for X = 1.542 k to the form
2 60 X / x
<n > = dl Vm) (28)
Q
n
(m) is merely the absolute smeared invariant and is experimen-
tally more convenient to work with than its desmeared analog. This
statement needs qualification and the reasons are given below:
1. There exist more than one unique technique by which desmearing
is done as will be elaborated in Appendix II, and as yet it is
difficult to discriminate amongst them regarding quality and
ambiguities. Thus, different techniques could potentially give
relatively different results and this can be avoided by process-
ing smeared data which is not only straightforward but for which
an equally exact theoretical framework exists,
2. Desmearing, again depending on the method used, is sensitive to
errors in the experimental data and thus involves a certain
degree of curve smoothening which should be considered also.
Quantitative x-ray data due to its statistical nature, always
has some statistical-noise in it, especially in the case of
SAXS.
For an ideal system of two phases, each being uniform and iso-
tropic in its electron density and separated by sharp boundaries^'
(see Appendix III for derivation)
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<n
2
> - tp
t
- p
2
)
2
(29)
where P = electron density of the phase
and <j) = volume fraction of the phase.
If three pure phases coexist, one can analogously write185
<n
2
> = (P
x -
P
2
)2
*l
4>
2
+ (p
2
~ p
3
)2<t> 2*3 + (p 3 ~ P 1
)2<}> 3*1 (30)
By matching the experimental and theoretical scattering powers,
one can thus test the validity of an assumed model which, as was mentioned
earlier, is necessary to interpret SAXS data. In the estimation of the
2
theoretical value of <ri > enough independent information about the volume
fractions and the densities of the phases is necessary. If only ^ is
2
known since + = 1, (p-^ - 9^ can ^ e estimated and p , p^ cannot be
resolved by SAXS alone. Also, due to the Babinet principle of reciprocity
84
in optics one cannot identify which is the dispersed phase and which is
2
the continuous one as the same value of <r\ > is obtained by the inter-
changing of phases. A third ambiguity is with regards to the shape and
size of the particles as two systems can be "scattering equivalent" and
yet have different morphologies.
84
Porod's law . According to Porod for an ideal two phase system,
i.e., phases with uniform densities separated by sharp boundaries, the
—3
scattered intensity should fall off as m if it is smeared (slit-
collimated) and m" 4 if it is desraeared (pin-hole collimated) in the tail
end of the scattering curve. This important and general principle is
known as POROD f s LAW and written as:
I(m) - kjm
49
3
l
/m (31)
where k is a constant. This is experimentally verifiable most readily
for granular systems but for platelike particles (e.g., lamellae), con-
formance to the law recedes into the extreme end of the tail of the curve
where the intensity is weak and commonly distorted by other background
- . A . . 186factors causing deviations.
The estimation of the invariant requires experimental data at
both very small and large angles. The former is difficult due to the
184incident beam itself and can be circumvented by a linear extrapolation.
The latter is also difficult because of very low intensities and conse-
quently poor counting statistics. However, the constant term k^ can be
used to synthesize the curve at large angles and get a reasonable overlap
with the original experimental one.
For the ideal two phase model, the estimation of the invariant
enables the calculation of another interesting parameter called the
84
"internal surface" by Porod.
0 area of phase interface
_
_8rc
_1 £-1
^32)
V volume of the system aX 1 2
*
,
184
All the terms have been already defined. According to Kratky,
the "internal surface" is a correct measure of the fineness of a system
1
s
heterogeneity.
The above analysis, true to Porod's style, is of a very general
nature and can be applied to a system of random or ordered geometry as
long as the phases are homogeneous and the phase boundary is sharp. For
50
well ordered systems such as the lamellae within a spherulite, as will be
discussed later, the "model approach" or the "correlation function"
approach can be applied. For a completely random distribution of phases
such as in Fig. 3, the "correlation function" approach is the only mean-
ingful one.
Debye^ and Porod^'^ working independently, proposed a very
powerful theoretical framework to describe dense two-phase systems with
a chaotic distribution of phases much like a piece of sponge with cavi-
ties .
The scattering of such a system can be described by the Debye-
95
Bueche theory for spherically symmetric systems as:
00
1(h) = K
x
<n
2
> J Y(r)
r
2
dr (33)
where = constant
2
<n > = scattering power
h = (4tt/X) sin 6
y(r) = correlation function
r = a scalar quantity
y(r) is further defined as
<n(x) • n(x + r)>
Y (r) = 5
<n >
(34)
where, as mentioned before, n(x) represents the fluctuation in electron
density at a point x within the material and the sumbol <
>
r
designates
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an average over all pairs of volume elements separated by a constant
scaler distance, r. y(r) decays from unity at r = 0 toward zero as r
approaches infinity in a manner that is characteristic of the structure
of the system.
2
for r = 0 y(r) = <n = 1 (complete correlation)
for r = °° y(r) = —~
—
= 0 (no correlation)
<n >
The correlation function y(r) also called the "characteristic" by
Porod may be obtained from Fourier inversion of 1(h). For specific model
systems y(r) can be calculated theoretically, e.g., for a dilute disper-
sion of spheres of radius R,
r(r) - 1 - | C§) * ±, (f) 3 (35)
187
and serves as a measure of the size of the sphere. For systems with
no clearly defined structure, y(x) often decreases monotonically with r
(Fig. 4) and can often be simply represented by an emperical equation
such as (95)
y(r) = exp (-r/I ) (36)
where I is defined as the "correlation distance" and is a measure of the
c
size of the heterogeneity. For dilute discrete particles, I is related
V—
to the particle size, e.g., for spheres of radius R, I - (AR/3). For
more concentrated systems, I cannot be easily related to any structural
c
unit as it depends on both inter and intra particle distances. It thus
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becomes difficult to interpret I directly in a physical sense. It could
be considered as an average wavelength of the fluctuation n(x), with <n
2
>
as the average squared amplitude (Fig. 5).
On substituting y(r) = exp (-r/I ) in equation (33), one gets
1(h) = K < n
2
> (I )
3/[l + h2U ) 2 ] 2 (37)L c c
where is another constant term. On rearranging, this gives:
Kh)"1/2 = [l + h2U
c
)
2
] / [K
2
<n
2
> (oY (38)
-1/2 2
showing that a plot of 1(h) against h should give a straight line
_ 2
with a slope to intercept ratio of (l^) .
For SAXS the angles are small enough to validate the equivalence
sin 0=9. Thus
h = — sin 9 —— (39)
which when substituted in equation (38) gives
iW1 ' 2 = [V n2>(Ic ) 3 ]-1/2 [i+JS^fl/]
A
= K,[<n
2
>a >
3f1/2 [K2<n
2
>a >
3
r
1/2 u£ a
c
)
2
ie
2 m
2 C I C yL Z
1/2 2 96
Thus if a plot of I(8)~ against 6 is made, the ratio
2
SLOPE m 16tt (j .2 (41 )
INTERCEPT ,2 c'
which gives
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1 = X_ /SLOPE
c 2tt / INTERCEPT (42)
Also conformance to such a straight line is an indication of the
appropriateness of the empirical form (eqn. (36)) used. Other assumed
forms of Y (r) such as gaussian, or those with higher order terms have
188
also been proposed and alternative testing procedures may be applied.
It may be added that is the integral breadth of Y (r). Porod
and associates refer to as the "reduced inhomogeneity length".
96Debye, Anderson and Brumberger have also shown that for an
ideal two phase model:
0
4
*1*2
V — (43)
c
where all the terms have been previously defined.
Somewhat more easy to comprehend are what Porod has termed the
"average chord lengths" or "transversals", and I .
184
>
185
h = oTV and l 2 = ON (44)
If one can visualize a randomly arranged morphology to be pierced
in all random directions by arrows, as shown in Fig. 3, then the mean
length of all the line segments intercepted by each phase is represented
by the "transversals".
Combining equations (43) and (44) it is easy to see that:
1-
-
-3- +i- (45)
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C — p
and = — and £ = -—
, ^
1 4> 2
2
*1 ( }
Thus, as was said before, I is a weighted average of inter and intra
phase dimensions and H .
Deviations from Porod f s Law
. If Porod ! s law is obeyed as expressed
3 =in equation (31), then m -I(m) should be a constant and independent of the
189scattering angle. Luzzati and coworkers found such conformance in the
case of dilute silane solutions of lysozyme, but no known cases for dense
systems exists. The reasons for non-conformity are varied and lumped under
the common name of "deviations".
Basically two main kinds of deviations could occur viz., 1) inhomo-
geneity of electron density within the phases and 2) diffuse boundaries
between the phases across which the electron density varies continuously
and not abruptly. Superimposed on these, incoherent thermal fluctua-
135 190
tions ' across the entire system should also be included. All these
are molecular to atomic effects and it is therefore not surprising that
they affect the tail intensities of the scattering curve which is precisely
the domain of applicability of Porod f s law.
Inhomogeneity within the phases can be due to trapped impurities
in general; crystalline imperfections such as kinks, line and point
191
defects, etc. (Fig. 6) nonuniformity of the amorphous phase; inter-
penetration of each phase by chemical constituents of the other as can
141 142
happen for frozen-in morphologies in blends, etc. The degree to
which phases are inhomogeneous is difficult to determine experimentally
in a multiphase system in the solid state.
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On the other hand, experimental evidence142 ' 192 and some theore-
tical treatments 143
"145
'
193
both favor the existence of a finite transi-
tion zone between phases across which the density varies continuously.
Electron microscopy indicates that in a semicrystalline system the transi-
tion zone thickness is a function of the system's history and for blends
it is more complex. Helfand and Tagami143 ' 144 and Meier145 ' 194 estimate
thicknesses of the order of 10 to 20 A for blends such as those of PS/
PMMA commonly classified as incompatible. 53
189Luzzati and coworkers were the first to suggest that all kinds
of deviations from the ideal two phase model would contribute a constant
excess intensity due to incoherent scattering and represented this by k .
On combining this with Porod's law, one can write:
k
l
I(m) - — + k
2 (47)
which on rearranging gives:
3 ' 3
m -Km) - k- + k
2
m (48)
3 - 3According to this a plot of m # I(m) against m should result in a straight
line of slope and intercept k^. Thus the excess intensity k^ could be
estimated and consequently the corrected intensity I(m), after subtracting
k^i i.e., (I(m) - k^) be used for estimating a more precise value of the
invariants.
195
Perret and Ruland from their SAXS study on solution precipi-
tated and bulk-crystallized polyethylene, have shown that if after correct-
"33
ing for the plot of I(m)*m vs m is linear at large angles, then the
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perturbation due to a transition zone is negligible or that the interface
can be considered to be relatively sharp. Kim196 has substantiated this
line of reasoning in his study on the SAXS of S-B-S block copolymers and
so have Roe and Gieniewski197 on melt crystallized chlorinated poly-
ethylene.
In another publication, using the convolution procedure of
90 135Hosemann and Bagchi, Ruland has shown how the effects due to den-
sity deviations may be separated from those of a transition zone using
appropriate intensity plots. According to Ruland, 135 when density fluc-
189tuations predominate, the Luzzati method is best suited, but when the
phase boundary is diffuse equation (47) is modified to
k
i V
I(m) =
~3 +—
m
On rearranging it gives:
~ 3 2
I(m) -m - k- + k
2
f m (50)
which indicates that for the case of diffuse boundaries a plot of
"32 3
I(m)*m against m rather than m should give a straight line. It must
be pointed out that these discrimination methods need extremely accurate
data in order to resolve such differences within experimental error and
systems with both kinds of deviations cannot be handled easily. According
to him, the former produce positive deviations while the latter give rise
to negative deviations and partial to total compensation is conceivable
in exceptional cases. In this respect, the Bonart method as explained
later is more elegant and enlightening.
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139Vonk has proposed another method to estimate the width of the
transition zone by estimating the slope of a one dimensional correlation
function at the origin, i.e., (dy(r)/dr)r = 0 (as originally proposed by
96
Debye et al. for estimation of the "internal surface") and combining
this with other expressions. Vonk's results for the transition zone are
in good agreement with those calculated by Ruland's 135 method and in
accord with electron microscopy evidence the solvent-crystallized
samples show sharper boundaries than melt-crystallized samples.
137 138Blundell and Strobl have also considered the effect of a
transition zone in their efforts to test the validity of Porod f s law for
semi-crystalline systems.
140
Stein and Kharabatta have proposed a more simplistic but very
general theory for estimating the volume fraction of material in the
transition zone with a linear density profile from an estimation of the
scattering power of the system. If the theory is applied to an assumed
model, the fractional thickness of the transition zone can also be esti-
mated. The theory is derived in the following section but a few words
141
about a very elegant method recently proposed by Bonart are in order.
141 142
Bonart ? s Theory . ' According to Bonart it is not enough to
correct the intensity (smeared) for a constant background k^ as was dis-
3 3
cussed previously and check for conformation for a linear I(m) m vs m
plot to estimate the correct parameters. He has shown experimentally
that intercept values (k^) from such linear plots are very small in magni-
tude and give unreasonable values for the "internal surface".
Referring to Fig. (7a) subtraction of cleans up the data for
2
statistical fluctuations within the phases resulting in <n >
f
as shown in
58
Fig. (7b) and further reduction of the system to eliminate the transition
zone results in a "comparison system" which, according to Bonart, can then
be compared to the ideal two phase system of Porod. He proposes that
Porod's Law be further modified by a damping factor D2 (m) to account for
deviations caused by the transition zone which can be assumed to be
Gaussian. Thus
Km) + D2 (m) -~ + k.
m
3 2 (3D
2
and estimation of D (m) (Appendix IV) should give the correspondingly
corrected invariant Q-Cm) as
B
, (I(m) - k )
Q-.(m) = I = m dm (52)B
t D
2
(m)
Q (m) in turn is used to estimate the scattering power of the "comparisonD
2
system" as shown in Fig. (7c) and denoted by <n > !t . According to Bonart,
this should result in more realistic values of the internal or specific
surface (0/V)
.
B
Xa 1 2
QB (m)
As a result of his analysis, one can also estimate the width of
the transition zone (B) and the fraction of sharp boundaries (Appendix IV)
3
~
Alog{m [I(m) - k ] - k } , /9
B = 0.605 (Xa) [ ~] U2 (54)
Am
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where is the intercept of I(m). m plot (i.e., same as k ) but for
m -> <»
Stein-Khambatta theory. 140 Consider two homogeneous phases to be
separated by a gradual phase boundary across which a linear electron den-
sity gradient exists as shown in Fig. 8, and represented by
P 3
(x) = p1
+ (p
2
- Pl ) (x/e) (55)
where E is the "thickness of the boundary". If <|> and ij» are the initial
volume fractions of the two phases (i.e., components) mixed together and
is the volume fraction occupied by the boundary regions, then for a
linear gradient, the remaining parts of the two components occurring as
pure phases are
V = *1 - ( *3/2 } < 56 >
and
V = *2 " (*3/2> C57>
as shown in Fig. 9. It is assumed that the dispersed phase (phase 2) is
sufficiently dilute so that overlap of the boundary regions may be
neglected.
In this case the average electron density of the system is given,
as in the sharp boundary case as
P - <^ 1P 1
+ <J> 2
P 2
(58)
* since 4»
1
t +
<f>
2
' +<J>
3
= ^ + <f> 2
= 1
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while the value of <n > is given by
2 2 *y "
*
<n > -
1 « (px
- p) + (p
2
- p) = ^ [p ( X) _ p]
2
(59)
Using equations (55) and (58)
P
3
(x) - p = p 1
+ (p
2
- Pl) (x/e) - <|» p - <J)„2"2
= (P
2
- [(x/e) -
<f>
2 ] ( 6o)
Then
[P
3
(x) " P]
2
= 7 J [P 3 (x) - p]
2
dx
0 o2 e
(p
2 '
p
l>
J
2[(x/e) - <j>
2
] dx
0
= (p
2
- Pl )
2
[ ± - M2 ] (61)
Upon resubstituting into equation (59) one gets
2.
2
,
<n > = (p
2
- { *1*2
{*1*2
= (p
2
- v
2
1*1*2
— + <t> 3 [ J - *^ 2 ]>
1
+
*2
)2
" I
(62)
Thus, the effect of a finite transition zone is to lower the scattering
power of the system by one-sixth of its volume fraction.
Equation (62) is consistent with the ideal two phase model since
2 2
for
<f>,j = 0, <n > (P 2
" Pjl^ ^1^2 which is ecluation ( 29 ) •
Also it is important to mention that using an altogether different
approach, Vonk derived an expression identical to equation (62) in
61
terms of the internal or specific surface 0/V and the thickness of the
transition zone e. According to Vonk139
e(0/V) is the volume fraction of the transition zone. An equivalent
expression was also proposed by Blundell.
The result of equation (62) is general and independent of the
sizes and the distribution of the dispersed phases so long as the density
gradient is linear.
2In the sharp boundary case <n > will be symmetrical in ^ and $ 2
and pass through a maximum when $ - 4> - 0.5. In the diffuse boundary
case, the symmetry is lost. Also as
<fr approaches 0.5, the assumption of
non-overlap of boundaries becomes less valid and phase inversion is likely
to occur. Then equation (62) becomes a poor approximation.
If the application of equation (62) is to be more specific, it
requires the assumption of some kind of a model which can relate <|> to
and (l)^ in terms of structural parameters. The simplest case is that
of spherical domains of phase 2 in a continuous medium of phase 1, with a
3
number density of N spheres/cm each of radium R. Then
*
2
f
= N-(y ttR3 ) (64)
and
3
= N*<|2L) [<R + e) 3 - R3 ]
= N [e
3
+ 3Re
2
+ 3R
2
e] (65)
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If the boundary region is thin as compared to the radius of the sphere,
i.e., C « R, then the first and second terms can be neglected and
4>
3
N-4ttR
2
e (3e/R)<f> »
This can be written more conveniently as
(66)
*
3(e/R)
V
3 1 + (3e/2R) * (67)
which, on substituting into equation (12), givea
e/2R(p
2 - p l ) id - * 2h 2 - cn*^ V
<P
2
- P
X
)
2
- - (
, +
E
^2R) ] (68)
Thus
K
2
<n2>
2 e/2RY'Vj'v'^WW'-V (69)
2
where K^<n > can be obtained from the intercept of the Debye-Bueche plot
according to equation (40). For the case where the fractional thickness
f = e/R is independent of the composition of the system, a plot of
K
2
<n
2
>
—
7 versus the volume fraction of the dispersed phase $ , should
<f> 2
give a straight line of negative slop with a ratio of intercept to slope
denoted by 6 as
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L l + (3e/2R) 1J
L l + (3f/2) 1J (70)
On rearranging, we have
2(1 + 5)
f =
1 - 3(1 + 6) (71)
Thus, if f varies with * 2 the above plot will not conform to a straight
line. In such a case, curves could be fitted using alternate hypotheses
such as constancy of e, etc. and R could be calculated from through an
assumed model.
Tsvankin Model
.
To explain small-angle x-ray scattering of semi-
131
crystalline polymers, Tsvankin proposed a microfibril (disordered
infinite one dimensional lattice) consisting of alternating crystalline
and amorphous layers as shown in Fig. (10). The amorphous thicknesses
obey an exponential distribution (most probable) function while the
crystalline thickness distribution is rectangular and symmetric. The
choice of the exponential form was based on the earlier work of
104
Zernicke and Prins and the rectangular form was assumed for mathema-
tical convenience. Tsvankin also included in his model a transition zone
of thickness 6* over which the electron density varied linearly from the
amorphous to the crystalline region. Such a transition zone was super-
imposed on each end of a crystallite of thickness a**, resulting in a
trapezoidal density profile along the lattice. Fig. (10).
* The 6 parameter of Tsvankin has the same meaning as e (Stein-Khambatta)
,
B (Bonart) , E (Vonk, Ruland) , etc.
**a is not to be confused with the sample to detector distance used to
define the reduced angle m.
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The attractiveness of this particular model, or any system in
which the thickness distribution of one phase is symmetric and that of
the other is asymmetric, is that for any set of values for the symmetric
width parameter and the transition zone thickness, both the width of the
scattering peak (a measure of the total disorder) and the position of the
scattering maximum (a measure of the assymetry of the overall distribu-
tion) are uniquely related to the crystallinity of the sample. Thus, one
only need measure the reduced half-width of the peak in addition to the
scattering peak angle to obtain the true long period as well as the
average thickness of both the crystalline and amorphous phases. 127
In general, the diffracted intensity from a system of N crystals
of different lengths (i.e., with different structure amplitudes F, where
F is the Fourier transform of the electron density distribution within a
crystal) is given by
N
I * N (|F2 | - |F| 2 ) + |F| 2 (N + I I exp {iS-z.,}) (72)
i * k
lk
where s| = 4tt sin9/A is the diffraction vector and z,. is the vector
ik
from the center of the i
fc
crystal to that of the crystal.
—2 • 2
The first term ( F I - |f| ) arises from differences in the
scattering power among individual crystals and was assumed to be constant
133
by Tsvankin and neglected in his analysis. Buchanan showed that
Tsvankin' s assumption was in error and that the continuous scattering
from the assembly of crystals must be taken into account. In doing so,
—2 — 2
he modified Tsvankin f s expressions for |F | and |f| to those more suited
to his analysis.
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The general expression for F as given by Buchanan is
ex (l-e)x
F =
J
(z/6) exp {iyz/l}dz + | exp{iyz/l}dz
o ex
x
[(a - z)/6]exp{iyz/l}dz (73)
d-e)x
where e = 5/x is a measure of the sharpness of the transition zone
(Fig. 10)
y = SI = 2-ni sin 26/X
I = mean amorphous length
a = mean crystallite length with limits of a + A
c = long period = I + a
z is the direction perpendicular to the alternating layers.
a+A
I - |j / F(x)dx (74)
a-A
IfI
2
= IfI * 11*1 (75)
F^ F*F* ^76)also
a+A
and |F2 | f F
2 (x)dx (77)
2A
,
a-A
The expression for |f|
2
and |F2 | as obtained by Buchanan, are
given below:
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2
e
2 (ay) 4 " " " ^ + ~TeT coseay
l'F !
2
" 17T4 ^
S
n
(
- ;^
By
-(I - E )ay ^
By y J L (1 - e)6y u e)ay + — sineay
sinBy
. .2,
~~67" Slnay] } (78)
x cos(l - e)ay - 4sl°^ coseay + 2^j&- cosay] (79)
The parameters a and 3/a are defined as follows:
<1
a " T and is a measure of the crystal packing density
6 A
— = - and is a measure of the crystallite size dispersion about
its mean value of a, where 3 = A/Jl.
The second term of Tsvankin f s expression describes the scattering
from the lattice of crystalline and amorphous regions and is responsible
for the occurrence of maxima in the scattering pattern at scattering
angles other than zero.
Tsvankin showed that this second term can be represented by
F I- where
N
I. = (N + X I exP < iS#z (80)1 i^k lk
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Using the above expressions, theoretical scattering curves can
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thus be computed as functions of y for variations of parameters a, B/a
and e. From these theoretical curves, "calibration curves" are estab-
lished so as to facilitate comparison of experimental SAXS curves with
the theoretically predicted ones, an example of which is shown in Fig. 11.
For this, a priori values of e and 0/ct must be chosen. The curves are not
very sensitive to the choice of e the transition zone sharpness as long as
e > 0 and electron microscopy work indicates e = 0.2 to be a reasonable
choice. B/a on the other hand is varied from 0.2 to 0.5 which indicates
a 20% to 50% fluctuation in the crystallite size thickness and is reason-
able for semi-crystalline polymers from WAXD and electron microscopy
198—200 13"?
experiments. The final choice is generally arbitrary.
The details are available in Buchanan 1 s paper but a brief outline
of the procedure to estimate the true long period and related parameters
is given in Appendix (V)
.
The Buchanan modified Tsvankin analysis is by no means the last
word in SAXS analysis of semi-crystalline polymers and admittedly has its
127 128
deficiencies. 1 Nevertheless, it provides a deeper insight into the
system 1 s morphology than is gotten from a superficial application of
Bragg T s law to the intensity maxima. It is especially useful and con-
venient to follow a trend on a routine basis and is amongst the most
direct method available. A simple application of the Bragg f s law to the
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83 84first maximum is both hazardous 1 and wasteful of all other informa-
tion in the scattering envelope.
An alternate method is that proposed by Vonk and Kortleve122,123
on a model similar to Tsvankin f s but without a transition zone. Instead
of a rectangular crystal-length distribution, they assume identical
assymetric log normal distributions for both phases again on grounds of
mathematical tractability
.
The Vonk method involves Fourier transforma-
tion of the experimental curve to obtain a one dimensional correlation
function which is compared with a correlation function obtained by the
self-convolution of a theoretical model. The two are then compared in
terms of model parameters to obtain morphological information. Accord-
133
ing to Buchanan, in the case of polyethylene the two methods yield
substantial equivalent results.
90
A third approach is that of Hosemann using paracrystallinity
theory and various symmetric and assymetric distribution functions as
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proposed, e.g., by Rheinhold et al. This has been reviewed in detail
197 1 9R 1 ^0 1 ^7
by Crist. ' Blundell ' has carried out calculations for
Gaussian distribution functions of an alternating layer model and also
tested the effect of a transition zone. In fact, there is no end to such
exercise as semi-crystalline polymers may never really be possible to
interpret by any one kind of unique model due to the statistical nature
of their morphologies. This points to an important truth in the inter-
pretation of SAXS data viz. it must be used in conjunction with data
obtained from other independent techniques in order to interpret its
results in the most meaningful manner.
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Small Angle Light-Scattering
It was mentioned in Chapter II that the general theoretical
framework for SALS was pioneered by Debye and Bueche95 and generalized
152later even more by Goldstein and Michalik. In the theoretical sec-
95 96tion on SAXS, the work of Debye * was again elaborated and similari-
ties were drawn with the general contributions of Porod. 84,85 This is
for the very simple reason that in the classical sense, the phenomena
of SALS and SAXS are similar though not alike. Whereas SAXS is sensi-
tive to differences in electron density, SALS is in general responsive
to differences in refractive index which are due to differences in den-
sities as well as anisotropy. Of course, since the wavelengths used are
different by orders of magnitude, so are the dimensions of the hetero-
geneities investigated. However, high resolution SAXS experiments could
potentially be made to overlap into the range of SALS studies.
The SALS of semi-crystalline polymers possessing spherulitic
147-149
morphology has largely been pioneered by Stein and coworkers in
this laboratory and extended to polymers with other kinds of morpholo-
gies. The first attempts were photographic, using both and modes
where refers to vertically polarized light that is horizontally
analyzed and V to vertically polarized light that is vertically ana-
lyzed. The vertical direction is arbitrary for undeformed isotropic
systems, but parallel to the stretching direction for oriented samples.
Thus, for unoriented systems, the terms and Vv
simply denote cross
and parallel polarizations.
The scattered intensities for three-dimensional isolated spheru-
lites in the H
v
and V
v
modes respectively are:
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H -
AV (—) [(a - a )cos fe) sinycosy(4 sinU - UcosU - 3 SiU)l 2
v U
(82)
and
2 3 2
I = AV (—) [(a - a )(2sinU - UcosU - SiU) + (a - a )(SiU - sinU)v
v U S r s
2 9 9
- (ct
t
- a ) cos (-) cosy (4sinU - UsinU - 3 SiU) ] (83)
where the terms are defined below:
A = constant of proportionality
V = volume of the spherulite
U - (4ttR /X) sin (9/2)
s
R
g
= radius of the spherulite
X = wavelength of light in the scattering medium
9 = scattering angle (Fig. 12) (also in the scattering medium)
y azimuthal angle (Fig. 12)
ct^ tangential polarizability of the spherulite
ct^ = radial polarizability of the spherulite
= polarizability of the medium surrounding the spherulite
u
Si / (sin x)/x dx 1
o
Photographically, spherulitic samples give a four-leaf clover
pattern in the mode and a dumbell shaped pattern in the Vv mode, as
shown in Fig. 21. The above equations could give qualitative agreement
with experimental results but quantitative agreement was lacking. For
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example, the shape of the theoretical patterns were similar to the ones
seen photographically, but for I
R
the theory predicted zero intensities
v
at 9 = 0° and a rapid fall off at higher angles, whereas photometric
measurements give non-zero intensities at 9 = 0° and excess intensity
at higher angles.
The discrepancy is believed to lie in the idealistic assumptions
of the theoretical model which does not duplicate the real situation and
these will be discussed shortly. Nevertheless, it is instructive to
compare equations (82) and (83) qualitatively to gain some insight into
their predictions.
The assumptions of the Stein-Rhodes model are that the spherulites
are isolated, homogeneous, three-dimensional, anisotropic spheres with no
disorder in the orientation of the optic axis that lies at fixed angles
to the radius of the spherulite.
2The equations show that I is proportional to (a - a ) , i.e.,
ti t r
v
the anisotropy of the spherulite, while 1^ is in addition also to
2 2
v
(a - a ) , (a - a ) , i.e., to the difference in polarizabilities of
t s r s
the spherulite and the surrounding medium. Thus, for a volume filling
case, ot will represent the average polarizability of the spherulites
s
but for a non volume filling case, a could be quite different depending
s
on the composition of the medium. One can see therefore that in the
latter case I„ will be more intense than I„ due to the higher contri-
V n
v
2
V
2
butions of the terms (a - a ) and (a - a ) . I__ will also loose its
t s r s
dumbell shaped identity, becoming a more circular pattern.
Thus a preliminary photographic check between IR
and 1^ could
v v
be revealing about the volume filling aspect of the morphology for
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spherulitic polymers, which can be confirmed microscopically. I,
V
can
vbe used accordingly to study systems where a
g
is changing with time,
sample treatment, composition, etc.
For spherulites, the H
v
four leaf clover pattern varies both with
yand 9. Along the 9 direction, the intensity goes through a maximum,
the position of which is inversely proportional to the average size of
the spherulites given by the radius R. Thus, for the angle of maximum
intensity, the reduced angle U can be written using equation (84) as
4ttR 9
Umax"~ sin (—> = 4 - X (85)
Using this, one can get the average dimensions of the spherulites again
as a function of any convenient experimental parameter such as time,
temperature, composition, etc.
In reality, X and 0 are both quantities that should be measured
within the medium of scattering. At small angles where sin 9=9, the
angle of scattering within the medium can be corrected as 9/n where n is
the refractive index of the scattering medium. Also since X = X /n
o
where X^ is the wavelength in vacuum, the two correlations compensate
each other. So for larger spherulites, the error is negligible.
The parameter (a^ - a
r
)
cr
which represents the anisotropy due to
the crystalline part of the spherulite is the difference between the
tangential and radial polarizabilities of the spherulite. a. has units
of polarizability per unit volume and is defined as
a. = N P. (86)
where P. is the polarizability per segment along a particular crystallo-
graphy axis j such as a, b or c and N
g
is the number of segments per
unit volume. P can be estimated using the relation
p
j
m \h m
l
[(b
L " ViCOS\ + (Vi 1 (87)
where P
i
is the polarizability of the ith bond which is oriented at an
angle 9 to any particular direction j and b. and b_ represent bond
polarizabilities along and normal to the bond respectively. Thus, from
a knowledge of bond polarizability values and their orientation, one can
estimate p^, p fe and along the crystallographic axes and in turn cal-
culate (a - a ) as shown below,
t s cr
a
a
+ a
c B (P + P )a
t
=
-
= N
g
a c
J
(88)
and a = a, = N P,
r b s b
(a
t " »t>ct *
N
s
(-2 s
- V < 89)
This is so because, like polyethylene, PCL has its optic axis c
and its other axis a in a helicoidal twist about the b axis which is
oriented in the direction of the radius. In fact, PCL and polyethylene
201 202
also have quite similar unit cell structures * except that the PCL
unit cell is more anisotropic along the c direction as shown below.
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a(i) b(A) c(A)
7.496 4.974 17.297
7.400 4.930 2.534
PCL (orthorhombic)
PE (orthorhombic)
For the bond polarizability values, those of Bunn and Daubenny203
are used even though their work on n-paraffins could include contribu-
tions due to "internal field" effects. Denbigh's 204 values from work
on gaseous molecules should be more accurate, however, the choice will
be justified and numerically substantiated in Chapter V.
The implicit assumption all along has been that the anisotropy of
the spherulite is determined by that of the crystalline phase only, i.e.,
the second and third terms in equation (90) below do not contribute
appreciably to it.
(a
t
a
r ) Spherulite = X^„(a - a )_ f
_
* CR t r CR CR,SP
(1
-V (a t - VAM fAM,SP
(Aa)
F
(90)
In the above equation X is the volume fraction crystallinity of the
spherulite and (Aa) is the form anisotropy due to the crystalline-
r
amorphous boundary. For a volume filling morphology XCR is
the same as
the overall crystallinity but otherwise it has to be accounted for in
some way. More will be said about this later.
The above discussion was with regards to the 1^ and Iv
expres-
v v
sions in equations (82) and (83). However, the reconciliation of
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experimental observations with scattering theory necessitates that both
be expressed in "absolute units" which in light-scattering terminology
is called the "Rayleigh ratio" denoted by R and defined in the next
section. The Rayleigh ratio in SALS is analogous to < n 2>the scattering
power in SAXS.
Rayleigh ratio. The Rayleigh ratio "R" is the expression of
light scattering intensities in "absolute units" and inclusive of all
the factors that affect the measurement of such intensities. In the
general sense, R could be defined as
R(6,y) -HijHi. x _£ x k (91)
O
where I(6,y) = the experimentally measured intensities
I = the incident beam intensity
o J
V = scattering volume (i.e., volume irradiated)
F = product of all the necessary correction factors
k = instrument callibration constant
209The procedure for the estimation of k has been outlined and will not
be repeated here except to say that should any experimental conditions
change, k will change proportionately. It is estimated using a system
whose scattering power is known theoretically such as benzene, and which
can also be measured experimentally.
It was remarked in the preceeding section that the assumptions in
the Stein-Rhodes model were idealistic which was responsible, at least
in part, for the discrepancy with experimental observations. Real
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systems are often densely packed, truncated, polydisperse and imperfect
in their optic axis orientation. Each of these factors affects the
scattering curve in some measure and must be corrected for. The way in
which they affect is explained more fully in the section on "corrections 11
in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
This chapter basically deals with the setting up of sound experi-
mental techniques for the accumulation of reproducible experimental data
and their routine analysis starting with the preparation of samples and
extending up to the various corrections used, to reduce the raw data to an
interpretable form. At every step, the necessary details are explained
with appropriate appendices and, where a multiplicity in choice exists,
the particular route chosen is explained and justified. Where a choice
does not exist, the limitations are pointed out.
Experimental data as obtained directly from equipment is seldom
useful for direct interpretation and must be processed through a series
of corrections. This is particularly true in the case of both SAXS and
SALS. Each correction step has its own philosophy and influences the
final result depending on its importance. Some of the corrections seem
superficially trivial but must nevertheless be executed if consistency
is to be maintained.
Sample Preparation
Blends can be prepared in a variety of ways and amongst the most
.
59
common methods used are:
1. Solvent casting (if a common solvent can be found)
2. Coprecipitating with a non-solvent after codissolving
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3. Melt blending by using e.g. a Brabender plasticorder
4. Freeze drying followed by solvent sublimation under vacuum
5. Copolymerizing either in blocks of each component or by
grafting one component to the parent polymeric chain.
Except for the last technique, which is rather involved, the
others can be used for mixing two homopolymers quite conveniently. Melt
blending requires special equipment if meaningful mixing is to be
achieved and coprecipitating is potentially capable of fractionation due
to differences in the rate of precipitation for the blended components.
For the same reason, one component could be preferentially precipitated
which alters the composition of the blend and elemental analysis then
becomes imperative. Freeze drying has been advocated to give essentially
molecularly mixed blends as it freezes the components when the mixing is
maximized. This technique is, however, cumbersom though routinely adapt-
able.
Solvent casting with slow evaporation of the solvent is very con-
venient and is known to give homogeneous films if the evaporation is
done carefully. An inherent drawback of this technique is that as the
solvent evaporates, the concentration of the solution changes. This
must affect chain mobility as a function of time which in turn must
affect the kinetics of domain formation. In fact, during the early
stages of casting due to the diluteness of the solution, the mixing
ought to be optimum, whereas during the final stages, having gone past
the critical concentration, precipitation must dominate. If this is
relatively uniform so will be the morphology.
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The PCL/PVC system, as first studied by Koleske and Lundberg, was
with melt-blended samples. Price and Ong used solvent cast samples
followed by bulk crystallization in some instances. Due to lack of
facility for melt blending, it was considered most feasible to solvent
cast so as to justify comparison of final results with the crystalliza-
tion studies of Ong.
Not only is the morphology of a blend sensitive to the method of
preparation, but also to the history of sample preparation even for the
same technique. Even though the solvent is evaporated slowly neverthe-
less fluctuations in room temperatures, etc., give an ill-defined history
especially since one of the components, viz. PCL, shows a pronounced
tendency to crystallize. Thus it was decided to follow solution casting
by isothermal crystallization so that at least meaningful comparisons
between various compositions could be made, by normalizing their crystal-
lization history.
Also, in order to allow comparison of results with those of
Koleske and Ong, the polymers used were identical in all respect to
theirs and very kindly provided by Dr. J. Koleske of Union Carbide
Corporation. Their description and molecular weights are outlined in
Table I. The compositions studied were varied at intervals of 10% by
weight across the entire spectrum from PCL to PVC inclusive of the pure
homopolymers. The notation PCL/PVC always in percentage by weight will
be used to denote the compositions and volume fractions will be speci-
fied where used.
The sample preparation procedure is outlined below sequentially.
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TABLE I
Molecular Weight Determined by GPC
Sample i +
w
A
+
n
A Ik
w n
M
w
M
n
PCL 1,017 570 1.94 23,600 12,200++
25,400 13,100*
PVC 3,119 1,542 2.02 66,200 32,800++
78,000 38,600**
+ Chain length in Angstroms based on polystyrene standards
++ Molecular weight calculated using a simplified universal
calibration.
* Molecular weight based on a Q factor of 23, received
from Cellomer Associates for PCL
** Molecular weight based on a Q factor of 25 for PVC
t Data of J. Ong, Table I, ref. (10).
1. Dilute solutions of 2% (WT.) concentration were made in THF with
continuous stirring for at least 6 hours to ensure complete dis-
solution of the components. PCL is relatively easy to dissolve
and the choice of THF was made due to it being classified as a
good solvent for PVC. No heating of the solution was attempted,
2. Specially made pyrex petri dishes with very flat and even sur-
faces were used to cast the films. A predetermined amount of
solution was cast each time so as to obtain films 2 to 3 mils
thick on the average. This was done so as to facilitate residual
solvent removal which would be relatively difficult from thick
films, while thinner ones would result in surface tension forces
and not be representative of bulk samples. Small-angle x-ray
work in particular demands high sample purity with respect to
residual solvent as well as microvoids since they contribute a
spuriously high electron density "difference" with the polymers.
Also, at room temperature, PVC is below its glass transition
temperature which causes it to be very viscous as it forms a
film and traps some of the solvent. Lastly, as shown in Table
II, the optimum thicknesses of the samples rich in PVC were not
as high as those rich in PCL due to their higher chlorine con-
tent.* Since a composite sandwich of several films can be made
for x-ray studies, 2 to 3 mil films were considered adequate.
* This statement is further qualified in Chapter IV.
TABLE II
Optimum Thickness for SAXS for Different Compositions
Blend Composition Optimum Thickness
WT. % PCL t (MIL)
m
100 56
90 26
80 17
70 13
60 m 10
50 8
40 7
30 6
20 6
10 5
PVC 4
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The petri dishes were covered with a finely holed Al foil and a
large beaker was inverted over this assembly which was kept for
several hours (overnight) inside a laboratory hood with a modest
draft.
Slow evaporation gave excellent homogeneity, no bubbles, minimum
shrinkage and good mechanical integrity.
The majority of the residual solvent was at first removed under
vacuum at room temperature in excess of 48 hours until no further
weight loss was noticed.
The samples were then isothermally crystallized by raising their
temperature very slowly at approximately 5°C per hour to 70°C at
ambient pressure in a large oven, and then immediately transfer-
ring them to another oven that was equilibrated at 30°C + 1° C.
(i) Slow heating is necessary to avoid any microtraces of resi-
dual solvent from flashing and thereby causing voids. Also, it
insures complete melting of PCL (T - 63°C)
.
m
(ii) The T of PVC is approximately 85 to 90°C which, if
approached or exceeded, would allow diffusion over long times
and complicate the morphology* Hence 70°C was chosen as the
optimum temperature.
(iii) The samples were kept at 70°C for 30 minutes before quench-
ing to 30°C, to ensure complete melting of PCL,
(iv) All samples were transferred simultaneously so as to affect
them identically.
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(v) All experiments on scattering, etc., were done at room
temperature which fluctuates. Hence 30°C was chosen as the
temperature for isothermal crystallization so that crystalliza-
tion could be done at temperatures close to ambient and the
samples would yet have a well defined history. The crystalliza-
tion was allowed to proceed for times in excess of five times
the half times of crystallization for each composition as deter-
mined by Ong.^
For light scattering experiments it is necessary to have the
samples between glass slides with continuous glass to sample interface.
One way is to have the sample fused to the glass and this was done by
sandwiching the sample between two covers lips and using two equilibrated
silicone oil baths at 70°C + 0.5°C and 30°C + 0.5°C in a manner identi-
cal to the two ovens. The samples were slowly heated in the oven at
first to 70°C, then immersed for 30 minutes in the first oil bath and
immediately transferred to the other one for the necessary period of
time to complete crystallization.
Small-Angle X-Ray Scattering
As mentioned in the introduction, the basic emphasis in any
scattering experiment is to obtain the "scattering envelope", i.e., the
variation of scattered intensity with the scattering angle. This can be
done both photographically and photometrically, the former being the
more qualitative of the two and more suited to a routine check rather
than detailed analysis.
Photographic SAXS experiments can best be done using cameras
205developed by Hess and Keisig or what is commonly called the Warhus
206 Bcamera designed by Statton. The advantage of this technique is that
it integrates the intensity with time which causes any instrumental
fluctuations to affect the envelope simultaneously at all angles and
since pinhole collimation can be used, the pattern is not as distorted
or smeared if their diameters are kept small. Thus stability and de-
smearing are circumvented. The disadvantages are many and quite seri-
ous for quantitative data accumulation, most critical of them being the
extraction of numerical data with a densitometer which, if fitted with
a slit shaped window on the detector, can cause smearing and ambi-
guity in normalizing the intensities to an absolute scale. Besides
photographic SAXS experiments need exposures commonly in excess of 24
hours. All experiments in this work were done photometrically as
explained below.
In the case of photometric SAXS, the pattern is step-scanned, i.e
the intensity is monitored at each angle before advancing to the next
angular increment. The detector thus advances in an arc on the gonio-
meter arm and counting of the x-ray photons is done either for a fixed
number of counts or a preset time interval. The angular increment is
determined by the shape of the curve, i.e., the slope of the intensity
profile while the time or counts is determined by counting statistics.
If there is any kind of instability in the instrument depending on
whether it is random or systematic, the data will correspondingly be
affected in a complex manner which in turn will distort the intensity
profile. This is so because the curve will b$ affected differently at
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different angles. Professor Kratky has developed a monitoring device
which keeps track of the incident beam intensity fluctuations 207 to
circumvent this problem. In the absence of such a devise, as was the
case in this work, other indirect methods can be used to lessen the
effect of instability although not eliminate it and this will be dis-
cussed shortly. Another drawback of the photometric method is that it
is a very slow technique and this is inherent on account of low x-ray
intensities on account of fine-collimation, the requirements for which
are rather stringent. This can be partly compensated by having a high
intensity rotating-anode x-ray source or by the novel technique of
Energy Dispersive SAXS which, incidentally, also circumvents the stabi-
lity requirements. However, the latter is still in an embryonic state,
but the potential for its use exists. The once tedious problem of de-
smearing slit-collimated data is a more routine exercise today and more
will be said about this aspect later. In spite of these difficulties,
photometric data is more accurate.
Apparatus . The apparatus used was a Rigaku-Denki type 2022 small-
angle x-ray goniometer (schematic Fig. 14). It was adopted for automatic
step scanning and data acquisition by interfacing with a PDP-8E mini-
computer which was hooked to an ARS-33 teletype terminal. Initial
instructions at the start of each run were given through the teletype
which then printed the final data and simultaneously punched in on
paper-tape throughout the run. The paper-tape data was then processed
using the CDC-3600 computer at the University of Massachusetts. The
schematic of the entire set up is shown in Fig. 13. The computer pro-
grams used for data reduction are given in Appendix 7.
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The x-ray source was a fine focus Copper target tube of the type
Ca8-F/Cu made by General Electric. The tube was operated at 12 mA and
40KV by a General Electric x-ray generator and was water cooled at a
constant flow rate of 1 gal/min. using water filtered by a series of
FRAM-CW1R0 filters. There was no provision for regulating the water
temperature. The x-ray generator was connected to a line voltage stabi-
lizer, Stabiline Model IES9206B, which regulated the incoming line volt-
age to + 1% approximately. The goniometer table was mounted on four
shock absorbing pads and weighed down by large steel blocks to minimize
the effect of spurious vibrations on the alignment of the goniometer.
The entire goniometer was enclosed in a fiber-glass insulated hood which
maintained a more uniform temperature within it, than the ambient. The
hood itself was mounted on a foam lining and had a front window for
access to the equipment.
The heart of a SAXS goniometer is its collimation system. The
ideal collimation system is a series of well aligned pin-holes but, as
has been already discussed, it is not the most feasible for quantitative
measurements. It is common practice in SAXS to use a slit-shaped beam
instead and sacrifice some of the resolution for a corresponding gain in
intensity. A series of fine slits are aligned as shown in Fig. 14 to
produce a beam with a profile shown in Fig. 15. The alignment procedure
208
is described in sufficient detail in the manual. For aligning the
instrument, the very finest slit combination available is normally used
but the choice of slit system for any particular experiment is deter-
mined by the accuracy desired and the system studied. If the informa-
tion of interest is close to the incident beam then the slit width is
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correspondingly reduced to obtain better resolution. Resolution is
commonly defined as the full-width at half-maximum intensity (FWHM) of
the incident beam profile. Table III outlines the slit combinations
used and the corresponding FWHM values from the profile shown in Fig. 15.
The fabled Kratky camera is designed with essentially infinite
slits (i.e., very high length to width ratios ~5000)
. The Rigaku-Denki
camera uses slits of finite length, with length to width ratios ~100.
One of the main disadvantages of using a slit collimated beam is
that the data so obtained is smeared or distorted. It is easy to see
how this comes about, if one considers a fine slit as a linear array of
equally fine pin holes. Each pinhole produces a ring shaped pattern
(i.e., for unoriented isotropic samples) and these patterns overlap in
a complex manner thus smearing out each others details and thereby dis-
torting the real profile. Thus the slit data has somehow to be desmeared
and advantage is taken of the fact that the distorted and ideal profiles
are related through a Fourier Transformation. Several numerical methods
exist and modern computers can handle the desmearing routinely. Various
209
methods of desmearing slit data exist. The technique used in this
210
work is that of Schmidt for finite slits. The distortion of the pro-
file is more serious at smaller angles than at larger ones and this is
suitably handled by a weighting function which depends solely on the
211
instrument geometry. The method of Hendricks and Schmidt was used to
estimate the weighting factor and for this the computer program of
Buchanan and Hendricks for numerical evaluation was utilized. The
computer programs for both the estimation of the weighting factor using
TABLE III
Collimation Slit Dimensions
Slit No. Slit Dimensions (MM) for
Alignment Experimental
1 10 X .05 10 X .10
2 10 X .05 10 X .10
3 10 X .12 10 X .18
4 10 X .05 10 X .10
5 10 X .02 10 X .05
FWHM* (MEN) 4 6
Resolution (A) 1100 800
*FWHM represents full width at half maximum intensity of
the beam profile.
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a Gaussian weighting function and that for the actual desmearing opera-
tion are listed in Appendix II.
Another important aspect of the experimental procedure is the
spectral purity of the incident beam. There are various ways of accom-
82 92plishing this, 9 but for SAXS work a combination of Ni filtered Cu
radiation with pulse height discrimination is considered sufficient in
the majority of cases. The setting up of a pulse height analyzer (PHA)
213-215
is well covered in the literature and suffice it to say that this
simple and direct method of electronic discrimination of unwanted wave-
lengths is done by imposing an energy barrier in the form of a baseline
to incoming radiation. Since the wavelength is a manifestation of a
photon's energy, all the unwanted wavelengths can thus be eliminated
along with any electronic noise by setting an appropriate baseline.
Further discrimination is done by allowing an energy window which will
measure all photons of interest but will discriminate any spurious spikes
in the data. The detector used was a scintillation counter.*
The alignment of the instrument was monitored with a strip chart
recorder before and after every scan and realignment was necessary after
an average of 10 to 12 experimental runs.
Data accumulation . As mentioned in the preceeding section, the
data was recorded automatically according to the set of instructions
given at the beginning of each run. A sample of such instructions is
given in Appendix VIII. It is more accurate for purposes of comparison
* Scintillation detectors are reputed to have long life, less prone to
damage, uniform spectral sensitivity and very short dead-times during
counting.
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between scans to keep the number of counts constant rather than fix the
time for which counting is done. An upper limit of 60 seconds per
counting event was arbitrarily preset to keep experimental durations
within reasonable bounds.
The chlorine in PVC has a much higher mass absorption coefficient
(u/p) than the other elements. The values of linear and mass absorption
coefficients for both PVC and PCL are shown in Table IV and these values
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were used to estimate the optimum thicknesses t from the relation
m
Sn
=
y (92)
The y values for the blends were estimated using the relation
(p>BL *
W
PCL (p>PCL
+ W
PVC <p>PVC <«>
where W represents weight fractions.
On account of the presence of such a highly absorbing element
like chlorine, the number of present counts was on an average kept at
5000 at the beginning of a run and gradually lowered as necessary.
Compositions richer in PCL not only had less chlorine but had higher
crystallinities and counts as high as 10,000 are feasible. The number
of counts should be as high as possible when the intensity exhibits a
high slope, or where a maximum in intensity occurs. This is roughtly
estimated by scanning each new composition at larger intervals and small
216
preset counts. 5000 counts would result in a probable error of < 1%.
The final scanning was done at intervals of 1 to 3 minutes (i.e.,
0.017 to 0.05 degree) with four counting events at each angular
92
TABLE IV
Absorption Coefficients of PCL and PVC for Cu K
a
Components PCL PVC
Chemical Composition C 6Hio0 2 C2H 3C1
Molecular Weight 114.146 62.496
(Repeat Unit)
Density ,
p (g.cc \ 25°C)
1.145 1.398
Mass Absorp. Coeff.
y/p (cm2 .g
_1
)
6.158 61.986
Linear Absorp. Coeff. 7.05 87.00
y (cm-1 )
Optimum Thickness .142 .015
t = y- 1 (cm)
m
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increment. A check on noise in the data is made using program DATA
(Appendix VII) and a "coefficient of variation" (COV) of < 3° was arbi-
trarily chosen as acceptable. If a spurious data point was discovered,
it was eliminated and estimated by interpolation if the data on either
side was sufficiently clean to justify such smoothening. Scans with
frequent error were not processed. For each composition at least four
to five scans were superimposed to check for reproducibility. This
would be the equivalent of 16 to 20 data points per angular increment.
Also, the intensity of the incident beam was monitored as frequently as
possible with an auxiliary sample of polyethylene and with a callibrated
Lupolen sample provided by Professor Kratky.
With the collimation system used, the scans could be started at
8 minutes (.1333 deg.
, 665 A) and were stopped after the counting times
for 10 consecutive increments in angle showed no further change.
Following each scan with the sample in the scattering position
(Fig. 2), another was taken with it in the non-scattering position to
estimate the parasitic scattering of the system due to slit-edges, air-
scattering, absorption of some of the incident radiation by the sample,
etc. The sample is kept just before the first collimator slit for this
purpose. However, this subjects the sample to intense radiation from
the tube and for PVC rich compositions degradation was evident. The
sample was thus kept immediately after the first collimator. The inten-
sity so obtained is subtracted as shown below.
Another parameter needed is the attenuation of scattered inten-
sity due to absorption by the sample. This is done by measuring the
intensity of an auxiliary sample at a convenient angle (say 29
corresponding to 150 A, i.e., approximately 0.6°) with and without the
experimental sample in an absorbing position (e.g., right after the
first collimator) and taking the ratio of the two intensities.
The mean of four readings each for 10,000 counts was taken for
all measurements for all samples when the absolute intensity and the
attenuation factor were measured.
Data processing. This section is concerned with the various
corrections employed to SAXS data.
The various terms used henceforth are defined below:
^XPT^ raw intensitY data straight from the machine without any
modification whatsoever.
IgOtt) = parasitic scattering due to instrument with no sample in
the beam in any position. (This may be measured but is
not recommended.)
exp (-yt) = absorption or attenuation factor due to the sample 1 s
particular chemical composition and thickness.* This is
217identical with the factor A where,
s
A =1/1 (See Appendix IX)
S A j X A y
I. - a intensity of auxiliary sample at convenient scattering
A, 1
angle
I
9
= intensity of auxiliary sample at same angle but with the
A, L
primary bean weakened by the experimental sample in a
non-scattering position.
* exp(-yt) can also be computed theoretically but errors in y and t make
the experimental value more reliable.
I
B
(m).exp(-yt) = attenuated background intensity with sample in non-
scattering position. This is measured as a composite
term rather than multiplying I (m) and exp (-ut)
.
= I
EXPT
(m)
~ I
fi
(ni)*exp(-yt)
I(m) thus represents the intensity corrected for instrumental background
as modified by the sample 1 s absorption.
If comparison between samples of different compositions or treat-
ments is to be made, the above intensities must be further corrected for
absorption due to the volume of the sample. Thus,
^XPjCm) - IgOa) 'exp(-yt)
I(m) = V exp(-pt) < 95 >
where = area of sample irradiated
t = sample thickness.
Due to the smallness of the angles involved and the narrowness of the
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range scanned, the absorption factor is angularly independent as shown
in equation (95). It can thus be treated as a constant and introduced
at any stage.
2
The polarization factor commonly written as P = (1 + cos 20) /2
reduces to unity for very small values of 29, and the multiplicity
92
factor j used in WAXD is also set equal to 1. The role of the Lorentz
factor L is crucial in certain respects and will be discussed shortly.
Intensities in equations (94) or (95) can now be desmeared to
give I(m) or processed as is.
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The desmearing is done for the simple reason of knowing the un-
distorted profile so that parameters like the position of maximum
intensity and the narrowness or broadness of the profile (FWHM) can
be quantitatively measured for meaningful comparisons. The desmeared
data, however, must preceed the Lorentz correction as the form in which
it is used is valid only for ideal pinhole collimation.
The desmearing operation (Appendix II) sharpens the intensity
profile and also causes the peak to move to higher angles. The Lorentz
correction also apparently sharpens the profile still further and causes
the peak to move towards still larger angles. The form of the correc-
-2
tion factor is simply 9 (Appendix I), i.e., the desmeared intensity
2
is to be further multiplied by its reciprocal viz 6 . Thus
I (m) = I(m) • 9
2 (96)
correct
The form of the Lorentz factor is a somewhat debated topic and
not all authors favor its use in their analysis although their numbers
92,128
are growing. There is no apriori reason to justify its omission.
In fact, it is implicitly used in the analysis of SAXS data as,
m
2
,
s
2
,
etc., for the calculations of the "desmeared invariant" as shown
below.
00
Q(m) = / m2 • I(m) dm (97 >
o
128
Crist has discussed this factor in more detail.
The Lorentz corrected data is then interpreted in terms of a suit
able model. The Buchanan-Tsvankin
133
analysis (Appendix V) needs the
97
position of maximum intensity and the width at half the maximum inten-
sity (FWHM)
.
If more than one order of reflection is present then the
ratio of their angular positions can be checked for a ratio of 2 and
interpreted according to the analysis of Crist. 127 » 128 Wenig and
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Kilian have proposed a theoretical curve fitting model approach which
has several parameters. While it is true that a best fit can be obtained
with sufficient parameters, it is instructive to do so and compare with
the results of other approaches. Some of the data was so processed.
The above approaches are suited for ordered lamellar morphology
that exist in crystalline compositions. For amorphous compositions no
apriori model can be assumed and it is more instructive to estimate the
general parameters.
2The scattering power <n > was estimated for all compositions and
so also was the specific surface 0/V. The trend in their values is
instructive of the changing morphology. Also the absolute value of
2
<r\ > can be matched with reasonable models to check for compatibility,
partial compatibility or incompatibility. The 0/V gives an idea of the
fineness of the dispersion. The Porod chord lengths can substantiate
this result along with the Debye correlation distance.
The transition zone thickness was estimated by the Stein-
Khambatta theory and compared with values using Bonart f s method.
Of course the SAXS analysis was continuously compared with trends
from other experiments and whenever ambiguities arise, the possibility
that fits the trend as seen by a combination of techniques is considered
to be the most reliable.
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Small-Angle Light Scattering Apparatus
In the case of SALS the photographic technique developed in this
laboratory is more convenient to use as compared to the photometric one,
on account of its speed and simplicity of operation.
Essentially, the photographic technique as shown in Fig. 12 con-
sists of a laser light source, a polarizer, an analyzer and a camera.
The laser provides an intense, coherent and monochromatic source of
radiation which, after passing through a polarizer, impinges on the
sample. The scattered radiation is then photographed with a high speed
Polaroid film such as Type 57 after passing through an analyzer either
in the crossed (H^) or parallel (V ) position. In most cases exposures
as low as 1/100 second suffice. Since the laser beam is very fine
(small diameter) one does not need a very large sample area. For the
same reason the pattern could be speckled due to insufficient material
in the path of the beam and also not be a very good representation of
the average morphology. This difficulty can be circumvented by using
a beam-splitter and increasing the exposure times proportionately.
The same principle as above is used in the photometric apparatus
except that the light source is replaced by a Hg vapor lamp and the
camera by a detector which is mounted on a movable arm of the goniometer
much like the SAXS apparatus. The incident light is suitably attenuated
and monochromatised by a series of optical filters and the detector
signal after filtration for noise is averaged by a boxcar integrator
before being displayed on an oscilloscope screen. The apparatus is best
suited for dynamic light scattering studies and was used in the static
99
mode for this study. It is suitably described elsewhere218 regarding
the function of each of its components. The scattering angle 6 is
changed manually and a resolution up to 0.1° is possible.
Corrections. The various corrections necessary in SALS can be
divided into three main types, viz.
(i) general corrections
(ii) those due to external disorder
(iii) those due to internal disorder.
General
, These include corrections due to the refractive index
of the sample as mentioned before, refraction of the light as it passes
through the sample, reflection of light at the various interfaces of
differing refractive indices and the internal rescattering of scattered
light termed as multiple-scattering.
In order to minimize loss of intensity due to reflection, optical
continuity must be maintained as mentioned before for the sample and
glass (cover slips) composite. Since the experimental intensity (I-—-)
EXr T
measured as raw data, contains a background component (I_) due to the
B
parasitic scattering of the instrumental geometry it must be sub-
tracted. Ig is measured using just the two cover slips with some sili-
cone oil in between, the same way as the sample scattering. The corrected
intensity I^(9,y) is then given by
I^e.y) = I£XpT (9,y) - IB (6,ii) (98)
with the assumption that no absorption takes place. It is preferable to
have the refractive index of the silicone oil as close to that of the
sample as possible.
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According to the construction of the dynamic light scattering
apparatus, the incident beam is split by a partially silvered mirror
for purposes of monitoring it during dynamic experiments. This causes
the transmitted light which would otherwise be depolarized to be
slightly polarized by a variable factor along the azimuthal direction
(y) and correction for this can be made by multiplying by the depolari-
218
zation factor (DPF) as tabulated in Table V. The DPF is independent
of 0.
In order to estimate the apparatus constant "k", one has to
calibrate the apparatus suitably. This constant k represents a certain
proportionality between the physical condition of the apparatus and the
data obtained under the same conditions. It thus includes geometry,
alignment, the detector response, etc. The determination of "k" needs
some known physical standard such as benzene but pure benzene does not
scatter as highly as semi-crystalline polymeric films and the dynamic
light scattering apparatus is not sensitive enough to detect benzene
scattering accurately.
Thus, using benzene, a Brice-Phoenix light scattering apparatus
209
was at first callibrated by Prud f homme and, using this callibration,
a Ludox solution was callibrated as a secondary standard which, on
account of the particular cell geometry, necessitated a tertiary calli-
bration procedure using a PET film whose scattering power at high angles
was estimated. Assuming a direct proportionality to its scattering at
small angles the constant "k" was estimated. The entire procedure is
209
explained in detail elsewhere.
For a given sample x is related to its transmittance T by the
following equations, i.e.,
T (101)
SAMPLE (6
= 0°)
T
BLANK (e
= o°) x 100 (102)
V
V
Thus x and T are inversely related. It is common practice to keep T
as high as possible, say 70% or so, but this is not always possible.
One of the ways is to make thinner samples but there is a limit to this
if the bulk morphology is to be preserved. Samples which transmit less
than 20% due to excessive multiple scattering will consequently have a
larger error in their results.
An assumption made in the definition of T is that the sample
scattering at angles very close to the incident beam is negligible so
that [L nmTP (fl = 0°)] is essentially just the attenuation of the beamSAMPLE J J
due to the physical presence of the sample in its path.
External disorder . Densely packed spherulites cannot be con-
sidered as spherical entities as they continue to fill the volume after
impingement with other spherulites. Thus they are truncated entities of
polygonic shapes. Also due to randomness in the locations of the
nucleii, the truncated polygons have a certain size distribution.
Lastly, due to their dense packing for reasons analogous to those in
SAXS, there is interspherulitic interference. All this leads to non-
ideality in scattering and must be corrected for.
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The major effect of the size distribution is to wash out the
. j . 164,165 m_ .higher order peaks. The interspherulitic interference has been
shown to have little effect when the number of spherulites is large166
" 170
172for H
.
The effect of truncation has been shown to shift 6 tov max
smaller angles. This is due to the fact that the larger spherulites get
weighed more heavily than the smaller ones. Equations (82) and (83) show
2 3 2 6
that I ~ V " (R ) ~ R and so small differences in relative radii are
s s
enough to cause a shift in 6
. Besides truncation contributes excessmax
intensity at small and large angles while suppressing it at intermediate
ones. The corrections for truncation are best handled using a so-called
2 -2
"truncation parameter 11 <a /a > where, as shown in Fig. 16, a_^ is the
distance from the center to the truncated boundary and a is the standard
deviation of the average radius of the spherulites defined by a. (a is
the arithmetic mean of all a^ for any truncated spherulite.)
Thus, correcting for truncation involves a shifting of 8 to
' max
higher angles to nullify the weight ing of larger spherulites and to then
raising the intensity by a constant multiplying factor. It is therefore
implied that the two steps can be performed independently. For a ran-
2 -2 179
domly nucleated system, <a /a > was estimated to be 0.132 which neces-
180
sitates multiplying 9 by 1.3 and the scattered intensities by 1.39r J ° max
according to Fig. 17. Albeit this correction is without much refinement
at the present and has a relatively minor effect on the final results.
Therefore, the 9 used to' estimate the spherulite radius R from equa-
max s
tion (84) in principle ought to be corrected as just shown.
Following corrections for truncation, one can then correct for
multiple scattering. The multiple scattering factor K is theoretically
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estimated by dividing the sample thickness into a series of layers
mathematically, the number of which is chosen on grounds of computa-
tion times and realistic probabilities. The computed curves of K as a
function of xd are shown in Fig. 18 for various combinations of U and y.
Thus the procedure is to choose U in multiples of its maximum, i.e.,
4, 8, 12, etc., and multiply the corresponding intensities corrected so
far for other factors by the appropriate values of K in order to modify
the intensity scan. Since K is a function of 9 and y the corrected
intensity scan will change its shape much like when a desmearing opera-
tion is done on SAXS data although no analogies are drawn. K is not
2 y-2
very sensitive to 6 and <a /a >, but nevertheless bears functionality to
them.
159
Internal disorder. In the ideal Stein-Rhodes model, the
assumption was made that the optic axis was parallel or perpendicular
to the radial direction, van Aartsen's calculations showed that the
same equations were valid for the case of the optic axis normal to the
radius. There is, however, no reason a priori to believe that there is
no fluctuation in its orientation about its most probable direction.
162 173
The problem was considered preliminarily ' and later refined by the
Stein-Yoon174,175 lattice theory in which <5 is defined as a disorder
parameter, the magnitude of which is a measure of the "wander" in the
orientation of the optic axis. One of the assumptions is that the more
the "wander" in a preceeding step, the higher the probability of the
optic axis returning to its ideal orientation in the next one. It was
found that orientational disorder results in excess intensities at both
small and large angles and lower values at 9max
*
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Thus, the 6 parameter also distorts the intensity scan in a cer-
tain manner. It is estimated by finding the ratios of [I (U = 4) /IH H
v v
(U = x)] 0 or [IR (y - 45
°)/ I
H - x) ] and then reading off
v v
the values from the theoretical plots175,180 as a function of x for fixed
2 -2
values of <o /a >. Thus, for a 9 scan, one can have ratios between U = 4
and U = 8, 12, 16, etc., and the mean 6 is estimated.
174First attempts by Stein and Yoon were made for a two dimen-
sional case in which the spherulites were considered as two dimensional
discs divided into concentric rings with subdivision into rectangular
cells. This was done in order to keep computation times reasonable.
However, more recent calculations on three dimensional disorder have
been done1^ and preliminary indications are that for a given value of
I„ (U = 4.0)/I (U = 15), the intensity loss at I__ (max.) is a little
H H H
v v v
larger than for the corresponding two dimensional case. Results of I
n
V
will be discussed in the next chapter for both the above cases.
The necessary corrections having been performed, one can now com-
pare experimental and theoretical Rayleigh ratios. This comparison is
done for 6 = 9 , i.e., U = 4.1 and y = 45°. The Rayleigh ratio for
max
204
three dimensional perfect spherulites in the mode is written as
1 AAir *y 2 2 9
(9,y) = N
g
V (a
fc
- a
r
) [cos £j) sinucosycosp 2
$
H
(U) ]
v . X v
where X = wavelength of light in vacuum
o
3
N = number of spherulites per cm
s
(103)
V = volume of the spherulite
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(U) = (4sin U - U cos U - 3 si U)/U3 (104)
and cos p 2 = cos e/(cos
2
9 + sin2 9sin2y)
1 ^ 2
The other terms have been previously defined.
On substituting
O
A
o
= 5461 A (
"
for the Sreen filtered radiation)
= 5461 x 10"8 cm
N V - 1.0 (for volume filling system)
(105)
43 3
v = 3" T R
s
= 4.19 R
g
(for isolated spherulites)
3
- 4.91 R (for truncated spherulites)
(a
t
- a
r )
= (a
t
- o^)^ (per cc.)(as discussed before)
(106)
one gets
(9,y) = 7.8 x 10
21
X
2
(a - a )
2
[cos 2 (-|) sinycosycosp.S (U)] 2n crt r cr z z nv v
(107)
The angular terms are estimated below.
4,0,
cos (—) - 1.0 for small 0
2 2
cos u = sin y- 0.5 for y = 45
2
cos p£ - 1.0 for small 0
and $1 (U) * 0.0073 for U = 4.1 (i.e., 0 )
n. max
V
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Thus, on substituting into equation (107) it further reduces to
*H
(9
max>
45 °> * 7 - 8 x 1021 * 0-0018 [X? R3 (a - a )
2
]v cr s t r cr J
' l'* * 10
19
R3 (. - „_>* ]
For polyethylene (a
fc
- a ) 0.0029
t r cr
For PCL (a
t
- a
r
)
cr
=. 0.00522 (Appendix VI)
\ (9max' 45 '> " 3 - 56 * 1014 «L R3 ) (109)
where R is expressed in cm units,
s
Equation 0-09) is then divided by F which accounts for the effect0 1 s
of the 6 parameter. After the average 6 has been estimated as explained
before, one can use the plot of [I
R
(6 = 0)/I (6 - x) ] for U = 4 and
/eo . 175,180
v v
u = 45 against . Thus
2 3
356 X R
J
h (9max> » " 45 °> " F
"
<
110 >
v dis
where R is expressed in microns. The above Rayleigh ratio is the
s
theoretically calculated one using appropriate system parameters. It is
compared with the experimental Rayleigh ratio which is merely the
value of Rjj at U = 4.1 after the experimental curve has been corrected
v
for multiple scattering. This is the same as multiplying the above curve
for [F^^g] * an<i comparing it with equation (110).
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CHAPTER V
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The discussion which follows is based primarily of SAXS and SALS
data and evidence from supplementary techniques such as optical micro-
scopy, SEM, WAXD, DSC, etc., is included so as to complement the princi-
pal data.
Since the blends exhibited primarily two main kinds of morpholo-
gies, viz. semi-crystalline and amorphous, the chapter will be broadly
classified into two sections. Crystalline morphologies are explained
using the Buchanan-Tsvankin analysis of SAXS and absolute intensities
of SALS in terms of Rayleigh Ratios. The amorphous morphologies are
discussed in terms of the Debye correlation distance, Porod chord
lengths and transition zone thicknesses. The more general parameters
such as "scattering power 11 and "specific surface" are applicable to all
morphologies and serve as a connecting thread.
Semi-Crystalline Morphologies
General . A preliminary look at the compositions rich in PCL
shows distinct turbidity to the eye and the presence of a spherulitic
morphology under the polarizing microscope. The spherulites are trun-
cated resulting in a volume filling superstructure up to 60/40 composi-
tions as shown in Fig. 19. The 50/50 composition shows presence of
isolated pockets of non-spherulitic regions in an otherwise partially
Ill
truncated system, while PCL shows the most severe case of impingement,
so much as to almost obliterate the identity of the individual spheru-
lites. Beyond 50/50 no spherulites were observed nor was any kind of
birefringence noted under the microscope. These initial observations
suggest that with increase in the PVC content beyond 50%, crystallinity
is either very low or almost nonexistent.
The spherulites exhibit the typical "maltese cross" in the direc-
tion of the cross polaroids and possess a banded appearance showing con-
centric rings, with a simultaneous variation in size. The banded
appearance is discussed later. When the optical micrographs are com-
pared with photographs of SALS in Fig. 20 and SEM in Fig. 21, one can
see a consistent trend in their sizes as plotted in Fig. 22 against the
blend composition. The size variation goes through a maximum around the
90/10 composition and then drops off linearly within experimental error
(+ 2p) . While the SEM observations could be the most ambiguous of the
four independent techniques used, and for which reason a range has been
shown, the observations of the other three techniques are in satisfactory
agreement. For reasons explained later, a size estimation for the case
of pure PCL is difficult to make by photometric SALS (H^) but due to its
statistical averaging it is the least ambiguous. However, both micro-
scopic and photographic H SALS show a definitely smaller superstructure
for PCL. A similar trend in spherulite sizes has been reported by Natov
/ o
and coworkers from their observations on semi-crystalline blends of
polyethylene-adipate and polyvinylacetate. This behavior goes to the
heart of some other related observations and is discussed below.
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Spherulite size. The formation of a certain size distribution of
volume filling spherulites must depend on nucleation density, i.e.,
densely nucleated systems will breed spherulites closer to each other
and under favorable growth conditions they will grow until they run into
each other and fill up the whole volume. If the density of nucleation
was less, the spherulites would grow outwards again and like before run
into each other if they are able to grow large enough giving truncated
spherulites of a larger size distribution than before in a volume-filling
system. However, their growth is governed by crystallization kinetics
which depends on the viscosity of the medium in which crystallization
occurs, i.e., the T of the system, and undercooling (AT), the differ-
ence between the temperature of crystallization T
c
and the melting point
of the crystallites T
. If the medium is so viscous as to prevent the
diffusion of polymeric chains to a crystal-melt growth face, crystalli-
zation will be kinetically impeded and if the supercooling (AT) is
small, the driving force for crystallization is again correspondingly
reduced.
A look at Table VI which lists the data of Ong^ available for
certain blend compositions and some more recent observations of Goldfarb
and coworkers for pure PCL, shows that even at 45°C, the growth rate (G)
of PCL is at least an order of magnitude higher than for the blends.
Besides, with the addition of PVC to PCL, a slight but nevertheless
real depression in nucleation density (N) is noticed with a simultaneous
significant drop in growth rate (G) and an even more dramatic increase
in tj/2 the half time of crystallization. The latter is a measure of
the over all rate of crystallization. A correlation of these data with
113
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the corresponding depression in the melting points (T ) and increase in
the glass transition temperatures (T ) as shown in Table VII shows that
initially for PCL which has a high nucleation density at the isothermal
temperature of 30°C studied, and a high rate of growth the spherulites
run into each other very rapidly and form a truncated volume filling
morphology. With the addition of 10% PVC, the melting point is
depressed so the supercooling is lowered while the T is raised Even
S
though the growth rate is impeded, the lower nucleation density permits
larger spherulites to grow and since 90% of the material is still PCL
by weight, there is enough of it to form a volume filling spherulitic
morphology.
It would seem from this train of thought that with a further
lowering in N with the addition of more PVC, the spherulite sizes
should continue to show an upward trend. However, one needs to con-
sider two related factors, i.e., as AT gets lower in magnitude and so
does T , the requirements for the critical nucleus size (r*) are alter-
ing, i.e., larger r* are needed to nucleate as r* " (T /AT) and the PCL
m
which crystallizes has to be able to diffuse through the initially well
mixed system of PCL and PVC, in an increasingly viscous medium. All
the PCL than can potentially crystallize is not free to do so in a
blended system such as this in which films were cast from dilute solu-
tions under carefully controlled conditions as explained before.
As the T of the bulk polymer (blended films) is raised above
g
room temperature, the blends are glassy with their morphologies frozen
in. For those like 50/50 and 60/40 where the T values are a little
S
above room temperature, a limited amount of crystallization is possible
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TABLE VII
Glass Transition Temperatures and Melting Points of Blends
Blend Comp. Glass Transition Temperature Melting Point
(PCL/PVC) - 0 Tg (°C) 7 by DSC
Ong Koleske T (°C)
PVC 78
m
PCL -52 -71 63.2
90/10 -44 -63 62.5
75/25 -16 -48 60.2
50/50 9 -20 57.3
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as seen by the low values of G and N not to mention the very dramatic
increase in t^. All this combines to give spherulites of smaller
sizes which partially truncate giving non-volume-filling systems. It
thus seems that the spherulite sizes must go through a maximum where
optimum conditions prevail and this appears to be around the 90/10 com-
position.
The phenomenon is obviously complex and depends on an interplay
of several interdependent parameters but the trend is believed to be
real in view of its reproducibility and agreement in the analysis of
four independent techniques of measurement.
The Avrami exponent n has a value of 3.00+0.25 independent of
composition indicating a heterogeneously nucleated three dimensional
spherical growth according to both Ong^ and Goldfarb and coworkers.
Nevertheless, for spherulitic morphologies that are volume fill-
ing, the obvious question is about the location of PVC within the spheru-
16
lites. The work of Keith and Padden on the crystallization of poly-
blends indicates that the non-crystallizing component is rejected at the
advancing growth front as an impurity whose concentration keeps building
in the melt as crystallization proceeds. Simultaneously, the rejected
impurity, in this case PVC, due to its inability to diffuse away, gets
trapped between the crystalline fibrils and resides there. For volume-
filling cases where no matrix exist eventually all of the rejected PVC
must therefore be interlamellar by this line of reasoning and ample
support exists.
If all the PVC does not exist between the lamellae of the spheru-
lites then some of it must be within the lamellae. This could be either
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as trapped isolated pockets of PVC in the lamellae or as PVC co-
crystallized with PCL. The latter is a remote possibility and quickly
discounted on the basis of WAXD evidence. If co-crystallization did
occur then the unit cell dimensions of PCL should change and cause a
shift in the "d" spacing. WAXD photographs, as shown in Fig. 23, show
no shift in the "d" spacings of PCL thereby suggesting that the lamellae
are exclusively PCL.
The assumption all along has been that PVC does not itself under-
go any crystallization, i.e., its contribution to crystallinity has been
neglected. Commercial PVC such as this was 7 is known to have crystalli-
nities <10%^ ^ because it is atactic and this prevents PVC chains from
packing together in large enough sequences to form crystallites. It is
reasonable to assume that whatever little crystallinity is possible due
to isolated areas of small ordered arrays of PVC chains, blending with a
foreign molecule like PCL further lowers the already poor crystallinity.
Such low values of crystallinity are very difficult to detect as common
estimates of even higher values have "5% experimental errors. Besides a
WAXD photograph of PVC used in this work shows a broad diffuse halo and
no diffraction rings. Ong's estimates of PVC crystallinity by infra-red
spectroscopy and WAXD also indicate about 5% crystallinity. Moreover,
no detectable superstructure in PVC is seen either by microscopy or
SALS. Hence, for all practical purposes in this work, PVC is considered
to be amorphous.
Having established that PVC is interlamellar , it is instructive
to know how it is distributed viz, whether it is well mixed with inter-
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lamellar PCL or whether it is partially so or completely segregated.
SAXS gives insight regarding this particular detail.
Long-period
.
SAXS curves of PCL as shown in Fig. 24 show the
presence of diffraction maxima. This maxima as was discussed before
is due to what is commonly called the long-period. The long-period (c)
results from the presence of a macro-lattice formed by centers of adja-
cent lamellae. The value for PCL as shown in Table VIII agrees well
with that of Perret and Skoulios. Also, with the inclusion of PVC, the
values of the long-period increase as listed in Table VIII and shown in
Fig. 30. This implies that with the addition of PVC the lamellae are
pushed further apart so as to accomodate more PVC with a subsequently
larger amorphous fraction of PCL also. This is in qualitative agreement
with the electron microscopy work of Ong."'"
Two values of long period are listed for each composition in
order to show the effect of the Lorentz correction on the peak posi-
tions. Figs. 25 through 29 show the effect of desmearing and Lorentz
correction on the smeared intensity profile. Each curve is then
analyzed for its long-period using the peak position and FWHM by the
Buchanan-Tsvankin model according to the procedure outlined in Appendix
V.
It is also obvious from Figs. 24 through 29 that as one goes from
PCL to 50/50 composition, the maxima become broader and more diffused.
This makes their location and widths difficult to estimate with enough
precision for meaningful analysis. For the 50/50 blend even the Lorentz
corrected curve shows poor resolution for which reason no Lorentz cor-
rected data is shown in Table VIII.
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TABLE VIII
Long-Period of PCL/PVC Blends
Blend Desmeared Long Period Desmeared & Lorentz Corrected
Long Period
(PCL/PVC) Directly
0
(A)
Tsvankin-Buchanan
Model
0
(A)
Directly
o
(A)
Tsvankin-Buchanan
Model
o
(A)
PCL 161 (155*) 168 148 158
90/10 166 187 148 165
80/20 190 220 160 181
70/30 221 265 183 216
60/40 265 300 204 246
50/50 322 345
*Data of Perret R. and Skoulios A. , Die Macromol Chemie,
156, 157 (1972).
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While the Lorentz corrected profile is in principle the correct
one and adopted for analysis, it is nevertheless instructive to note
that the Lorentz factor has little or no effect on the FWHM of the curve
although an apparent sharpening of the profile occurs. This is because
it affects the lower angle data much more than at higher ones. For the
same reason the first order reflection is shifted towards higher angles
or lower long periods but hardly any shift is noticed for the second
reflection when it is present. A hardly noticeable and ill-defined
weak second maximum also becomes more noticeable.
The rationale behind the Tsvankin model is to utilize the width
of the single diffraction maximum to obtain more information on the
scattering system. Its physical assumptions and the mathematical treat-
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ment are debatable. According to Crist and Morosoff the all impor-
tant width of the diffraction peak which must be determined solely by
disorder of the second kind (para-crystallinity) is shown not to be so
for PE and POM.
Table IX shows that the effect of the Lorentz correction is to
bring the ratio (29
2
/20 ) closer to an integral value of 2 after the
desmearing operation. This is in agreement with the observations of
Crist and Morosoff
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on PE and POM. However, (26
2
/29
1 )
2 as the
crystallinity vanishes and according to the Tsvankin model, the opposite
behavior is expected as more amorphicity leads to more assymetric lattice
statistics. This apparent anomaly could be resolved if one considers
amorphicity to be synonymous with more disorder for highly crystalline
homopolymers like PE and POM, but not necessarily so for blends. The
morphological situation for blends is very often unique and for a system
TABLE IX
Comparison of (29 /28) ratios for (PCL/PVC) Blends
Blend (2V 2V < 2V 2V
Desmeared Desmeared and
Lorentz corrected
PCL 2.73 2.61
90/10 2.59 2.43
80/20 2.50 2.31
70/30 2.36 2.10
60/40 2.04
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such as PCL/PVC which has been classified as "compatible" in spite of
very different crystallization behavior by each component, it is even
more so. There is evidence from photometric SALS to suggest that as a
consequence of higher PVC concentrations, while the crystallinity drops
the SALS maxima are better resolved. Micrographs also show that the
spherulites are better defined as one goes from PCL to 60/40 possibly
due to slower crystallization kinetics. Photographic SALS in the V
v
mode complement the banding of the spherulites observed microscopically.
Banding is due to regular in-phase twisting of the lamellae and this is
indicative of supermolecular order. Thus in the complex world of
blends such an unexpected result can be accomodated. One also needs
to point out that the above ideas are rather simplistic and not without
limitations
.
Crystallinity . Simultaneous to the long periods, one is also
able to estimate a one dimensional crystallinity parameter (k) from the
Buchanan callibration plots, k represents crystallinity in the direc-
tion normal to the alternating crystalline and amorphous layers, and is
defined as
_
crystallite size _ a.
long period c
k is a linear measure of crystallinity in one dimension. As shown in
Fig. 30, k drops appreciably with increasing PVC content as a conse-
quence of the PVC pushing the lamellae further apart. An estimate of
k allows one to evaluate an average value for the crystallite size
denoted by "a" as shown in Fig. 30. The effect of Lorentz correction
on k was <5%.
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If one assumes that the sandwich lamellar structures completely
fill the volume of the system the above decrease in the value of the
linear crystallinity k may be quantitatively related to the correspond-
ing change in the weight fraction crystallinity X using equations 111(a)
c
and 111(b) (for deviation of 111(a) see Appendix XII).
k =
*PCL *c (111(a))
P
X
c
=
<|>
C
p° + (M ) p diKb))
where, <j> = volume fraction PCL in the blend
$ = volume fraction crystallinity of PCL
k = volume fraction crystallinity of blend
X
c
= weight fraction crystallinity of PCL
p = crystalline density of PCL = 1.178 g.cc"1
(x-ray, ref. 201)
p = amorphous density of PCL = 1.094 g.cc"^
a
Thus, estimation of k from Buchanan 1 s analysis allows one to
obtain
<J>
which being a volume fraction crystallinity, must be con-
verted to before SAXS crystallinities can be compared to those from
other independent methods such as the density column and heat of fusion.
The latter can be computed by assuming additivity of specific volumes.
Therefore
V = W V + W V (112)
BL PCL PCL PVC PVC
V =XV°+(l-X)V a (113)
PCL c
V
PCL U V VPCL
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where V represents specific volume, W represents weight fraction and c
and a denote crystalline and amorphous states respectively. The speci-
fic volumes are obtained from the reciprocals of the corresponding
density values viz.
V
PCL
= P
c
V
PCL
=
Pa"
1
v
pvc
= ppvc
_1 (ppvc
= 1 ' 398 s-^"
1
)
T7 - "I
BL ~ PBL BL
= exPerimental)
Since the original composition of the blend is known, equation (112)
allows one to estimate V
p
which, when substituted in equation (113)
gives X
c<
A comparison of the weight-fraction crystallinities by the
different techniques is shown in Fig. 31.
It is seen that the values of X agree very well up to 40% PCL
substantiating the treatment of data and its interpretation. With
higher amounts of PVC the fraction crystallinity determined by SAXS
is higher than that determined by other methods. This discrepancy
arises because the SAXS method characterizes the local crystallinity of
those regions where the sandwich structures occur while the other
methods characterize the average crystallinity of the polymer as a
whole. If the sandwich structures prevail throughout the entire volume
of the polymer, the two will be identical. However, if the sandwich
structures fill only part of the volume of the polymer, the SAXS method
will lead to a higher X
c
since this feature is not included in the
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TABLE X
Comparison of One Dimensional Blend Crystallinities
Blend Crystallinity (Vol.)
Buchanan Theoretical
Calib. Plots Tsvankin Model
PCL 63.0 63.2
90/10 56.0 54.2
80/20 47.5 47.0
70/30 42.4 41.5
60/40 36.0 34.1
50/50 30.0 24.8
Comp.
PCL/PVC
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Tsvankin model. In fact, the ratio of the correct and overestimated
(SAXS) values can be used to estimate the volume fraction of spherulites
for treatment of SALS data as will be discussed later.
The two major implications of the above analysis are that (i) the
one dimensional crystallinity approximates the three dimensional case
satisfactorily and (ii) no significant secondary crystallization of PCL
occurs between the lamellae.
Crystallite size. The small positive slope in the value of the
crystallite size with composition is an unexpected result. It can be
phenomenologically explained on the basis of a depression of T (melting
m
point) as shown in Table VII. Sanchez and Eby219 have predicted for a
copolymer with randomly arranged non-crystalline sequences that the
crystallite size must increase with increase in the concentration of the
non-crystalline component. Albeit theirs is an inclusion model where
the non-crystalline component has a lesser degree of freedom in mobility
compared to a blend and the comparison is to a certain extent specula-
tive. Also as mentioned before, the Buchanan-Tsvankin analysis is a
model that could be further refined and the increase in crystallite size
("10%) could well be an artifact of the analysis. Nevertheless, the
slope is small and within experimental error could be treated as negli-
gible.
An independent way to check the crystallite size would be by the
particle size analysis of WAXD profiles using the Scherrer equation
L,
,
= (114)
Tiki 3 cos9
o
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Wh6re Lhkl is the mean dimension of the crystallites perpendicular to
the planes (hkl)
,
B
q
is the integral breadth or breadth at half-maximum
intensity of the pure reflection profile in radians and K is a constant
commonly assigned a value of unity.
The technique, however, is very sensitive to small errors and
demanding on equipment and experimental precision. Monochromatization
is needed along with good resolution of the profiles in order to analyze
their broadening. This necessitates good counting statistics as small
errors in the width of profiles make relatively large differences in the
final results. Moreover, the technique is fraught with assumptions and
separation of broadening effects due to small crystallite size and lat-
tice distortions is not a routine exercise.
The application was attempted inspite of the above difficulties
on a GE-XRD5 dif fractometer but without success. In the case of PCL
which has an orthorhombic unit cell, the (0(H) reflections necessary for
the line broadening analysis (to estimate crystallite sizes in the direc-
tion of the chain axis) are rather weak and difficult to resolve. This
can in principle be indirectly estimated by using the (OkZ) and (OkO)
reflections but the latter was not resolvable with the available instru-
mentation. If the (hkO) and (hOO) reflections are used, a different
aspect of the crystallite dimensions is estimated and this is thought
to be the reason for the significant decrease in Ong's^ values of
crystallite sizes with increasing PVC concentration. The least ambi-
200
guous method is the Fourier Transform method of Buchanan and Miller
but such an extensive study was not undertaken.
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It must be pointed out that the above analysis was for a transi-
tion zone parameter e = 0.2, i.e., 20%. While there is no apriori jus-
tification for this value, it is in most cases reasonable. e can be
changed but as long as e > 0 it does not affect the calibration curves.
Nevertheless, 0/a the crystallite size distribution parameter was also
chosen to be 0.2 as previous work has justified. 198" 200 The calibration
curves however are sensitive to the choice of 3/a and this in turn can be
used as a fitting parameter. g/a will depend on the kinetics of crystal-
lization and there is justification that with the blend composition g/a
could change.
127Asymmetry of distribution function
. By the method of Crist
when more than one diffraction maxima exist, one can use the ratio of
their angular positions, i.e., (20)
2
/(26) to estimate the skewness of
the crystallite size distribution. According to Crist, positively
skewed distributions give a ratio >2.0. Negatively skewed distributions
or symmetric (Gaussian) distributions would give ratios <2.0.
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Reinhold et al. have discussed the meaning of positively
skewed and negatively skewed distributions more fully. Table IX shows
the ratios of (20)2/ (29) ^ for the various compositions. This suggests
that for PCL rich compositions where crystallization is rapid, the dis-
tributions are more positively skewed than for those compositions where
the kinetics are lower. This is also consistent with the analysis of
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90/10 compositions by the Wenig-Kilian method which indicates an asym-
metry of 0.3 (30%). The technique needs extensive computation time and
was not applied for other compositions. It also indicates a transition
zone of approximately 12 A which, for a crystallite size of approximately
129
num-
100 A gives r0.12. Another parameter obtained is N, the approximate
ber of lamellae in parallel array on an average and the best fit was ob-
tained for N=6 comparable with polyethylene. N could be used as a measure
of the coarseness of the spherulites or openness of the structure and cor-
related with both the long-period and observations by electron microscopy.
While the positions of the two maxima were compared as done by
Crist, it needs to be pointed out that the origin of the second maxima
is poorly understood. It could be a true second order of the same
morphology that is responsible for the primary maximum but it could in
some cases also be due to an altogether different morphological periodi-
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city. In our case, the fact that the second maxima progressively
broadens and washes away ultimately with a corresponding drop in crystal-
linity makes the former more probable.
SALS . The analysis of SAXS is further complemented by results of
SALS as discussed below. Fig. 19 shows banded spherulites by light micro-
scopy, believed to be due to in-phase coordinated twisting of the lamel-
lae such that it is very regular or periodic. Such twisting has also
been observed before on other systems"'*"^ and on the same by Ong.^.
Photographic and experiments show intensity arcs at higher angles
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which are also believed to be due to the same phenomenon. Values of
twist periods estimated by microscopy and SAXS show good agreement by
both techniques as shown in Fig. 32. The periodicity is proportional to
the spherulite f s radius. Whether the twisting is real or false is a
debated subject and falls outside the scope of this study.
The most interesting SALS information can be had from the Rayleigh
ratio calculations as outlined in Table XI. The IR
vs 9 scans along
v
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TABLE XI
SALS Rayleigh Ratios of PCL/PVC Blends
K (9 , P,,o) x 10" 3H max 45
v
Blend Comp. Spherulite
Wt. % PCL Crystallinity Experiment Theory
100 .63
90 .56 16.07 29.60
80 .48 5.19 8.35
70 .42 2.90 2.87
60 .36 2.24 1.82
50 .29 0.24 0.24
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V = 45° are shown in Fig. 51 and were used to estimate the Rayleigh
ratios.
The Rayleigh ratio as expressed in equation (91) takes into
account all the various corrections discussed before, viz. background
subtraction due to scattering by a blank specimen, normalization of
scattered intensities to the incident intensity, corrections for re-
flection, refraction and multiple-scattering and also those due to
external and internal disorders.
In the expression for Rayleigh ratio as given by equation (108),
2
one needs the term ( a
t
~a
r
) which, as shown in Appendix VI, was esti-
mated to be 0.00522. For volume filling systems N V reduces to unitySPH
3 3
and V was taken as 4/3irR
,
i.e. 4.19 R because the truncation effect
is already corrected for once by both shifting the entire curve to
2 -2larger angles by a predetermined factor depending on <a /a > and also
raised in intensity by multiplying it by another constant factor again
2 -2dependent on <a /a >. The truncation parameter was assumed to be 0.132
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i.e., for random nucleation as already estimated before and for this
value the shift factor for the curve is given as 1.37 while the multipli-
cation factor is give as 1.39.
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Using Xo = 5461 A in the equation for
Rayleigh ratio, the expression reduces to
3 2
312 R/ X /
R„ (9 , 45) = / CR (115)X *** Fdis
for a volume-filling system subject to the above assumptions. For a non-
volume-filling system <a
2
/a
2
> = 0 and no shift factor nor multiplication
of the intensity by a constant factor is necessary. However, under these
132
4 3conditions, N^V reduces to ^ as shown below, where is the
volume fraction spherulites.
s
<{> volume fraction spherulites
Now,
X
CR
and
volume of all spherulites/total volume of system
fvolume
(
spherulite X number of spherulites) x total volume of system
crystallinity of system (=
volume-filling case)
crystalline volume
total volume
crystallinity of spherulite only in
^BUCH
= crystallinity of spherulite
crystalline volume
volume of spherulite
Thus,
CR
BUCH
and <j>
(assuming matrix is completely
amorphous)
volume of spherulites
total volume
(fR3)NSPH
=
<t>
s
(116)
From this
NSPH
V2
= a(^3)"1(V)2 = *s (T*R3)
= 4.19
<J> R'
s
Using these values, equation (115) reduces to
312 (+ R
3
) X*
_ / ~ "v S V-,J\
"h (9>l° "~rr.
v dis
(117)
for a non-volume-filling system
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The multiple scattering corrections were done using the plot
shown in Fig. 18 as explained before and 5 value estimates using the
two dimensional theoretical predictions showed a constancy with compo-
sition in the range <5 - 0.2 + 0.02.
The denominator in equation (115) and (117) is estimated from
a plot of F
dis versus 6 and the Rayleigh ratio so estimated agrees well
with the maximum value in the corrected experimental curve within a
facor of 2.
In view of the approximate nature of some of the assumptions,
particularly the truncation correction and the 2-dimensional parameter,
such agreement is considered fair although further refinement is cer-
tainly necessary. In the semi-crystalline blends, the truncation does
2 -2
vary and ideally <a /a > must too, which would involve similar modifica-
tions of the end result.
2The H scattering is proportional to [X„„(a -a )] and since
v CR t r
2 2(a -a ) stays constant the variation of X„„ as estimated from inde-
t r J CR
pendent techniques serves well to compare the two Rayleigh ratios. The
sudden drop in the intensity of 50/50 composition is due to the building
up of a non-spherulitic matrix and the volume fraction crystallinity of
the spherulites (i.e., <j> ) was taken as the ratio of the crystallinity
s
by the density method and that estimated by SAXS. This gives a good
comparison once again confirming the validity of the approach.
The curves are seen to become broader for the more crystalline
compositions due to the severity of the truncations and consequent size
distribution in spherulite sizes.
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Since the H
v
pattern has its lobes at 45° to the direction of the
crossed polaroids, the optic axis is either in the 0° or 90° orientation
to the radius. Since PCL is very similar to PE in most respects and the
optic axis of PE is the chain axis at 90° to the radius, the same can be
said of PCL.
No photometric data for pure PCL could be taken due to the tre-
mendous turbidity of the sample due to a highly anisotropic unit cell
201 _ .
structure. This gxves rise to a high degree of multiple scattering.
The transmit tance of a PCL sample < 1 mil thick was barely 5%. Any lower
thicknesses would distort the bulk morphology and invalidate comparison
with the blends.
Long time crystallization
. It was discovered that the 40/60 com-
position classified all along as amorphous developed a non-volume-filling
spherulite structure after more than a year's annealing at ambient tem-
peratures. This can be seen both microscopically where no truncation is
evident and also by SALS where the pattern is large and weak and the
pattern is elliptical and much stronger. The same phenomenon was
observed for 50/50 but less than 6 months after isothermal crystalliza-
tion at 30°C. This is in agreement with Ong's observations that
beyond the 50/50 composition ^s verY high as shown in Table VI.
Hence this confirms that given enough time, the very slow kinetics
of phase separation ultimately allow for it. Results of 50/50 and 40/60
compositions therefore should be strictly speaking examined with care
due to the transient nature of their morphologies.
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Amorphous Morphologies
The scattered intensities of compositions from 40/60 to PVC are
shown in Fig. 33 through 37. The curves show rather broad diffuse
maxima which are spread out over a considerable angular range but never-
theless represent some complex discrete scattering phenomena which will
be discussed later. In spite of the presence of these maxima, one can-
not readily adopt a model to explain their discrete scattering. This is
best treated instead in terms of the more general parameters of theories
proposed by Debye95,96 and Porod8^* 85 for random morphologies.
It was mentioned before that every part of a scattering curve is
in some way a manifestation of some particular detail of the system's
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morphology. According to Kratky, the scattering curves for solutions
exhibit Gaussian behavior in the very low angle regions, Debye-scattering
in the intermediate region and conform to Porod's law in the tail region
as shown in Fig. 38. When the scattered intensities of the amorphous
blends are analyzed by the Debye method of plotting 1/ / I against 6
the data is found to conform to linear behavior as predicted by equation
(40) in the intermediate angular rnage as shown in Fig. 39. This per-
mits the estimation of I the "correlation distance" from the slope and
c
intercept according to equation (42) and the Porod "inhomogeneity
lengths" ]LrT and Ip..r from equations (45) and (46). Fig. 40 shows the
trend in the values of the above three parameters as the blend composi-
tion varies.
It is interesting to note that as the system becomes richer in
PCL, the inhomogeneity lengths of both components approach each other
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in magnitude and will ultimately become indistinguishable as to which is
the matrix and which is the dispersed phase. At this stage the system
must be on the verge of phase inversion and varying the composition any
further in the direction of more PCL should lead to it. This is precise-
ly what is observed microscopically and by SALS. The 50/50 composition
is semi-crystalline (non-volume-filling) and the phase inversion allowed
the PCL to undergo some crystallization as volume fraction wise PCL was
now the dominant component.
It is also important to note that the value of I for 10/90PCL
composition is of the order of magnitude of 30 to 35 A which is about
the size of an isolated PCL molecule implying by this analysis that it
is molecularly dispersed at that concentration. If then the PCL
domains increase with composition, the logical question is why does this
isolated mass of PCL not crystallize? For crystallization to take place
one must have nucleation such that conditions are favorable for stable
nuclei to be formed before any crystalline growth can occur. Stable
nuclei must have dimensions larger than the critical nucleas size given
by r*.
r* is proportional to the crystalline melting point and varies
inversely as AT the supercooling. For the amorphous compositions, the
melting point of PCL is not only depressed enough to prevent crystalliza-
tion but the temperature of crystallization (30°C) is below the glass
transition of the blend as shown in Table VII. The very fact that only
one T is observed implies that either the domains of PCL if at all
g
they exist, are very small or that the PCL is so well mixed with PVC
that at 30°C it cannot free itself by diffusion so as to form a nucleus
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> r* and thus crystallize. If so then is there any significance to the
Porod chord lengths for PCL, viz. are the values of I real? The rea-
sons shown below help explain their significance.
To begin with, in application of both the Debye and Porod theories
the implicit assumption is that there are two phases which are homogeneous
in their densities and that they are separated by sharp boundaries.
Leaving the latter condition aside for the time being, the definition of
homogeneous phases could include two possibilities, viz. 1) that both
PCL and PVC are completely segregated into pure components, and 2) that
there are domains which are not chemically pure but physically homogene-
ous. In other words, one can conceive of a situation that has a dis-
persed phase rich in one component and a matrix which is rich in the
other, and both are homogeneous within themselves. Such a situation
however implies good mixing within the domains and it follows that if
indeed mixed domains occur then sharp boundaries are less favorable and
that the transition zone from the domains to the matrix must be rather
diffuse. It also follows that one ought to observe two glass transi-
tions each for the domain and the matrix. For two T s to be detected
the phases must be large enough to be detected by whatever method the
T is measured. However, the data of Koleske
7
and that of Ong
10
do not
g
seem to indicate such an occurrence. This is not unreasonable if the
phase dimensions are small enough and a measure of their fineness of
dispersion can be had from their specific surface values (0/V) as listed
in Table XII.
Another important point is that even the pure PVC gives a Debye
correlation distance value of approximately 22 A, due to its excess
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TABLE XII
Specific Surface of Amorphous Blends
Specific Surface (Porod's Slope)
0/V (A
_1
)
10/90 8.58 x 10" 3 .138
20/80 11.47 x 10" 3 .186
30/70 12.86 x 10~ 3 .206
40/60 14.64 x 10" 3 .242
Blend
(PCL/PVC)
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scattering. This implies some heterogeneity in PVC as a pure amorphous
polymer should not scatter if its electron density is truly homogeneous.
In fact, the PVC in this work not only gives excess scattering but also
exhibits a barely perceptible maximum in the raw experimental data.
This gradually becomes more noticeable after the various corrections
are performed. The origin of this maximum is not well understood and
discussed later.
In order to eliminate the scattering contribution of PVC from that
of the blend one can apply the following relation.
'Vc = TBL " ^VC ' WPVC < 118 >
where I_ T is the intensity which includes the contribution of PVC, 1^BL y * PVC
is that due to PVC and W
pvc
is the weight fraction of PVC depending on
the blend 1 s composition. When the corrected intensity (1^) was re-6L C
2
plotted as 1/ / (I ) against 9 as shown in Fig. 41, all the composl
dLi C
tions showed zero intercepts giving infinite values of A since
J m h— I slope
c 2tt/ intercept
This result does not make sense and the reason responsible for this is
thought to be the continuously changing scattering behavior of PVC with
the blend composition. In other words, the contribution of PVC cannot
be subtracted simply by applying equation (118) but is more complex.
Thus, the simple minded analysis of Debye and Porod is not appli-
cable from a point of view of absolute significance towards the study of
complex morphologies such as above, but nevertheless very helpful in
1/40
following a trend. The Debye-Porod approach Is sound Ln principle hut
the system deviates from Ideality enough to make absolute relevance to
their parameters doubtful.
It must be mentioned at this point that the scattering due to
the amorphous compositions has so far heen given the single-particla
treatment when discussed ln terms of the Debye-l'orod parameters. The
Single-particle scattering theories were originally derived for Ino-
tropic (spherically symmetric) scattering particles for which a "Lorentz
correction" is not required. In view of this, the desmeared intensities
ware used to process the data for tha Debye-Bueche correlation diatanca
and Porod chord length as shown in Figures ')•) through 42.
From a discussion of Figure 41, it la apparent that the complexi-
ties of the amorphous morphologies will need more than one kind of ana-
lysis for their meaningful characterization. A second approach Is Lo
consider the scattering maxima observable in each composition and to
treat these discrete effects as originating from some kind of statis-
tical periodicity in their morphology.
Discrete-effects . The presence of discrete scattering affects
for all amorphous compositions Inclusive of PVC is an unexpected result
at first glance, but literature contains several Indirect reference* to
the fact that PVC has a tendency to agglomerate and form clusters of
220—225
various dimensions. Before proceeding to any diacussion of these
maxima, it should be pointed out that the data represents the average-
values of several scans which were all reproducible. An error analysis
of the original data always showed a coefficient of variation <5%. This
is a reasonable figure especially in view of the fact that the PVC rich
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blends on account of their high absorption coefficients are not so trans-
parent to x-rays resulting in very low intensities. Due to the hetero-
geneities the blends richer in PCL scatter more than the others in the
low angle region but in the tail region the scattered intensities are low
enough for all compositions and high counting times were necessary for
appropriate resolution from background scattering.
Since the maxima are diffuse and broad, the desmearing operation
will further introduce a magnification of the original experimental
error and such an error analysis was done as shown in Fig. 42. A
synthetic curve with a monotonic decrease in intensity was desmeared in
order to compare for the magnification in error. It is seen that the
"discrete" effect continues to persist and is thus accepted as real and
not due to any experimental artifacts such as long time variations in
instrumental stability.
In a dense system such clustering would give rise to a quasi-
periodicity in the electron density of the material and when combined
with the inter-particle interference effects inherent in dense sys-
83—85
terns, the presence of maxima which are relatively broad and dif-
fuse, is not totally unreasonable even in the absence of crystallinity.
83 85
According to Guinier and Porod such maxima in non-crystalline
systems are phenomenologically predicted but the application of Bragg's
law and discussion in terms of "d" spacings is strongly discouraged.
Nevertheless, without attaching any absolute significance to these
numbers, it is possible to compare values of "d" spacings on a relative
scale in order to get an order of magnitude approximation and to follow
a trend with composition.
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Values of the "d" spacing which, if loosely defined, represent
some sort of an average periodicity in the electron density are listed
in Table XIII after desmearing, both with and without the Lorentz cor-
rections.
The application of the Lorentz correction factor and the subse-
quent Bragg treatment is not unreasonable if the aim is to estimate a
trend on a relative scale. Moreover, as will be shown later, the rather
large transition zone values and inconsistent volume fractions by the
Stein-Khambatta treatment combined with the inter and intra particle
interference effects due to denseness, justify the above analysis for
diffuse-scattering.
This shows an increase in the "d" spacing occurs with the addi-
tion of PCL to PVC, i.e., whatever the scattering entities are, their
centers are getting further apart much like the separation of lamellae
by excess PVC. An exactly similar trend was observed in plasticized
220-225
PVC by Geil and Gezovich but without any maxima for pure PVC.
In view of very small differences in densities between clusters and
their surroundings, PVC scattering is difficult to detect and also
220
quite sensitive to the sample's history. Nevertheless by EM, Geil's
225
conclusion is that the fundamental building blocks of PVC morphology
are particles of " 100 A size which cluster to give larger aggregates in
the micron range and these are detected more easily by EM. These EM
particles are more visible after annealing. Thus from Geil
f
s work it can
be concluded that the PVC clusters of 100 X size are increasingly
separated by the addition of low molecular weight plasticizers and is
in good agreement with the present data both qualitatively and quanti-
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TABLE XIII
Relative Trend in Periodicity of
Scattering Entities for Amorphous
Before Lorentz After Lorentz
Blend ,o a
Corrections (A) Corrections (A)
40/60 143 102
30/70 123 95
20/80 113 91
10/90 110 84
PVC 104 80
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tatively. More recent support to this comes from the work of Neilson
224
and Jabarin who, while not observing any maxima in the SAXS of PVC,
conclude from a Guinier plot analysis that a particle diameter of 120
0
A for PVC is not unreasonable. Considering the fact that EM is diffi-
cult to quantize statistically and that the "radius of gyration" method
is strictly applicable only to very dilute systems at very small angles,
the agreement about the approximate dimensions of PVC is considered to
be fair.
There is evidence to believe11 15 that the small but finite cry-
stallinity of PVC is due to favorable chain alignment located throughout
the morphology such that the small crystallites so formed act as stable
crosslinks that hold the gel particles together and that due to the high
melting point of. these crystallites their total elimination is not
achieved without risk of degradation in the absence of thermal stabi-
lizers. For our PVC that was neither stabilized nor stirred at high
temperatures these gel particles are believed to have persisted.
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In fact, recent work by Collins indicates that in the absence
of heating PVC solutions at elevated temperatures for extended periods
o
of time, the resulting morphologies show 100 A particles that persist
from the virgin polymer, due to incomplete dissolution. Hence, the
occurrence of a SAXS maximum is not unreasonable.
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Statton has proposed that the presence of microvoids is some-
times responsible for spurious discrete effects. If microvoids are
indeed responsible for the above maxima, then the scattering power of
the system must greatly exceed that in the absence of voids due to the
large electron density difference between polymer and voids according to
145
equation (29). This was not found to be the case as shown in Table XIV.
In fact, as the PCL concentration increases, so does the mixing as the
50/50 composition is reached. This shows a reverse trend than if voids
did occur. Another way to check this possibility is to swell the polymer
with a suitable solvent. The filling of voids by solvent should lower
the scattering power due to a lowering of the electron density differ-
ence.
The simplest case is to imagine spherical PVC domains densely
packed and interconnected with transition zones over which a continuous
density difference, although small, exists. One can then try to compare
the scattering power of such a model to that obtained experimentally.
The next case would be to check if the model is consistent with the
scattering power of blends, i.e., does the PCL merely separate the PVC
clusters or does it enter the clusters, or is it well mixed in the
transition zone between clusters, etc.?
Table XIV lists the various models tried for pure PVC.
Adopting the gelation model, one can then follow the trend with
the blends by assuming that the gel particles are separated by an
average distance such that for pure PVC a = 2R where R is the radius of
the gel particles. As PCL is added a increases to a* but R remains the
3 3 0
same as in Fig. 43. Thus, a* = a /<f>pVC
and taking a - 80 A as seen
after Lorentz correction, the corresponding a* values agree very well
with the SAXS periodicity as shown in Table XV.
Further insight into the morphology is gained by the transition
zone analysis, in the next section.
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TABLE XV
Comparison of Lorentz Corrected Periodicities
with those of the Gel model for
Amorphous Compositions
a* = 80/ OfJ^)
Blend a*
(A)
Lorentz corrected
a
values (A)
40/60
30/70
20/80
10/90
98
92
87
83
102
95
91
84
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Transition zone. The two models used for the above analysis are
the Stein-Khambatta model and the Bonart model. For each of the compo-
sitions, the <n 2 >
ExpT value was matched to the < n
2
>
TR
to estimate the
volume fraction of the transition zone by the Stein-Khambatta model using
the relation
2 *3 2
<n > = - j-](Pl - p ) (119)
and the results are tabulated in Table XVI.
While finite positive values are obtained for
<fr the values are
very high and suggest a high proportion of the morphology to be as a
diffuse transition zone which implies very good compatibility. This is
consistent with the single glass transitions observed. However, the
<J> 3
values are inconsistent with those of <f>^' and fy^ according to
V = *1 " *3/2 (120)
V = * 2 " * 3/2 (121)
This is due to the dense nature of the system where a high degree of
overlapping of the zones occurs and leads to their overestimation.
The Bonart method is somewhat more useful in this respect and
values of B are tabulated in Table XVII from Fig. 44 through 47.
These results show that the zone thickness increases with the
addition of PCL implying better compatibility as 50/50 composition is
approached. Also the fraction of diffuse boundaries shows a corres-
ponding trend in the same direction.
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TABLE XVI
Volume Fraction of Transition Zone by the Stein-Khambatta Model
Blend <n2>EXPT
= <n2>TH
2(mole elec/cc)
*3
10/90 .554 x 10"3 .39
20/80 .975 x 10" 3 .65
30/70 1.278 x 10"
3
.82
40/60 1.35 x 10"
3
.90
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TABLE XVII
Transition Zone Thickness by Bonart's Method
for Amorphous Compositions
o
Blend B(A) Fraction of
diffuse zones
10/90 28+3 0.78
20/80 33+3 0.83
30/70 32+2 0.85
40/60 36+2 0.90
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If this behavior is true then by the Debye-Beuche method, one
ought to get a straight line when plotting K < n
2
> against * and Fig.
48 shows that this is indeed so. The slope of Fig. 48 indicates a
fractional thickness of about 25 to 27% which would in turn indicate
that for domains of the order of 100 A the thickness should be of the
O
order of 25 A. This agrees very well with values of Helfand and
.143,144 145 194Tagami and Meier who predict thicknesses of the order of
O o
15 A to 20 A for incompatible systems and higher values for compatible
ones line PCL/PVC.
The specific surface (0/V) ratios and values of k
2
(Porod's slope)
are listed in Table XII. They also show a trend towards increased com-
patibility as 50/50 compositions are approached. 0/V is a measure of
the improved surface contact between the components. k
2
is a measure
of the amount of segmental mixing that contributes to background scat-
tering at higher angles. Thus, with more PCL, the mixing seems to im-
prove and mixed phases should be favored.
This is further explained in the next section.
Scattering power . A much more powerful tool on account of its
unambiguous nature is the "scattering power" of the system denoted by
2
<n > in Fig. 49. It is a measure of the total heterogeneity of the
system and should pass through a maximum at <J>p£^ ™ ^py^ = 0.5 for a two
phase model according to equation (29). If the abscissa in Fig. 49
were in volume fractions, this is seen to be the case. However,
according to equation (29), a two phase model with homogeneous phases
2
should give zero values of <n > for <(>pcL
= 0 and cj>pvc
= 0. When <{>pcL
152
0, we have only PVC and a finite value of <n
2
> is a clear indication of
its heterogeneity which may be related to the gel structure already dis-
cussed.
*pcL = 0 is for the PCL composition and a finite value in this
case is obviously due to its semi-crystalline nature.
One also notices that the plot is not symmetric about the maximum.
This could be due to the deviation of the morphologies of the various
compositions from the one idealized in equation (29) (where the phases
are often considered synonymous with the components) to one which may
have mixed phases or three different phases or the presence of diffuse
transition zones. The various possibilities are explored below.
2These experimental values of <n >EXpx may be compared with theo-
2
retically calculated values of <n >Theor based upon various assumed
models to gain insight into the distribution of phases. A case in point
is the amorphous blend containing W = 0.70 or <j> =0.65 for which
lr VL» FVC
2 -3 3 2the experimental <n > = 1.28 x 10 (moles electrons /cm ) as shown in
2Table XVIII. A calculation of <n > based upon Equation (29) where the
_3
two phases are the two components, gives a value of 3.18 x 10 which
is too high. This rules out this model since, if anything, the experi-
mental value is too high as a consequence of structure within the phases.
A possibility is to utilize Equation (62) or Equation (119) which gives
2
a lower <n >. However, to account for the experimental value, it is
necessary to assume that if two phases are coexistant, they cannot be
pure components. We may assume a phase A which is PVC rich and phase B
which is PCL rich. If 6 A and are the volume fractions of the twoA B
A A
phases (where $ . + <fr. - 1) and, for example <frpcL and <J> pvc
are the volume
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fractions of the two components in Phase A (where <}>A and <\,A = l) lt
must then follow that
*PVC " *A *PVC
+
*B *?VC < 122 >
and
*PCL ' *A ^PCL + *B *lcL C123)
Then
<n
2
> -
<f>A 4> B (pA
- p
B
)
2
(124 )
where, assuming additivity
P A
= <W Ppri. + *tvr Pdwp (125)T PCL "PCL YPVC H PVC
and
P
B
=
ScL PPCL + ^VC P PVC (126)
where pA and p fi are the electron densities of phases A and B and ppcL
and ppvc are the electron densities of the homopolymers. The task is
A B
to find values of
<j>^, 4>pCL
and <|>
pcL
consistent with the known
<t>pvc
so as
2
to give a <r] > in Equation (124) which fits the experimental value.
There is not a unique solution to this problem but rather a range of con-
centrations which will satisfy this condition ranging from a lower limit
of <>pCL
- 0.037 and
<frpcL
= 0.641 up to <j>pcL 0.200
and <j>
pCL
= 0.937.
The most likely situation is that there may be two mixed phases
with a transition zone between them. However, this model involves more
parameters than can be experimentally characterized.
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The situation is more complex in a concentration range where the
PCL is partly crystalline. A typical case is that of W =0.10 forPvc
which the experimental <n
2
> is 0.77 x 10" 3 (moles electrons/cc) 2 as
shown in Table XIX. One model is that possessing two phases, a crystal
line PCL phase and a homogeneous amorphous phase consisting of a solu-
tion of the amorphous PCL with the PVC. This model leads to a too low
2 -3
value of <n > of 0.21 x 10
.
The amorphous phase is evidently not
homogeneous. Thus, the system must be described as a three phase one.
If the phase boundaries are sharp, a generalization of equation (29)
gives
<n2>
av
=
*1 *2 (p l " p 2
)2 +
*1 *3 (p l " p 3
)2 +
*2 *3 (p 2 " p 3
)2 (127)
One possibility is that the PVC and PCL are completely incompa-
2tible in the amorphous phase. This leads to a value of <n > of 1.02 x
-3
10 which gives a disagreement of ^20% between experiment and theory
2
not uncommon in estimations of <n >. The disagreement for PCL is even
higher, viz. ^30%. However, one needs to point out two aspects to
qualify the above statements further. Firstly, if the incompatibility
in the amorphous phase between PVC and PCL is indeed real then it must
be so at a level which does not affect the glass transition behavior in
order to be consistent with the work of Koleske,
7 Ong^ and Bares.
^
This clearly points out the ambiguity in the very definition of "com-
patibility". Secondly, as shown in Fig. 50, a plot of the Porod slope
versus composition shows a sudden upturn between 90/10 and PCL.
189
According to Luzatti and coworkers the Porod slope (k2 ) is a
collective measure of all kinds of deviations from the ideal two phase
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model. These deviations could be inhomogeneity due to impurities,
crystalline imperfections, nonuniformity of the amorphous phase, frozen
in strains, etc. All these could cause excessive scattering in the tail
of the profile and must be corrected for. In the case of PCL we have
also seen the inability to characterize it very well microscopically.
All this could be due to very high rates of crystallization which may
be the reason for the rather disconcerting disagreement between its
2theoretical and experimental values of <n >. Therefore, one should not
necessarily consider such a high discrepancy as characteristic of all
the other compositions and consider the option of mixed amorphous phases
for the crystalline compositions also as shown in Table XIX. The con-
clusions, as with the purely amorphous polymer, is that the amorphous
phase involves a partially compatible mixture of at least two components,
each of which consists of a mixture of the two components. The distribu-
tion of components cannot be uniquely determined on the basis of a com-
2
parison of experimental and theoretical values of <n > but the range of
compositions may be established.
2
It is evident from the conclusion from these comparisons of <n >av
that the amorphous phases do not consist of pure components. Hence, the
assumptions inherent in the resolution of I into Ipvc and
I
pcL
are not
valid. The best that can be done is to resolve I into I and Jl . How-
c
ever, this requires a knowledge of <J> and which cannot be uniquely
obtained from the invariant analysis. The same limitation is inherent
in our treatment of the transition zone thickness.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The main theme of this work was to study the morphology of
polymer blends using SAXS and SALS as the principal independent tech-
niques and to correlate information between them as well as with other
independent methods such as WAXD, SEM, DSC, optical microscopy and
density measurements. The system chosen for the study was a blend of
PCL and PVC across the entire compositional range, the same having been
previously classified as "compatible 11 by the independent works of
Koleske and Lundberg,^ and later by Price and Ong.^
Insofar as the observance of a single glass transition was re-
ported by both the above groups, the system is undoubtedly compatible
and exceptionally so in view of the fact that some of the compositions
are crystalline whereas crystallinity inherently implies phase separa-
tion. A single T
,
however, is necessary but not a sufficient condition
8
for compatibility, since systems that respond as compatible by the
35
criteria of one technique are not necessarily so by another.
The estimation of "scattering power" using absolute intensities
for SAXS indicate that neither complete segregation of phases (i.e.,
incompatibility) nor complete mixing at the segmental level (i.e., com-
patibility) occurs for any of the compositions across the entire range
from PCL to PVC. The most favored possibility is that for mixed phases
that coexist with diffuse transition zones in the amorphous state. Thus
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the measurement of scattering power becomes a very powerful independent
way of studying the state of mixing in a blended system.
SAXS analysis also shows that there can be several possibilities
for such mixing to occur viz., the composition and sizes of the domains
could cover a large spectrum. Since mixed domains are favored, the
existence of diffuse transition zones established from SAXS analysis in
this work, becomes an even more acceptable reality. One can thus con-
ceive of a morphology in which the electron density varies gradually
from PCL rich areas to those rich in PVC and smear out any phase separa-
tion in the ideal sense. The observation of signle glass transition
temperatures is consistent with such a morphological model of limited
compatibility, if the domains are sufficiently small.
it is important to realize that for the analysis of small-angle
x-ray data one needs other independent information in order to make the
choice of any particular model as realistic as possible. This was done
by analyzing the system by other supplementary techniques as mentioned
before and also by using the results of others on the same system.
Nevertheless, a convenient model is very often a compromise between
"idealism" and "realism". The more realistic a model, the more complex
it is likely to be and in order to make its application feasible one
sacrifices some of its rigor to assumptions that can strictly be justi-
fied only for an ideal state of affairs. Thus, when data are analyzed
by any particular model, the analysis will be dependent on the model's
sophistication. With this in mind, more importance should be given to
the relative trend in the analysis as the composition is varied rather
than attach absolute significance to numerical values. Simply stated,
160
any change in model details will cause a corresponding change in numeri-
cal values but the trend should be preserved.
For the semi-crystalline compositions, the Tsvankin model, as
modified by Buchanan, was applied. It is not completely rigorous and
apriori assumption of certain parameters is necessary for its applica-
tion. Nevertheless, it incorporates the main features of a semi-
crystalline lamellar kind of morphology as evidenced by other indepen-
dent techniques. In other words, it provides a good compromise and case
of operation once the calibration curves have been evaluated. It is
sophisticated enough to be sensitive to changing morphological details
as the blend composition is varied. The increase in long period and one
dimensional crystallinity are consistent with theoretical calculations.
Refinement of the model should improve its utility. For example, for
low values of crystallinities , such as the 60/40 and 50/50 compositions
due to the rather poorly defined maxima which makes the evaluation of
their position and breadth of reflections less precise, the analysis
will contain a larger experimental error with consequent ambiguity in
interpretation. However, under favorable circumstances when more than
one order of reflection is present and the maxima are more well defined,
this model can be used in conjunction with the analysis of Crist. This
and the curve fitting method of Wenig and Kilian, along with independent
ly obtained values of weight crystallinities, etc., give consistent and
encouraging results.
For the analysis of amorphous morphologies, the models of Debye
and Porod are much too ideal and better suited to incompatible systems
where domains of pure phases separated by sharp boundaries, contribute
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a higher electron density difference by not smearing it out over the
morphology. The one dimensional Stein-Khambatta model is sound in
principle and only assumes non-overlapping transition zones. In a
densely packed system such as blends in the solid state with the domains
within high proximity of each other and perhaps even interpenetrating
each other, one can readily see that the transition zones associated
with these domains can overlap. In fact, the application of the Stein-
Khambatta model by virtue of its above assumption points out an impor-
tant truth in our system viz., that for high enough concentrations of
PCL, the system is densely packed and this aspect is in some measure
responsible for the discrete but broad maxima seen in the amorphous com-
positions. Dense packing causes interparticle interference effects
which can give rise to discrete scattering. This is thus consistent
with other morphological evidence. Hence the failure of the Stein-
Khambatta model in its inability to estimate correct values of (Ju
(internally consistent) for this particular system, is however benefi-
cial in describing a related and important detail.
The fact that these maxima by a rough approximation of Bragg f s
equation, agree in trend and magnitude both with an analogous system
220
studied by Geil and for a model of densely packed spherical gel
particles for PVC whose centers get further apart as the PCL gets be-
tween them seems to ratify the model. Gel formation due to incomplete
dissolution of PVC in the absence of any heating is thought to be cause
for the anamolous scattering observed.
Bonart
141,142 provides an elegant and very realistic approach
towards analyzing systems with domains of mixed compositions having
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diffuse as well as sharp boundaries. The analysis, however, needs
rather precise data as the evaluation of transition zone thickness and
percent diffuse boundaries is sensitive to small errors. It was men-
tioned that, due to the high mass absorption coefficient of PVC, a cer-
tain amount of precision had to be sacrificed, especially for data
accumulated in the tail region of the curve. This is precisely the
range of applicability of Bonart's analysis as it is in principle a
more sophisticated version of Porod's law which was formulated for ideal
systems. Hence, the values of Bonart's parameters, though once again
useful to follow a trend, must be accepted with some reservations. How-
ever, in spite of this, the values of transition zone thicknesses are
consistent with the theoretical predictions formulated for incompatible
systems as found. A more rigorous application of Bonart's ideas is
needed for a complete analysis which was not possible to accomplish in
this thesis.
Coming to the application of SALS, agreement between the experi-
mental and theoretical Rayleigh ratios within a factor of two is very
encouraging, especially in view of the fact that previous efforts to
correlate them in these laboratories had resulted in much wider disagree-
ments. The fair agreement can be considered as a justification for the
various correction procedures adopted, but it must simultaneously be
pointed out that in view of the non-rigorous nature of some correction
procedures as already discussed before, and also due to certain apriori
assumptions during their application, the possibility of compensating
errors cannot be ruled out. Nevertheless, the assumption of randon
163
nucleation, the estimation of $ from X and k_ T„_ and the use of 2-S UK dUCH
dimentional disorder theory do not seem to cause any significant dis-
crepancy.
While much remains to be done for a more thorough understanding
of the morphology of blends, particularly those which exhibit partial
to good compatibility, the application of SAXS and SALS in this study
have served to prove them as indispensable tools of characterization.
Not only have they proved their worth as independent techniques in pro-
viding information complimentary to each other and consistent with other
techniques, but in so doing made it possible to compliment and extend
previous research efforts on the same system.
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CHAPTER VII
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
The suggestions that follow are to a certain extent paradoxial
because on the one hand, extension of work on the same system is advo-
cated in order to complete the story on its morphology and on the other,
the need to choose a simpler system for reasons of more precise interpre-
tation of data is also emphasized. The former could be a major under-
taking but so could the latter in view of the fact that much is already
known about the PCL/PVC system.
Extension of work on PCL/PVC system :
1. It was mentioned that the raw experimental data was processed
through a series of corrections before any analysis was under-
taken. No mention was made of the background correction due to
all other aspects of the morphology, except heterogeneity due
to the mixing of two components and this needs to be done by
subtracting out the amorphous scattering contributions of both
PCL and PVC. Thus, ideally speaking
(I
BL ) CORRECT
= (I
BL } "
(I
PCL '
W
PCL
+ X
PVC
# W
PVC )
where I = scattering due to pure amorphous PCL
PCL
*PVC
= scatterin§ ^ue t0 Pure amorphous PVC
W. = weight fraction of component i for a given blend
composition
I = scattering due to blend as measured
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I
pcL can he obtained by melting PCL and I
pvc can be obtained by
casting PVC from a solution that was heated sufficiently long
to dissolve PVC completely before casting. PVC cannot be melted
at a high enough temperature unless it is thermally stabilized.
More intermediate compositions need to be studied for the follow-
ing reasons.
(i) Between PCL and 90/10, an obvious change in both SAXS scat-
tering and spherulite size takes place.
(ii) Between 60/40 and 40/60, the crystallinity drops very fast
and the morphology transforms from truncated spherulites to amor-
phous via an intermediate non-volume-filling case. Thus, a few
more compositions in this range should show the trend with better
precision.
The very elegant method of Bonart should be carried to completion
with the estimation of the damping factor and the corrected in-
variant as he advocates.
The semi-crystalline compositions should also be studied in the
melt by SALS so as to study the effect of only the heterogenei-
ties due to the two components in the absence of any crystalli-
nity.
The three-dimensional disorder parameter calculations of Yoon and
Chu must be applied and compared with the two-dimensional case.
The blends should be stretched and tested for affine deformation
with respect to the various morphological details, using the
photographic SALS technique.
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7. A more rigorous calculation of the dynamic SALS apparatus is
necessary in order to have better confidence in comparing Ray-
leigh ratios.
8. Even the amorphous blends should be studied by SALS so as to
check for any macro-heterogeneity using the correlation function
approach of Debye.
9. The blends should be also studied by the Kratky camera to extend
this study to lower angles. It is not expected to yield any new
information for the semi-crystalline morphologies but the same
cannot be said apriori of the amorphous compositions.
10. The V
v
theory of Yoon must also be applied to complement the
photographic work done in this thesis, especially for compositions
where the system is just beginning to become non-volume-filling.
From values of the polarizability of the extra-spherulitic medium
one could gain valuable information about the state of mixing and
check the partial-mixing conclusions of this work for amorphous
phases
.
11. The Tsvankin-Buchanan approach should be more thoroughly checked
with other kinds of model calculations. It would perhaps be very
useful to obtain Vonk's computer program about his correlation
function method and try it out. This is a much less ambiguous
approach and should be quite expeditious on the new Cyber computer
at the University of Massachusetts.
12. Both the Weighting Function Program and the Desmearing Program
should be converted for use on the Cyber computer.
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Some more SEM work would be helpful, especially using the EDAX
for non-volume-filling compositions.
Choosing an alternate system :
Since PCL/PVC is a rather compatible system, the evaluation of
certain parameters is blurred as they are not morphologically
well defined in the system, e.g., the thickness of the transi-
tion zone. A system known to be incompatible by other techniques
and one which yet has a sufficient electron density difference
should be adopted for testing some of the theoretical aspects
before being applied to compatible systems.
Even if homogeneous PVC samples can be made, the high absorption
coefficient due to the CI atoms cuts down the already low inten-
sity due to collimation. One way around it could be to run PVC
rich samples using the much longer slits of the Kratky camera in
order to get a higher precision in measurement.
The PMMA/PVF
2
and PEMA/PVF
2
systems are very analogous to PCL/PVC
in that the PVF
2
crystallizes and the acrylates do not. The
electron density difference is very favorable and the absorption
coefficient is low. Besides the acrylates are not known to form
gels unlike PVC. These systems are industrially very important
and should be looked into.
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APPENDIX I
LORENTZ FACTOR
In conventional wide-angle x-ray diffraction work, the Lorentz
correction is routinely done in combination with the polarization cor-
rection and standard texts on WAXD have the composite Lorentz-Polariza-
tion factor listed in tables. In SAXS work, the polarization correction
C 1 m^m cos 20
}
2 reduces to unity because of the small angles involved
2(cos 26 - 1 for 29 <. 2°) but the Lorentz correction has not been always
applied in the correction of experimental data. There are some instances
of its inclusion in SAXS analysis^ ^ and no apriori justification for its
omission exists. There is reason to believe that this is due to two main
reasons , viz.
(i) If model calculations are not performed, but only general parameters
2
such as <n > and (0/V) are derived, then the correction need not be
g
done as it is implicitly included in the theoretical formulations
9 10
as shown by Guinier and Porod, i.e.,
CO
Q *
J
• dm
o
contains m
2
as the Lorentz factor as is shown above and similarly
for (0/V).
(ii) Its precise formulation is debated and many workers have preferred
to avoid including any ambiguity that may result from its applica-
tion.
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In the analysis of discrete maxima, however, the position of the
ones that are at the smallest angles are affected most by this correc-
tion. The peak position shifts to smaller long periods after the cor-
rection and the shift is proportional to the smallness of the angles and
the breadth of the reflection. Thus, if reliable conclusions are to be
drawn, this correction ought to be included after the desmearing opera-
tion, as its formalism makes no provision for inclusion of the profile
distortion due to a slit geometry.
The Lorentz factor is a geometrical or trigonometrical factor
which influences the intensity of the scattered beam. It is in reality
a combination of three factors^
Lorentz factor - (7^2?) (cos6)
2
4sin 8cos8
For small 29, i.e., small 6, sin 6-9 and cos 8 - 1 gi vxng
Lorentz factor =
9
2
(the constant 4 may be dropped)
.
Crist** has given a much more rigorous derivation which leads to
12
the same result and so have Hosemann and Bagchi using the paracrystal-
line model approach.
2
Thus, the experimental intensities must be multiplied by 9 after
the desmearing has been performed if slit collimation is used, i.e.,
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I (29)
OBS
+ I(26)
OBS
I (29) = I(26)
OBS
• 6
2
For lattices in which the lateral dimensions are much larger than the
identity period, the above formalism is rigorously correct.
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APPENDIX II
DESMEARING TECHNIQUES AND COMPUTER PROGRAM
As was mentioned already, in order to optimize the scattered
intensity, a point-like primary beam often used for photographic SAXS
is replaced by a line shaped beam instead. This affects the distribu-
tion of scattered intensities due to reasons explained before, and re-
sults in a distortion of the true profile. The true profile, however,
can be recovered from the experimental one by a "desmearing operation"
and several methods have been proposed.
^
From a mathematical point of view, the problem can be formulated
2
as a deconvolution which suggests the applicability of Fourier Trans-
3form methods. Mathematical treatments were proposed by Kranjc and
a 4Ruland. The methods are laborious involving a series of complex
operations and Kratky, Porod and Skala"* have raised strong doubts about
the possibilities of routinely applying them. Lake^ has proposed an
iterative method whereby successive approximations of the true curve
are "smeared" by inversion of the desmearing equation and the results
then compared with the observed data. Dijkstra, Kortleve and Vonk7 on
the other hand, approximate the observed scattering curve by an ortho-
gonal (Fourier) series which is then easily differentiated. Schmidt
Q
and Hight outlined a fairly simple approach of avoiding the differen-
tiation of the experimental curve by the method of integrating by parts.
9
Among the more recent methods proposed is that of Strobl.
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A slit has finite dimensions in both height and breadth. When
their ratio is very high, the slits are essentially infinitely long,
5000 (5 cm. long and 10 y wide). For such a case, the experimental
intensity I(S) is related to the undistorted one by the Guinier-Fournet
equation
where W(<J>) is a weighing function, the form of which depends on the
collimation geometry."'' For infinitely long and narrow slits W(<j>) = 1
and the above equation can be appropriately solved.
The slits used in this work had a length to width ratio of approx-
imately 100, i.e., they are of finite length relative to their breadth.
For such systems W(<J)) can often be approximated by a Gaussian function
according to Kratky, Porod and Kahovec,^''* as
e.g., the slits of a Kratky camera where the ratio is approximately
CO
0
w($) z5 exP (-p
2
<f>
2
)
and
00
dt
0
in which
N(S) = I(S) exp(-p
2
S
2
)
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defines the intensity function of which N' is the first derivative.
The technique of calculating I(S) from experimentally measured
intensities I(S) by a numerical method developed by Schmidt12 is given
below as PROGRAM SAXSC and the estimation of W(<(>) is done by the method
13
of Hendricks and Schmidt using PROGRAM WEIGHT. Both programs are for
the CDC-3600 computer.*
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"|F(AIjKLA .LE. 0.) GO TO 1 4 0 2430
CA>«MM(KODU>w « ?L-TD(U CW) > *G (LLVN ) • < EL*SD < KODD > > > 24*0
" " UAAC-'ur jKL)r<C3*CA*Cl«CAA)/AUKLA 2 450
GO TC 145 .....
140 UAA(NUHjKt)«-999. _ 1**1
145 AlJKLC'SlH !0nD)*(EL-TDCjEVM))*C4-SD(KEVN>*(EL 5 TDjL0DD))*C2_ 24 ?0
i r
(
a i jkl ^ • le . o.) go 10 i 5 o "' lill
CbH= Crl(KLVM>*{EL-Tn(LGOD))*G<LOOD)«(EL*SD(KEVN))) _ 250 0
U ;JP(N0MJKL) = (C4*C3 + C2.CB^)/AIJKLP
GO TO 155
_
' 15 0 UB8(NU"JKL)=999. "in
155 CONTINUE
_
(!•• URITE OUT iVTEftMEOlATE COMPUTATIONS _ 2560
!r<KOUT ,E3. O GO TO 160 ... ****
6655 r o^n at (
J
'2 o x » *i \teRmediate cokputat ionS • // i ^^»_*^5J^—Xil*JL_X5?5?--? -
2600
181
5 f 5A
.
. 01/41/73
1 A T / AnF PttlNTL-0*/21X. *PR!OP TQ U-AXIS INVERSION*//) ' ? 6 nt
WW1TF(6,«U5»0) MUM | ?6 J
8560 F0PhAT(1HC,2'JX,*UES«. inx.*MUHr s *,l5//> ?6 ^n
WfUTF( 6#P065)
< UEE( I ) # IsliNUM! ) ?63o
8065 f*CRM*T(8Flt.6) " " ?MQ
WK!TE<6,*070> MUM A ?65c8070 FO e?r ,-AT(lHu.2iJX^UlF*»inx#*NUMA = *,l5//>
WR1TF U»i P365) CMIEC I ) • 1*1#NUMA> ? 67o
W=?lTF(6 f NJUMIJK ~ 26^0
8075 rO''5 MAT(lM0.2yx..UA* # lOX.*WUMlJK = *,15//) 2690
JTE<6,3Q65) (!'A( I ) , 1 =1,\UMIJK> " 270 0
WR1TE(6,?G30) NUMJXl ?710
8580 FORIlATUH0,2ax,*UAA.',inx»*NUMJKL = *»I 5 //> 272q
WfMTF</», 60*5) (UAA( I) • I=1,NUMJKL> 27 30
"WRITF£6*30?5> * ?740
8085 rOPKAl (1H(I,2«Xf *UDW) ?750
WRIT p (6 ( 3u55)(U0O(I)#I=1#NUHI) " 2760
WRITF(6,CC>0> 2770
80 9 0 rORMA7/lHC20X«*UIO*/) 2790
WRIT2<6i8QH5)UM0(I>* I s 1 • N U M A ) 27 °0
iiR 1 C 6 # 50^51 , " " " 2800
6095 rC?hATClHu,2CX,#U3«/) 2810
WRITF(6ifl0ft5 5 (UD( I ) . 1 = 1 ..MJM ! JK ) 2020
WRIT*:(6.ei00 ) 2830
8{ 0 0 r DIM AT ( i MO i 20X, »IJ30*/) 2 8^0
WRITF(6iKGS£)(U93(I ) ' I =1 # NUmJKl )
____
2850
C
"
~ 2860
C... CALCULATE UA A A AND U&99 ?870
C — : ~
" 2880
160 CALL SUcMAkCJA.UAA.ULLC 1 > •NUMIJK.NUHJKL) 269fi
CALL 5UaHIM( JiUU^a.UULC J > .WUMIJK.NIJMJKL) 2900
CALL 5UBMAXCUlEiUcK*ULL(2),?4UMA f NUMI) 2910
CALL SUtiMlV(UlO i U30 i UUL(2).WUMA i NU ,M) 2920
CALL SUbMAXt JLL»UAiUAAA#2.0) 2930
~ * " CALL SUB»MN('JUL#U3#UflB«.2. 0) 29 4 0
iFfUAAA ,LT. U*39> GO TO- \65 295o
j U A A As 1 ? 960
GO TO 350 I*
7 *
TM—0lWCe(UU08*UAAA)/fL0AT(NU-l) < 9 ^ 0
C
C7.".;. START U LOHP
^jjjjj
C
r
c • • <
c
DO 330 1*1. NU
__
CALCULATE XU.IPRIHEJ
^JJJ
,„„
....... — — 30AO
00 170 111. M .._ .
, po
DO 170 IP=l.M \ I
(rci.LS.iP) SO TO 170 .
100=100*1 3 l30UP =^I
.
. .
- — H4 0
LI0=L!E-1 31 50
L>Pb?.IP -.
182
.5A
_ 01/31/73.
LPO = LPL--l - — - -
??
xo < 1C ':
'5 = £
c L*^0(Lln)^OCLPE))*UVAt.(L)MGL*Sn(LPE))*H<LIO)
1 •<EL*3DlLlO) )*M(LP£) )/<<!DtLlO>-SU<LP c ) ) " 5*XXr(I0O)
=
(c L
.(30(Clfc)-CD(I.PO)).uVAL(L)*(FL*SniflPo))*HlLie)
170 CONTINUE
,
l8 l
C ..... ._. 3i9 0
CALCULATE x<liJ) ?? 00
C 7210
10 = 0 '
"~" 32?0
00 I7!i Ial,M " - " - 2?30
DO 175 J»l,*l
iC=IO*l ~
1 xr = ?* i
i xo=i xFri
jXFs2*J
JXfl«JXE-l
3240
3250
3260
3270
32AQ
3290
3300
C... CALCULATE XH(J) AnD XA(U)
C
X1F< IO)
= ((PL-TO( JXC) )»50< IXE>*UVAL(L)*M( IXE)*(EL-Tn(JXO) )*n< JX0)# 3310i(EL*SD(iXt)))/(SD( IXE)*TD(JXO)) - . *J*u
175 XI n< 1 jl = ((EL-7P( JXE) )*SU( I XO ) »UV AL ( L ) -« ( I X0 ) * t FL -TO ( JXE ) ) -G ( JXP ) t 3 ?n
1<EL+Sft< JXO))>/<SD(lxQ)+TDCJX£)) yjjjj
„ 3330
334Q
3350
CALL SUt.MiM(XIE.XX*=,XM!N#|P,IOO) 3360
_
CALL jU-^mO.XXO. XMAX. 10, 1 00) 337 q
XMWJD'(J J-XM1M 3 330
KM/ XD<3 )bXMAX 3 3 9 0
CALL Sl'lMAXCXKAXf). WMjXAIJJ
, 1,1 ) 3 4 0 n
C*LL 3l'E"rJf¥M!*JD,jfC«XPUi*ltl) 3«iiQ
XdUCU»X3U1 " 14?o
XAU(L)=XAU1 3450
X1NC=(V^'J(L)-XAJ(L) ) /FLOAT (NU-1) — 3440
C 3450
C START X LC3P • 3460
C 347Q
HO 270 KM«l,tJU "~ 3480
yRAY(iir)=XAU(L>*FL04T(MM-l)*XfK-C 3490
fc=0 " 3500
C1 = EL*L'VAL(L)-XRAY(MM) 3510
- _
. _
?52(j
C. . . CALCULATE Z( I ) 353C
C ' 3540
00 1*0 1=1. H 3550
"!E=IL-*1 3560
!EVNs2*l 3570
iOODsIEvM-1 3590
ZICC ir:)a( (EL3-S0C IODO) >*C1*C?*H( lOPD) )/(EL*SDUOOO) ) 3590
1-80 ZIE( It>sC ( 5LO-SDC IEV\) )*C1-C2*H( IfeVN) )/(EL*SD( IfcVN) > 360 0
C 3610
C". .7 " "CALCULATE Z<J) ' 3620
c 3630
j£=0 3640
Cl=ELO»UVAL(L) 3650
no 105 J'X$H 3660
JLsJF*! 367Q
183
377Q
37^0
3790
3d0
5,5A
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~"~JEVN = 2*J - ...
JODDbJEVMM
^
63 o
" ' 7JO(Jfc>sCi.((rLO*Tr)(JonD))»XRAY(MM)-c2»G(J0D0))/(EL-Tb(J0Dn))-
~ lS'n
....
^Ifl5 ZJE<Je)sCi-((et3*T0(JEVlO)«XRAY(MM)*C2«6(J6VN))/(feL-TDCJFVM)) S^Jj
CALCULATE ZBO..U) amO Za<x#u) i??? 0
r 37 3 0
call suaMiN<?n,zjo,Z0iit»i*»J6i
call suumax<zie.zjc,zaui, ip,jer —
7AU(MM)=/AJ1
c
Ci . • . .nO Z INTEGRATION
Irrirzr 19o.2as.19o jSij
190 iF(ZAUO'.M) .08, SIMPZ(I) .AND,
1 ZAUJKM) .Lb'. S1HP7.( ITONU) ) GO TO 195 303?
WR!TFe>.-U05>
^ a4fl
3£05 r0WMAT(iH0t2!lX.*ZAU OUT OF RANGE OT ZV*L INPUT*/ 385q
1 20X. -TERMINATE PROCESSING*//) 335?
— HO" TO 5 3660
195 IF(Z"U(MM) ,r,E. SP'PZU) .AND, 3 a7Q
1 ZBU(MM)
, LE • S1MP7( ITONU) ) GO TO 200 j fi71
WR1TEC6.P110) 36 q 0
flllO rORMAT(xHC.?nx,*Zyil OuT OF RANGE OF ZV*L iNPuW ?690
1 20X#*TSPm!NATE PROCFSSI VC*//J 3^91
GO" TO"5 '
'
~
39-10
200 A R F A 0 = U , 3 910
ARFATsO, • - - ' • 3920
jr(ZAl!t>!M>-$!*PZCl> >?n«5, 2(15.210 3?3Q
20 5 iF(ZftU(rlM)-S1MP7.<l TOMU) ) 23 0,260. 260 3y<o
2l0 1)0 220 |*!T3a?,|T0VU 39?0
|r(ZAU(iiH)-5lHPZ( P'T n ) 1215. 225. 2^0 *" " 3960
2i5 r^7I^^W( INTR-1 > + <7.AU(MM)-SIMPZ ( 1NT9-1) )*<FWZ< INTB)»FWZ< INTB-1 ) ) 3970
1/Z1NCR 397l
A RE AH- 0 , r»*(SIHPZ( INTO)-ZAU(MM) >*(FWZ< I NTP ) +FwZ I NB ) 39 ?0
GO TO 22S 399o
220 CONT )M»t * oco
225' Ilk'TfolNTlT "
GO TO 235 *0?0
230 lINTRal *030
235 nO 2*5 :ntt=t INT^» ITONI' «3*0
iP(ZBli(MH)-S!MP7< Jf-ilT) )2^o.2^0.2 4 5 4o5o
240 FWZINTsf WZ C INTT-1)*(7BU(I!H)-SIMPZ< I NTT- 1 ) > * (FWZ ( I NTT ) *F WZ ( I NTT -1) ) 4060
—1/2IKCK "" '" 4C6i
AREAT5n,«>*(Z 0 U<MM)-SlMPZ< I NTT-1 ) > * (FWZ < I NTT- 1 ) *FWZ I NT ) 4 0 70
GO TO 255 4 080
245 COMTIM'D 4 C?0
250 ArtFAT=7IMT<lVTT)'7lNT(lNTT-l> 4 1*0
235 7ANS<WO*ZlNTU*TT-1 l-ZIMC IWTP)*AREAB*AREAT 4 HO
GO TO ?70 4 1 ? 0
26 0 7AMSCff')=ZlNT( ITONU) 4 i30
GO TO 270
"
-
4 * 4 0
265 7ANS<rM>=Z9U<MM)-ZAU<MM) 41 50
270 CONTINUE 4l t°4170
184
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C f-NO X LOOP
c
I
C DO X INTEGRATION
C
I F ( I Fx ) ^75 . 305.275
2 3D IF(XRAY(MK)-<!1MPX<1) ) 285 . 290 , 290
295 ~X1NT(K")=0.
41«0
4190
42) 0
42?0
275 00 30 0 MHatiNU *'
"
fF(XRAY(KM) » GE . SlrtPX(l) .AND.
1 XRAY(HK) , L E. SlMPX< ITONU) ) GO TO 200 4951
Oil? rORMAT<lH&.20X.tX*Ay OUT OF RANGF OF XVAL INPUT*/ 4 2 7q
1 ?0X#*T=RM INA1E PROCESSING*//) 4?7l
r,Q TO 5
«280
429Q
4300
GO TO 300 4?lc
290 if<XftAY(KM).SIMOX< ITOnij) > 295.295,2*5 4 3 ?0
295 XlMT(hK)s^ A \S(MM)*yLAG( XRAY(MM) , S
I
y P X , C WX # 0 . ? ; ITQNU, 1GC) 433Q
.
3oo cOMTiraJt 43<o
GO TO 315 43 s 0
3i3 DO 310 Isl.MU " 4360
311; y I NT < I )=XANS( I ) 4370
C " 43Q0
C WRITE PTF.RMFDUTE COMPUTATIONS 43«?0
C 4400
31 & IT (K0UT)320j <?5.320 4410
32 0 MR!TE(6#C1?C)UVAL(L)#XAU(LT#XBU(L)i < ZkVi ML ) # ZBU( MC > , ZaNS ( Ml ) » X 1 NT ( ' " <4"0
1ML)
i
M L =: *HJ\ 44?i
8 j20 FOR|UT(lMl,3iM ,J=.F9.5 ( :>x,4MxAur,Fi4 | 6,5x.4HXRU=^l4,6/3X,2(3HZAU # 4 4 30
lllX«3hZBU # llX t 4HZANSfl3X#4HXINT J 10X)/(lX.8S14«6}) *43l
C A A 4 0
_C... _CALCULAT: JNN3R
4
Al 1 1
1
D WWCU1 4450
C
"
'
4460
3?5 CALL SP'iMXRAY.XlNT.YA^S.NU) 44 ; 0
WWUP(D»XANS(NU)*EL*EL0/(tL+6L0) <A10
C 449q
330 CONTINUE 4500
C 4510
C.7."tFNO U LOOP 4520
C 4530
C»Yi CALCULATE Aw (NORMALIZATION FACTOR) 4540
C 45*50
CALL S!MP(UVAl, WUP.A4*IS#NU) 45 60
!F(AAN5(N10 iMS, 0.) GO TO 335 *570
URITE(6,r.l*>5)
8125 rORMAT(lHQ # 2UX,*AArf<;(MJ) z o.*//) 4 ^9o
GO TO 5 4600
C 4610
Ci . .CALCULATE NORMALIZED rfW('J) AND CONVERT TO MlLLlRADlANS 4620
c
4630
335 ' An«AAKSC W) 46 *°
OO 340 L = 1.VJ llll
WWU<L> = W*MP(L>*0.00l/AV
|F(WVU(L> .LT. 0.) W-JO(l)sO, _ 4670
UV AL ( L) = I C 0 0 > J V AL C L
)
340 CONTlN'it
.
* 6VD
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C
C • • •
"345
C
c...
c
3S0
" S130
3i3S
3*33
9l<10
8H5
INVERT U'AXIS
jM=NU/2
T£MP =
-.100J,«'JB93
ujniJ =
-iono . * JA A A
U A A A = TE MP
00 345 L«liJH
TcMPl=-JVAL(L)
IIVAL<L>b-uVAL< U)
UVALC U>»T5M9i
TEMPZ»dwU<L)
UwU(L)sWWU< U)
WrfU( I J) =T£M3?
|FCMOU<NU«2) , NE
.
start print-out
0) UVAL( JM*1)=-UVA|.(JM*1>
Hft1TS(6#4l30)
rGRMU<l"i,2 0X,*M°'jT PAT A*/'/)
t f f ILNCTH .gQ, 0) GO TO 355
wR!T=(6,fll35)
FORKAT<lH0.B*.*THIS IS A LFNGTH WEIGHTING FUNCTION*//)
GO TO 36»
WRITr(6,3l40)
ro^MAT(iHu,ax,*TMis ts
W4I TE < 6. HH5 >Mi N# VJ, KK
A WIDTH WEIGHTING" FUNCTION*//)
J J. [F2,NUmZi isx,mjmx,elo,euwce(1),wh,wc
COCSS BETWEEN" THE'"SAMPLE A
ror?MAT(lMo a 5)f J# rHS9P APE*, 12, • PATtS Of EDGES BETWEEN THE FOCAL SP
10T AN'D T*L S A => L H *
/
£ 6".'»»7<iESS ARE * , I 2 * * r A
I
3N0 THE OETSCTOW
4" 6X , I 3, • DATA POINTS WILL BE COMPUTED*/ "
5 6K,*COSPuT£ THE*, 12,* MOK£NT ABOUT THE ORIGIN*/
6 6X,*C0^PurE THE*, I?,* KQtfElvT ADOUT THE MEAN*/
7 6X,*|NTE«P0LAT10N IN THE F(Z) ARKAY WILL BE BY A*, I?,*
BPOINT LAGHANjUN*/
9 6X,*THE=t APIr*,l2,* POINTS IN
9 6*,« INTERPOLATION IN THE F.(X)
9PCINT LAGRANI^IAN*/
THE t(2) ARRAY*/
ARRAY WILL-BE 8
Y
A*7I'2# *
6X,*THE*E A=?E*,!2,* POINTS IN THE E(X) ARRAY*/
6X,*TUE FOCAL SPOT TO SAMPLE DISTANCE IS*.F6,i,« MM
SAMPLE TO DFTECTOf! DISTANCE 1S*.F6»1 # * MM*/
^ E C 7 I V I N G SLIT JIDTW IS 2X*,F6,3,» MM*/
I.OWPR LIMIT OF v VALUES IS*,F6.'3,* MM*/
tjPPPR LIMIT OF X VALUES IS*,F6,3, MM*//)
6i»*TME
AX, *TH=
6X, *TH =
6X. * THE
WRITF<6 ( ai50)
6150 FORMAT ( 1HU , ?X, 1?H SUBSCRIPT 1,10X,12H SUBSCRIPT J)
U(UTPcSt&159)(SD(!)*Tj(I).(al,0),(M(!),G(I)#I?l,8)
8155 FORMAT ( IH0 , 2 ( 5HQ < i ) = » F 7 . 3 , 1 1 x ) /?- ( 6H D ( 2 ) = i F7 . 3 , 1 0 X ) /? ( 6H D(3) =
~' l',F7 t 3, 10X)/2(AW 0(4) = .r/.3,10X)/ 2<6'< r ( b > r , f7 . 3 , 1 0 X ) /2 ( 6H U(6)r,F
27,3,10X)/2(6-i n(7) = .F7.3,inx)/2(6H D ( 6 ) * > F 7 . 3 . 1 0 X ) /2 < 6H HM) = .F7,3
3.10X)/2((h H(2) = ,F7.3,J0X)/2(6H H ( 3 ) = , F 7 , 3 , 1QX ) /? ( 6H II ( 4 ) = . F 7 . 3 # 1
0
';x)/2(OH M(5)a,F7,3»lOX)/2(6H H( 6 ) s ,F7«3| lOX)/2( 6H H ( 7 ;= # F7 . 3, 1 0 X ) /
5?<*H H<d)r l F7.7,10X))
IF £ 1CX)36!>,370,36S
4700
4710
4720
4730
4740
<75 0
476 0
4770
4790
4790
4800
4G10
4820
4830
4640
4Q50
4860
4870
4890
4690
4900
49i0
4920
4930
4940
4950
4960
4970
4900
4981
49f>3
4994
4985
4996
4937
4998
4999
4999
4999
4939
4999
4999
4999
4989
4999
4990
5000
5010
S02Q
5021
5022
5023
5024
5025
5030
186
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365 call w0utkn<jhx,xval#xvx>
375' call «oot;><nj'Jh:.zva l ,zwz) —
3a0 wp1tf(6,p15u> title
8160 rOHMATCMl # 20x#80Ai t ///)
jF( IUAAA ,50. 0) SO TQ 385
VMlTF(6*ni65) "
_8i65 fopkatc imi, anx» *uaaa g^eat^r than ubhb*)
00 TO 5
385 W3tTr<6,*17Q)
Ql 70 riiRMATCiM ,iOX,*V.'E!GHT!NG FUNCTION BEFORE SHIFT AGOUT FIRST MOMENT
!#///)
WRITC<6,820C>
WNU*MU/2
DO 6?0 1 1=1, NNU "
*
Uk I Tl: < 6 1 (*2 0 5 >UVAL< I > # Wk'U( I > # U V AL < J > » WW'J (J
)
8?01 CONTINUE
iF(MOO(MI» 3) )39073*>5#3O0
390 WK 1 T f: < 6 , t \ 7 5 J U V A ( NU ) , WU'U < KU )
6175 PCRMATUN ,5?X,Fli.6#E\3.5) "
395 WF*JTC(6#C190) aw
8160 FCPK.AT(lHLi?<H , -, ORMALlZATION FACTOR AW«t Ej3,5///>
CALCINATE MOMENTS AQOtjT ThE ORIGIN
400
4 ft 5
" 410
4i5
4?Q
425
C"
C 9 t I
c
4?0
435
"440
445
450
455
460
465
470
IF(KK) 430*43C. 400
00 425 h-Apcl'«KK
DO 400 L AP«li NU
t»STORf:(L-*-) = (UVAL(LAr') + * M Ap)*riwU(LAP)
CALL ^!t' f, ( JVAl.L'^TOKE, AmOmNT»MU)
!F(IUP-2) 4}C, 415,420
FirSTM=/.MCMST(NU)
CO TO
SECNDH»AMOMNT(NU)
00 TO 42?
TH!RP!1 = AMOMNT(NU)
CONTINUE
_
CALCULATE FOMENTS ABOUT THE MEAN
lF(JJI 465,465,435
D J 46Q MAP«l*iJJ
DO 4 4Q L'-PslfMU
UU1F(LAI>) =( (1)VALCLAP)-FIRSTM)«*MAP>*WWU(LAP)
CALL SlMn('JVAU»UOir,AMO«NT #MU)
lF<KAP-2) 445.450,455
FRSTMH»AHOMNT(NU)
GO TO 4^0
SCN'D ,'M=AMOMNT(\, J)
00 TO'460
T«RDf'M=4 v10MNT(NU)
CONT IMM
DO 470 m, V'J
UVAL( 1 >*UVAU I ) -r
iF(tOUT) 475,430,475
504 0
5050
5050
5070
50*0
50*0
5110
5110
5120
5150
5^0
5141
5150
5160
51R0
5i9n
5200
5210
5220
5270
524 0
5250
5260
5270
5280
52^0
p •» « *JO w u
5310
53?P
5330
5340
5350
5360
5370
5330
5390
5400
5410
5420
5430
5440
5450
5460
5470
5480
5490
' 5500
5510
5520
5530
5540
5550
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4?5 " U3iT5(7«ai99) \U# k'4 -
8 185 FORMAT < 15, =20 • S> 5560
"u«lTE<7.Si9C) (JV4LCl).WWu(I),l=i # NU) till
9190 FURmAT<2E20.9.40X>
^
0
480 f T CKK ,63, 0) GO TO 495 ' III*
URITR6.*15P> T!TLf=
MRIT£<6,3l95l
SiSl fORM T^ <l H.^A0X.#WglGHnNfi FUNCTION_ AFTFR J H IFT aBOUTJMRSt hOmEnT 5630
WRITEU.12Q0)
8200 f 0RKAT<lHU,4X,2H J,7X,I<H WW(U),37X,2H U.7X.6M WW<U>//> " S^n
OO 6202 Isl # *NU
° >u
" Js|*NNU " —
WklTF(6i8205>UVAl( I > # rfWUt I ) » UV AL ( J > # WWU ( J
)
B?02~&0*IT!NUE
8205 rORKATdH ,Fli,6,E13,5.28x»ril.6,£l3.5) 567QirCMOC( \ Ui 2) > 4*.5#490 i 4 ?.5 56 aq
415 ^ rMTE(6, 3175) 'JVAL(NU) .WWU(NU) 5 69o
49C W?<ITE(6 ( 6 1 30> *W - 570Q
495_ IT ( ILN'GTH .Ng, 0) GO TO 520 571 jj
"TfCKKJ 500.590. 500 ^720
50 0 WHlTC(6,62lC>r I RSTM # SECNDM. THJ RDM 573 0
8210 FORK.AT<lH0#40l<VOMgNTS OF T^E FUNCTION' ABOUT THE 0RlGlN///ix,5H t ST 574c
lc,Fl5 i 5,10X,5h2NO = , El5 . 5 . 1 0 X , 5H3RD =,E15,5> 5741
DO 505 1 =1 . NU " 57Sfi
i lsNU*l«l 5760
IF ( WUU< I I > *.\E."0.> GO TO 510 57/C
505 CONT INUS 57*0
5i0 RbSOlV=l,54l7/(UVAlt!l>«G.001) ~ 5790
HRITF(<S.£215) "E30LV. UVAldl) 5800
6^15 FOR|lA7tlHCt»TKFOR6TlCAL LIMIT OF RESOLUTION * *,F10.i#* ANG, */" 5610
i • OH = *»F10.2tf* MR.*//i 5811
' i'F(jj)'515.59p.5l5 5820
51 j WR!TE(6.»'c;?C)F^STMV,SC».D wM#THROMM 583 0
8220 FORMAT(jHG,36KMOMgNTS rf T^E FUNCTION ABOUT THE ME AN///1X # 5H1ST =# 5640
lfcl5,5 (1 0X,5H?ND »»Bl5 t 5,10Xf5H3RD -.Ei5,5) 584^.
GO TO 590 " " . . .. go50
5860
C77T" COMPUTE EFFECTIVE SUT-LENGTH WEIGHTING FUNCTION " 5870
C 5fi*C
520 f FCILN6TH ,N£. 1) GO TO 590 ' ' " 5890
j F ( *UA A A .ST. U333) GO TO 525 5900
DELU = w?l'0/FLOAT( VU-t) 5910
GO TO 5i0 5920
"525 " OELU=-UAAA/FLOAT(NU-l) 593C
530 DC 555 L«ii*U 59 *°
UL(L)iFLOAT(u-l >»0EUU 595
0
|F(UL(L) .ST. U513) GO TO 535 596C
" TEMPl = Yt \G( UL(D . UVAl#VWU. 0#3.NU. IEC) 5970
GO TO 540 59P0
"535 "tEMPl«0, 5990
540 jF(-UL(L> .UT. U A A A ) G* TO 545 *00Q
TE^P2aYi.AG(-*JL(L).UVAL-.WWU.0-3, NU# IEC) $010
GO TO 550 60?0
545 TEMP2sO.
55 0 WLU(L)=(TE^P1 *TEMP2)/2. 6040
C
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'
- 01/31/73
IrCteLOIUI
.
LT
,
0.') wLUCDsO. - — ——
-
5>53 rCMT IN'UK ^050
If(lOUT) 56'.'*. 565, 560 " ~
.
* 0,so
i>60 Mf?ITr-(7 # 8ie3J M'J.AW 60? o
WKl Tr C 7. C19C ) (i'LC 1 ),W L lj( I ) , I = 1, MU) *° fl °
60 vfl
565 Wf?rTL(6,P??5) 6in °
1225
E2??i!i
,
?iSlf?*
,#BrfBe
^
IVE SL,T
-LFNnTM WEIGHTING FUNCTION*//, J^Jwn I 1 r l 6| r. cUl) ....... — _ . . ... . »* « H
DO 6?0? [ai.VM'J 6130
j«i*>:ku
^Il r Ui 6d0 5iUL< I ) ' WLUf I > •ULC J> #WLU< J)
0203 rCHTlMJfe - - - -
!f(KCD(Nl'»?n 579*575,570
J»o"*"feaiiTS(6ffi75iuL<Nj>.wuuct<u)
- 5:;:
*75 Cl«KLUU>-0.99
pc 5ao i • — - — - - 1:11
Il»L 6180
(fCWLUCLJ .LT. CD GO TO 585
-
Jinn
580 continue
3fl3 M*ITE<6«623C) UL(II) ~ -
8220 rORMAT < 1^0* *TMEO^ET I CAL LI^IT OY RESOLUTION*/ 6 ? 3 p
i • IK
1 THF iNnHlTG 8F AM APPRO* = *.F6. 2 ,* MR*//) 6?0
590 CALL TIMSRdi £A
!F< IP L OT . c O. 0) aO To 5 62 <>o
iP(J?LCT .LT. 0) 50 TO 595 626o
CALL PLOTS(t'; LT7, 5000 ) 627Q
(PLCT**iPLOT 62*q
59? CALL L I < -VJ. 1 .U\Mi_ , 1, . G7, kWU) ~*
CALL bY 1- MCL ( 1 . t'i . 1 u • 6, 0 . is , T I TLtr 1 1 ) , 0 . 0 . 5 Ajnp
CALL SYMQOLC&.Of
0
a l «0.14* 16HU ( MILLl KAuI aNS > , 0 . 0, 16} *3ic
V s 1 63?0
IF(IlNO?M .V-. 0) M»2 6330
CALL SYM*OL(C.5#4. 0.0.14, BCD <N)i90.0,8> 634 0
CALL PLOT7525(13.*0*0*0#-3l
|F( RKGTM ,\c. 3 ) no TO 5 6360
CALL Ll^(-\.i,l,'J L ,l. .07, W| U) —
C*LL SYM0O'.<1, Of 10.6*0.14. TITLE(i>*0. 0'80> 63*0
CALL bYMOOK 3.0, 0.1, 0,14, 16hiU ( H I LL I RA P I ANS ) ,* 0 . 0,1 A ) 6390
CALL S V *BOL<0 .C,*.9,0.j4,RCD<;>>,90.0,2 4 > 64 00
CALL PlOT/3£X13.0*0i0,-3) "
'
GO TO 5 6420
600 STOP 6<30
END 6440
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PROGRAM SAXSC
^-!-1^L^ftWH&U-lMAT-IM^0»R
_(RfVlS^D MARCH, 1969)
this program saxsc is "sfu for
IWTg^SIT V FROM a r I N I T I: SlIT
TP? UgFfl IS »F.FEHEI1 To (Pfk,SCM4I0T»ArTJ
fcXPi.A!.'JFi) A s ruuows..
CORRECTING SHAll ANCLE X-Ray
«!TH a RAU5SUN MfciuilflN
CKYSTA,l9#94rt (196
i'i<n C FDU,<f - Amu u.put.„daTa a Re.THE
T 1 1«= aNHuLaW INCRFKENT IS
ARr RlVpN FOR ScATTbRl'.'G
>Y«(I«L • WILL Re USfcn TO
FOR INTENSITIES AT WHICH
INTENSITY ValUHs AHfc PUT
SCaTTfP |Nr,
>)
A K I H- I '•'/» LI I A N r> , The intensity VaLU.S F<|)
ANGLE 1? r
R
a IHAQUI3H aMMaX. (Thr FORTRAN
DFKOTr K t L T I Pi 1 C A T l on , ZfcKOtS AW ' SEd FOR MI)
EXPTKIkPNTaL PAlA A f*E NOT AVAILABLE* > FIVE
... O'J ^ACh CA*n |N (5ttl,4) F UPM a T
,
r»l£jUtOC!R4M- CAL-CUI.A-TL5 .CC^iir C-lEH-1 ME^'S IJ I ES. FH0.1 Jf^A-i'll lIHaC1AMS__
through ni*^ milliradi ans wjti- a m anp.ui.aw incrfment u
CoprI-CTrD iNTE^slTltS ARE Cq^PUjH NCxt From (
TMpOUOH N3»| KILL I"aI)I ANS WlTh a N INCKFMFNT *u
CN1 • m 6 )*a KILL (RADIANS THROCC*. Nb*A Milt IRADI ANS -WI-TN ah I .GARMENT N<s*a
CORRECTED I M TFNSiT|Fb m re MOT CALClL-
f ILL |&Ar-lANS r-RE6AHttLE&S .QF_T)iE_ VALUES -
(THIS UA* VM.UF IS Hit VaL' E FOR THE
Kl-
* A »
i*»A M I LI I«a01aNS,
'>» 4 J * A HIL^IRADUNS
A'^P TMFN F OM
PRflVlDFo N3 DOES NOT EXCEED I k a x
-A T F n F-OR aNgLFS FxCfcBDiNQ-JKAX*A
OF THE Hl'MHE^S O r : CARD 3 nFLOfc
,
ru ;? vr prink f:0RRFCTEH f )
|N THH i'SR OF This PROGRAM, 7 HE CARDS ARE ARRANGED AS F'LLQWS;
-CARD
card
-tr-MA : . _
2, JO A NO lMx, (THP VALUE
-T''E &MA| L^ST JO VALUE- USED M
CURVES HE I NO CC n h p cTED; th^
ROUAL THE LARGEST jmax VALUE
QT I NG CnRRECTCC .
)
of jo O'M this ca-d must pcual
Th amy— UF_ T-Hf SG-TTEKING
IMAX VALUfc ON THIS CAkP ML Si
tiSFD -FOK -ANY (Jf 1 HE CURVES
CAftn 3. Mil N2f *'3,
CA n'u 4« ^'w A'-'D I*' A*
card*..
I4i N5, N6
* *. t i if- r- t »-
^ »« I MB r , .j *
THERE
CARD
A^E fcO
FCn
GIVING
A STATfc-.
IHE-F-lkST-CApO-nf.-P^fc.. SF-T—Or_CAPiJ5L-WLTM _T:.E—lUJFASlTltS
FM J
THE 0 T H £ l ' CAWUS f THIS c"R v E THEN FOLLOW, for lXaMPll, if
FM) in the first cunvE« r^v ro- ant ther<= 16 cahdss in th
Each SUCCfeEjjlNil CU^VE« THE sFT.cr HI) C/nPs IS.PREUEUEU uy
JO AND I^AX TOR THIS CURVE
i
TER THp il&T rUWP H^S JJfiniu COH^ECTED* IllE_CUK; Pulr H.Gl VtS
MfMT piDlCATlNfi TH ^ T THE E M C C F TH DATA HAS tif : EN RbACHfeD t
USUALLY IT. IS HOST CO^VEMEM TO have THE VALUeS 0» N3 -»ND Nb EE A
T
LEAST AS LARUE A? r'l A^'D N3, R cS PfcC T I V F*L V , b I Til N'2 *N'u HE I Nd NO LFS?
THA.T'- K4 AND N6, .WfSPECT I VI.l V . HCUEVEPi THESE CONDITIONS AR • NOT NECE5-
S A fJ Y i FOR EXAKPLE* IF COKt'ECTc.c V AL»'t S aPF DE^I^ED 0«L^ F^R A SlNCL^
AN r
-ULA°
-LNCH! M*Nti T|lE APP^C^R) ATE Si4LH.ES 0F_M_AND h^ CA.i.O _.ChOSPN # AND
N"^, N4 t N5, AMD N6 CAN ALL HE SH fcOUAL TO ZERO, OH THfcSfc P'SITIONS CAN
RF LCFT tiLA^K ON CARD 3, ... . ...
THE LARGEST VALUE 1 ' ALLC'^'L' 1 f"C R T HF NUHyFRP ON LAKps 2,
jcrh|VED HY THE D I HENS 1 01 STATEt'Ef'T at T m rr D£fi INKING OF T
"CTHIS STATEhKNT CAN HE CHANGEC fcHEN NECESSARY, ) NO IMax VAL
? OP _a CAN PXCEM jno# ANj.) NC (MfUT CukvES c^N H^VI: HQKE—TH
PC) I NTS i ACCOXOIN^TO Tu'b DI'kE^ION STATEMENT U*ED 1 J ThIS PR
OP T( I , jj)Th c f'U k 'id : R 5(. HSFD I?J T HE RECC^C Si'BSCPIPT
ST A T T M r ;v' T , CORRECTED INTENSITIES CAN W
T»'F. ANGLES aT WHICH COft^'LCTFC LATA ARf
N U H |lF RS ON CARPS 2* $. AND 4,
. TH£_W U)THl„0/"._THJ_[}^!'SS 1 AN. k E l GHTIMG FUNCTION IS UFT EgHJ
IN THE
CALCULATfU AT UP TO
OBTaInFU Af*b sptciri
, AND 4 ARE
E PROG&AP,
E ON C ARC^
N 400 CAT A
_
gp/m, win
Bl HENS I OK
0 ANCLES,
D UY THE
ED..RY THE
_.
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„
C CONSTAT SI- DfiriNEII ^ AfiL Y | N T M E FROCRAM, FOR a liPtMAN-TYPE K»uR-«;LlT
__C COLtJHMipN.iYSTJ-lL.WIlK.Sfl CM. BETWEEN SUCCES&LVL 8ULT8 ANDVl?S THE I-C * f'fAM UNIFORMLY ILLUMINATING T»-h ENTIRE LENGTH Oh Fnt hNT aNcE SLIT
c iflEP r 0 H Each si.it retting f C " which corrections ake calculated
£ 'Vu-'r,^ CAStS ' ™ L: M,U™ Cr THF RUSSIAN UCITHTINU KUNCTIO - ISC
I !! -
T
1
C AL t Y CALCHLATM3 BY T> F NfiTHPO REPOfcTE^ H Y K. .NEHDR I CKS AMD F w
_C SCHMIDT-J> it**! WE—HA VL.A.-S E£ARA.1£DL. P ,? OCRAM_CALLEU KUMLlLf >LlHl«
C CALCULATION,
—C ™€ CONSTANTS LO, LI, ANC l? IN THE INPUT.AND UUJPUT ST-'-TLmFnTS KUST
C RE UrFlNfU Al ThF U t np<M N r. 0 F ]M t PPOCRAM,
itNtNli MJ.
—C - - —IN STEP 103, ALOG IS a NaTLRaL LOGARITHM- TkI* NOTATION M A Y HAVE TO
C PK Cl'A^GbO r»R SOME COMPUTERS.
—C- ft*JLA£_ftANKS Aflg-RkQUUIFn rr.R l^ftgR SY3TCM« f »+
c
" —
. C-. COMPUTATION OF. LEAST SQUARES. F LI TIJ
DIMENSION T(5J2O,J0n)i F(?QO)
"
, DO'JnLE P«ECI5I0IL-SL#-_PJ)ELH#. SfiR.I.i.A# $J1<2?0>. SJ2<<:2U_),
1 SJ3(2?Q>, 0. C, D , F| OH, EE, h, uU, V32U, V 331J,
2—T-3iia—J)tL51,-Dfc'L5^ f-JJELS)l t -lEUfe, w
L0«60
L2 = A?
—PDPLH = u,nov66on
SO°I = l.772«5*85inO
u r.o-ii'.Aj-crb, i)
2 ro f>HAT(2M)
. J.f0QpAT<6l4)
A F nyf!.^ T<lHli4X l lcHANGLE(PAU),<>X f in|.ANnLr(nEr,) f oy,3 4HCO«PfcCTED INTtt
1VX#1 4H«EAI<Su^ED--INT. # -7X,9mT»-P;i a 8Cf-»7-X,14Hn£&YE I n'i t.7.x*
17HL O^E^TZ* /
)
£»..F-08f>AT<5bllv4)
6 roRK A T(lV*fr l2 t 6 # Rx»Fl2.6 f 4X # E20 l R > 2X,ElB t 6 # 6X f Pl3 ( 4,4X t bl4,4»4X l
7 roftHAT<$x/r iti f 6,ri e).6,t>X.FiO,6#2Fib t 6)
READ (Lo#l>-A m
PI AT 0-Q,2) JO, IMAX
R F_AJL_ iX.$ iJ LJU »_U2 i_N li. Wiju.
N = M
NN pl-M2
Jon = Jo
JJ = 0
10U TO 1U5 J = JU* N» UN
JJUlJ WAX » J *J 2
JJ = JJ 1
._ ... PO„102_J. _=_6 1_ 1 Q
sjt c i ) = o;o
.. -SJ2(I)-a JL.O
102 SJ^< ! ) = o;o
IP.l = iM 1
PO 1114-1--=
-11,.- I Ml
C = I -to
p - ..r-#r—*
-2D* 1 *o««
F = (c-ino)*<c-ino)*?un*o»(c-ino)
tiD»D$ti*1 H>> :
—
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FF = PSOpT(H)
103- SJ1 { I > =i»LOJ;< (C^P-MjiU/CC + P-tr-n^^EM
S J ? < I )"<OH-u ( rjDn)*sJi( I ) - 0 c * E c
104 sjj(i)- 0. lJD |i*((C>iJ)»«?-iun/^cn*n,bDn»p**2)tSJi(i)
1 -0,7 c>nn*(C*l3)«nO*(O t 7>no*(C* :5)*0,2 r»DO)*£E
N s A * PUELH ;
HO 105 I = 10. |H
-C-=- 1—-1 2
UU»DEVp(-<H*H)*(C*C*2no«0*C) )/<H#SOPl ) ji
.V3*U*5j2< l-iOO)«2«0*SJ2U-2no>*Sw2(I-3DO) :
V33! J"Sj3( I )-300»SJ3< !-inO)*3Cn*S^3< I-?00)-SJ^< I^jDU)
T3HJsHJJ* (SJ1< 1-tDII J-S^K l-2no)4V3?|J*v33|J>
\
nrL5i= sJKl*ino)-^Do*SJi(I)4>iocb*SJi< i*iDn>-ioDo.sji(i-2uo>*5no*l-Wt^HW'* * *Hi-f l—*D0 >
0EL5? SJ?(l*ion) ; 50fi* SJ?( P*loOo*SJ2( I
-lOo >
-10 Du*bj^< |.o «)
1-*-
-§P0 # SJJM I -3Hq )-SJ?( I -4D0)
OEL53sSj3(l*l)-5Po*SJ3(l)*loOo*SJ3M-l)-JODo»SJ3(I-^>
1 »SD0#SJ3( I-3)-SJJ< 1-4)
DFL4?=SJ?( I )-4no«cJ2C I-l)*6C0*5w?( U?)-4P0*sJ2( l-3)*SJ2( t-4>
VV--?no*-r.fcl.ot^R-52* (3Un»ni: L4 2*7cn-*Otl5.T i~j
10f> T(1,JJ> = T31IJ <b t *iMJ«VV)/12A B
IF -<w— . N3> 110,- 111,- lit
110 N = N3
NW-a H4 :
JO = Ml N4
J0-1—-J
-J 1
HO TH 1QU
111- IP -<N WV>-14?-#- 200, -20 0
112 m *5
MN -
JO = N3 * N6
J 0 ?—ft- JJ —1
GO TO 100
—SL
I
T-LFnGTH. CORRECT ION—
200 PFAD (LO/2) JO, IMAX
WR1 TE_CU,4>
HEAD ( L 0 * ^ > <F(I), 1 = 1, JKAx)
1 F
—C-JO—»_Nl4__2Jll,—
201 NN = N?
JJ-S-UQ—s. J00.1/N2
IT (M - IMAX) 202; 203, 203
_202_iL_I_J)ll
Oo TO 220
?Q3 M = iKAy
fiO TO ?20
?0 4 IT (JO ».N3l 20S , 70P, 20 a
_
_
205 NN = N4
JJ * JPj » 1 JO » frt)/H4
IT (M3 • JMAX) 2°6i 207, 207
206 N = N3
GO TO ?20
JfcOJL JM __=_] HA x
_
GO TO ?20
2QB_NN_s._N*
JJ s J02 (JO • N3)/N6
IF ( r:5 - iha x) ?09; ?io._ 210 —
EF = DSOpT(K)
103 S J1 { I-)-0L0G<XG*f;*t)ii)/<(:*«-4CfV + P6 > )
-
sj?< ! ) *cc*h-u ,5do>*sji< i >-Dc*6F
- 104 sj3< I )* o«^00*< <c*B) **?»iun/3cn*n,bDo»Pt*2)-*SJi ( i )
1 -0,7SnO*(c*B)*I)D*(0,7i)nO*(C*''3)*0,2 r>DO)*EE
M = A PDELH-
no 105 i = io» im
C--* 3
UlJ = DEtp(-<H-H)*(C*C*2no*[j*C))/(H.SOPl)
- V3?|J*Sj2<I.ino>*2»0*SJ2< l«2l)o)*Sv?t !*3QQ>
V33|J«SJ3< l)-3O0«SJ3< l-iP0>*3C«*S»3< I-?D0)-SJ3( I-3DU)
T 3 1 1 Jail I J* (SJ1( f-tD(l)-sJl< 1-200 )4V3?tJ*v33U) !
PR 51= sJl < I *mo >-'>L)o.NJi ( I )*inco*SJl< I*1D0 )-10U0*SJK l-2U0)*5flo*
1— S-Ji C-f-*34>04^Wl-(-t-4DflO
nr-i-52 = sj?ci+ido> s *&n« s < p*iodo*sjz( i
-mo >-ioou*^
i
-2. 0
'
_ 1 -5Po*SJi?M - 30q )-SJ?( I - 4|)0 )
DCa5 TJ = Sj3(Ul>-5no*SJ3<i>*lo r)o*SJ3<I-i>MOOQ*SJ3<I-*>
1 - 9D0«SJ3< I-3)-SJi( 1-4)
l)Fl4? = $J?( l)-4Do*cJ2<I-D*AcntS-?( t-?)-4P0*s J2(I-3)*SJ2U-4)
W-V = -?na^-Cfc-L51*nEL 5^* Q 3"-^l:L4?*7C^+D£U5^
105 T<I,JJ) = T31IJ (5.*U1J.VV)/126,
IF (N-* N3)-110,-H 1.-111
110 N = N3
NN-B--N4
JO = Nl N4
J 0 1—*
GO TO 1 0 U
- Ill- IF—<N—- N*)-ll-?,—20 0-,"?QO *
112 M = N5
. . .
. „. X. ./
JC - N3 < N'6
JO?--=-J^-i
GO TO 100
C- SLIT LEwGtH corrfchon.
200 PF A D (L0#2) JO. !H*X
UU I TI; ( L 1 »A_)
READ (Lo.b) <F<1), ! = 1, 1 K Ax >
LR—(-J0-— 2-Q-l .—2 OA, 2MA
201 NN r N?
.- _JJ. s _{J0-r_JU0 )/N2
IF <"1 - 1MAX) 2027 203, 203
_ 20 2 -N._ =_M1 :
GO TO 22U
2_D3_JL_= _LhAX
GO TO ?2U
?0 4 J r (Jp *
_
H3» 205.
,
? 0ff.
_2 0 8
205 NN = N4
jj = JOi * (JO - HM/HS
IF (V»3 - MAX) 2^6*. 20'/. 207
? 9± .B 9 w3 —
GO TO 220
ML.*. JHiX
GO TO ?20
MJPJNN- .=_N*
JJ a JO? <J0 - K3)/N6
lE.J^5^-IJlAJa..2iLS'^-2JJ»^_Z10.
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N *
12 5 J
= JO,
1HAX
*-l l.
0
1 - 12
r-<K)»T(UJJ)-
x*^. 2V578
THFTAS0«TH6TA**2
Acr=. 2?05,
SUM = Su**AcF
AL^Kf NT^ = 7MeTaS0*SUI1.
PG^Y' =1 ./(SQkTCSUM) )
IF <w • imax) ?51 • 2no, ?oo
If <N-^ -2 l>2,~?64-,-2Mr
JO = Nl N4
GO- TO--?0^
IF (N • ^5) 2^2# ?0a, 200
-262—
fiO TO 2qB
fNO-
,
261
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APPENDIX III
EXPRESSION FOR SCATTERING POWER < n
2
>
1. Ideal 2-Phase Model
Phases homogeneous in their electron densities (p.).
Phase boundary is sharp
.
n
- fluctuation in local electron density (p ) from average (p) (1)
= (P. " P)
p = + *
2
p
2 (2)
<j>_^ = volume fraction of phase i.
n
2
= (p. - p)
2
(3)
<n
2
> = I <j>.(p. - p)
2
(4)
i
- 2 - 2
= *1 (Pi
- P) + * 2 ^ P 2 " P ^
<D1
(P 1
-
1P1
- *
2
P
2
)
2
+ 4
2
(P
2
" ^ ' * 2P2)2
1
tP 1
(l - *1)
- *
2
P
2
1
2
+ *2
[p2
(1 " <t> 2 ) " *lp l
]2
2 2
1
[P
1
* 2 " * 2
P 2-J
+
*2 [ *2P 2 " *lP l
]
"
<
*
,
i*2 [p l " p 2 ]
+
*2*2 lp l " p 2
]2
*W p l " p 2 ]2
2. 2-Phase Model with Diffuse Boundary
Electron density varies continuously across boundary
Assumptions: Both phases are homogeneous
Density gradient is linear
Density profile is trapezoidal
No overlap of transition zones (dilute dispersion
of domains in an otherwise dense system)
1
= volume fraction of component 1 (starting composition)
4>^
f
" volume fraction of phase 1 (homogeneous portion)
<J>2 volume fraction of boundary layer
e thickness of transition zone
<K ' = <J>, - <f> Q /2 (linear gradient assumption) (6)
195
(5)
Similarly
«|»
'
-
<j> -
<fr /2 (7)
196
P
300 = density variation in transition zone in direction x
P
x
* (P
2
- p^Cx/e)
<^ 2>
I ^(p - p) 2
" V (p l " + V <P 2 " ?) 2 - * [p W . ?] 2
Using equation (8)
(P
3^-P)=P1+ (P 2 -P 1)(f)- Vi . V2
~ (P
2
" PjKx/e -
<j) )
e
(p,W -p) 2 = (p
2
-
Pi )
2 A / (f-*)
2
fa
(P2'V 2 e / (V*2 2 -^> *
o
e
(Po " PJ 2 3 ^ 2
3e
(p
2 - p l
)2
i 2
E tl
+
*2 "*2 ] e
(8)
3 lK 3w MJ (9)
(10)
(11)
(P
2
" P
x
)
2
Ej " *^ 2 ] (12)
Substituting (12) into (9) gives
<n
2
> =
1
'(p
1
- p)
2
+ *
2
'(p
2
- ;>2 + ^ ( p 2
_
Pi)
2
(
l
_ (n)
(p
2
- P
X
)
2 [^'4* + * 2 ' 0 + ^(p 2 - Pi ) 2 (I _
(P
2
-
P;L )
2
[(^ - ^) * 2
2
+ - ll)
^
2
+ *3
(i
-
* * )]
2 *3
(P
2
- P
x
) - (14)
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APPENDIX IV
BONART T S ANALYSIS
The analysis of Bonart is based on the idea that for the estima-
tion of "specific surface" values for phase separated systems, the
values of as obtained from a simple application of the Porod-Luzzati
plot does not suffice.
In the Porod-Luzzati plot the assumption is made that the phase
boundary is sharp but that the phases are not very homogeneous and re-
sult in excess scattering at higher values of m. This is estimated as
3 3the constant k
2
by plotting m • I(m) vs. m and then subtracting the
slope to give corrected values of intensity as (I(m) - k
2
> . The inter-
cept of the same plot is k- and appears in the "specific surface" (0/V)
relationship as
£
-
* ^ a)V Xa "2 q u;
Underestimation of k^ leads to low values of 0/V and Bonart f s method
essentially helps to get more realistic values instead.
According to Bonart, a transition zone of finite thickness will
also contribute to the total intensity but in a rather complicated
manner. In a system with diffuse boundaries therefore, on applying
the Porod-Luzzati plot, one is not estimating the constant but
2 2
rather a combined parameter D (m)^ where D (m) is a damping factor
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and is not a constant unlike ^ For the very simplest case D 2 (m) can
be considered to be a simple Gaussian function with D2 (0) = 1. However,
this is not so for real systems in which both the sharp and diffuse
boundaries can coexist. The sharp boundaries as before contribute a
constant excess intensity which is not known unless their volume frac-
2
tion is known. The diffuse boundary contribution is lumped together
2 2 2
as (1 - DJ G (m) where G (m) is a Gaussian function given by
G
2
(m) = exp (-27TB
2
m
2
/A
2
a
2
) (2 )
and B is the thickness of the transition zone.
Thus, for the case of both kinds of boundaries occurring simul-
taneously in the same system, the more refined damping factor is written
as
D
2
(m) = Df + (1 - D
2
) G
2
(m) (3)
2
D
oo
= ka/ki ( as defined by Bonart) (4)
This says that the Porod-Luzzati intercept k^ is indirectly obtainable
from their plot and is equal to an intercept k divided by a constant
2 2
D . Thus, if k and D can somehow be estimated, then that value of k-
00 9 OO 00 1
should be used in equation (1) for estimating (0/V) .
This is done as follows:
Porod's law I(m) + —j (5)
m ->* 00 m
200
k.
Porod-Luzzati combination I(m) + — + v
3
K
2m -y oo m
D
2 (m)k
Porod-Luzzati-Bonart combination Km) i. -u v
3 2m -» °° m
k
<
+(k
1
-k )G2 (m)
I(m) -> + k
m -* <» m
1
(It is seen that in the absence of diffuse boundaries G2 (m) = 0 and
2
D
oo
= 1 * Thus, the Porod-Luzzati formalism is reobtained.)
Thus
[I(m) - k
2
]m3 - kw - (k - kj G2 (m) (8)
= (k
1
- kj exp (-2TrB 2m2 /X 2a2 ) (9)
ln{[I(m) - kjm3 - k } = ln(k. - k ) - (-^) m2 (10)
X a
2
which shows that a plot of the left side of equation (10) against m
2 2 2
should give a straight line of negative slope (2ttB /X a ) and intercept
of (k_ - k ).
1 00
From the slope one can estimate the transition zone thickness and
2
from the intercept one can calculate the relative volume fraction of
sharp boundaries by combining (k - k^) with the regular intercept k^
2
of the Porod-Luzzati plot. This further leads to G (m) which gives a
more accurate value for the corrected invariant Qg
defined as
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CO
, I(m) - k
QB ' J
m
* 1 2.
"
I dm (11)
D (m)
All this then leads to a realistic 0/V estimation which can be more
conveniently compared with the corresponding values of an ideal system
which Bonart refers to as a "comparison system".
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APPENDIX V
PROCEDURE FOR USING CALIBRATION CURVES
OF MODIFIED BUCHANAN METHOD
1. Experimental Peak Position (d)
2. Experimental Full Width (of peak) at Half Max Intensity* (q)
3. (p) = dq
4. Read off k, X , p as functions of (p) from Calibration Plots
m
(Fig. 11)
(p) = p/X P = cq X = c/d
m m
5. Long Period (c) c = X d (A)m
6. Crystallite Size (a) a = kc (A)
7. Inter-Lamellar Region (1) 1 = c-a (A)
8. Crystallinity (k) a a a
One dimensional
1+a a+1 c
*Commonly referred to as FWHM
APPENDIX VI
BOND POLARIZABILITIES AND (a - a )
t r cr
PCL Unit Cell Dimensions (A)
a
7.496 4.974 17.297 Bittiger et al. 201
7.470 4.980 17.050 Chatani et al. 202
<{> = angle between chain backbone plane and b axis
= 41° [Bunii for PE]
20155° [Zuganmeier as quoted by Bittiger et al. ]
2f)2
= 40° [Chatani et al. for PCL]
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All bond angles and <|> are from Chatani et al.
Number of Segments per unit volume (N ) :
s
Density of crystalline phase A , , M ,N = —; i —i c—i— x Avogardro s Number
s Molecular weight/repeat unit
x 6.02 x 10
23
= 6.20 x 10
21 (segments/cc)
114.146
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Polarizabilities
P
.
= s p. = s [(br b T). cos
2
e. + (b
T).] (87)
on substituting the appropriate values of the bond polarizabilities
203 202from Bunn and Daubeny and the bond angles from Chatani et al.
one gets
:
P = 109.68 x 10~
25
a
Pu = 109.68 x 10~
25
b
P = 126.64 x 10~
25
c
substituting these values into equation (89)
P + P
(a - a ) = N (
a
-
°
- P. )
t r cr s 2 b'
one gets for PCL
(a - a ) = .00522
t r cr
J
APPENDIX VII
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SMALL-ANGLE X-RAY CORRECTIONS
LIST DATA
10 PPOGPA?: -ATA
M »F n ^ AMALY.?!.? CP P A T " CAT A 70- n-iz:: CHIC" CM SO I C E
i2* con"Y:v" an"' '-"rip zciti;;i« " x
13*CALCULATES c- r , irrc l i ^
i
t ' amp CO^FF. OF
20 DIMENSION K< IT)#M< IF0*KC 103* S< 1S3*XC 103* CC IC3* EC 16) j DATAC
30 INPUTj COM?* Al* A2* A3*J2*J3* JMAX
35 J In l
40 PRINT 45
45 FOFNAT C///*20X.*>* STATISTICAL CHECK OF SAW DATA* /
)
S3 PPXNT 55* COM?
55 FOFNAT (2 IX, *ELEND COMPOSITION = *F6.2*//3
6<3 PRINT 65*A1*J1*J2* AG* J2+1* J3* A3* J5+ 1* JMAX
65 FORMAT C5X**FPZSET COUNT = **F5.*3X**J a *,I3*3::**7Q J
66C* I 3* /* 13X* * **F5.*5X**=« **>I3*10X*** ** I 3* /* 13X* ** **F5.*
67C3X**- **I3*10X**= **I3*//)
73 PRINT 75
75 FOPMAT C 5X* *ANGL2**>8X**CPS*#8X**^TAHDARE**3X* *LXMI TS**3X*
76C*C0EFFICIENT*3
73 PRINT 8 0
30 FOPMAT (3K*j*DES»**2X**MXM.«#ir<#*DS,/IATX0N**7?«#*OF EPP.QR*
81C«X#*0F VAFI ATI ON'* /** = = = =« = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =-== = == = = = = == = == = = = = =
32C = = = = = = = = = = 3 = = =" = = =" = =*//>
90 C0UMT«A1
95 CC 320 J«J1#J2
100 PSAO 1 10* CMC I )*MC I)* 1 = 1* 5)
[10 FOPMAT C IX* 10C 14*2X3 3
12? DC I 60 1=2* 5
130 K< I
)
3 60*M< I ) +MC I
)
14? 3c i )=:-:c i
)
ISff X< I ) «C0UNT/3< I J *
160
.
CONTINUE
170 Y»eXC2)+X<3>+XC4>+X<5>>/4.
130 CO 210 1=2*5
190 CC I3*ASSCXCI 3-Y3
200 CC I ) =CC I )**2
210 CONTINUE
220 E=C DC 23 + DC 3>+DC 4) +DC 5) ) /3.
23? F=S0FTCZ) .
240 C=.6745*F
250 G =AH3C C CC 2) +CC 3)+CC4)+CC5)*)/4. )
260 ?=S^FTC 4. /2. ) *G '
270 .F. = 2. 53*F
230 S=CF/V )*
300 PFIMT 3 10* MC i 3 *N< 13 * Y* F* P* S
310 FORMAT C IX* 2C I 4* 2X)* F10. 4* Fl 2.4* 2F1 6. 4/)
320 CONTINUE
330 IF CJ2.Ea.JKAX3 43'3>340
340 X-FCJUEQ* 1 3 350*390
350 J1=J2+1
,
. 360 J'2=J3
370 COUNT*A2
33 0 GO TO 9 5
390 Jl=J3+l
400 J2=JNAX (
410 C0UNT*A3
420 GO TO 95
430 STOP
440 END
450 ZNDFFOG
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APPENDIX VIII
PRELIMINARY
Using the PDP-8 Data Gathering Interface
with the Low Scattering Angle Dif fractometer
I. Assumptions
1. It is assumed that the user is familiar with the PDP-8 and
the Small Computer Handbook (DEC). (In particular, Chapter 2,
pages 2-1 through 2-8 on the Console and 2-11 through 2-19 on
loading a program. The diagram on page 2-19 is particularly
useful to a beginning operator.)
2. The user should also be familiar with the operation of the
Low Angle Scattering Dif fractometer and the DAC model 200.
II. Starting Procedures
1. Turn on the X-Ray apparatus as usual.
2. Place the PDP-8 Run/Halt switch (Note: Console switches will
appear underlined.) in the Halt position (Down) and turn on the
PDP-8 using the key. This should turn on the DAC, Teletype and
Interface. (The Interface has a separate power switch on its
left-hand side and a small pilot light; this light should be ON.)
3. Check the operation of the DAC by pressing in sequence its
stop, reset, start switches when it is in the test mode. (I.e.,
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Preset time off, Preset count in, Test in, Preset count of 100.)
The DAC should count up to 100 and stop.
4. The Data Gathering Program should be in the machine. If
it is not, load it in using the Binary Loader (See Page 2-19
of the DEC handbook for instructions).
5. Place 1200
g
in the Switch Register (see Appendix I) and
press the Load Ads Switch. Raise the Run/Halt switch, press
Clear and then Continue . The Program is now running.
6. Follow the directions as typed on the teletype, the operat-
ing dialogue is described in the next section.
III. Operating Dialogue - Teletype Printout in CAPITALS, operator
responses in lower case.
1. ENTER RUN IDENTIFICATION
type a name for this run (Maximum of 30 Alpha-Numeric Chars)
.
2. ENTER STARTING ANGLE, DEG
type starting angle, between plus and minus 20 deg.
3. ENTER NUMBER OF SEGMENTS
type the number of segments for this run (Maximum 8).
4. ENTER STEP SIZE, MIN
type the step size for this segment (Maximum 60 min)
.
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5. ENTER STOPING ANGLE, DEG
type the stoping angle for this segment.
Note : The sequence 4,5 will be repeated as many times as there
are segments in this run.
6. ENTER NUMBER OF READINGS
\
type the number of readings to be made on the DAC (min 1, max 4).
7. ENTER DAC PRESET COUNT
type 6^ numbers - the preset count on the DAC.
8. ENTER MAX TIME FOR STEP, MIN
type the maximum time for a reading of the DAC (max 60 min).
9. SET ARM TO STARTING ANGLE
SET CLUTCH TO SLOW SPEED
SET MOTOR TO FORWARD DIRECTION
HIT CONTINUE WHEN READY
perform the tasks requested, when finished hit the continue key
on the console
10. SET MOTOR TO FORWARD DIRECTION
TURN ON TAPE PUNCH
HIT CONTINUE WHEN READY
perform the tasks requested, if a tape copy of the run is wanted
for later processing turn the punch on otherwise it may be left
off. Hit the continue key.
This ends the operating dialogue, the run is now in progress.
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IV. The Run
At the end of the operating dialogue, the PDP-8 will punch
leader tape and then the following data (as well as printing
it):
Run Identification
Starting Angle
Number of segments
Step size, stopping angle
for each segment
Number of readings
DAC Preset count
Max time for step
This data will be followed by additional leader tape.
The run data printed (and punched) will consist of
Angle (deg), Angle (min) , Time (min) , Time (sec), ...
repeated for multiple readings.
V. End of Run
At the end of the run the PDP-8 will punch trailer tape and then
ring the teletype bell until any key on the keyboard is struck.
After a key has been struct it will type:
TURN OFF TAPE PUNCH
END OF RUN
A new run may be started by pressing the continue key on the
console.
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VI. Abnormal Run
If at any time during a run either during the beginning dialogue
or in the process of taking readings you would like to STOP and
RESTART, simply depress the RUN/HALT switch. To restart, follow
these directions from section II-5. If you do not want to re-
start, turn off the equipment using the on-off key on the console
Octal Numbers and the Switch Register
The PDP-8 uses the binary number system, which deals with only
o's and l's. To simplify writing a binary number down the Octal number
system (base 8) is used, since one octal digit specifies three binary
numbers this saves a lot of space. The conversion between Octal and
Binary is as follows:
Octal Binary
0 000
1 001
2 010
3 011
4 100
5 101
6 110
7 111
When entering a number into the switch register a 1 means the switch
is up, a 0 means the switch is down. For example, the number 1200 g (the
8 means octal) is 001 010 000 000 binary which becomes dn,dn,up,dn,up,
dn,dn,dn. . .in terms of switch positions.
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APPENDIX IX
The method of estimating absolute intensities and other related
parameters has been included in this Appendix as received from
Prof essor Kratky without any modification.
The pages were originally numbered 1 to 9 and have been renumbered
as part of this thesis.
Stein
1
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KRATKY X-RAY SMALL ANGLE SYSTEM
Application of the Lupolen platelet designated with as
a calib ration sample for the determination of the absolute
scattered intensity and of the primary energy in the case
of s 1 1 1-co 1 1 imat io
n
The figures refer to the CuKa-fraction of the scattering resp.
the primary energy. Therefore one has to:
a) work with reflected radiation, that is fully monochromati-
cally, or
b) use the filter difference method, or
c) use a proportional counter in connection with a suitably
adjusted impulse height discriminator and an additional
nickel foil 0,01 mm thick. Ommission of the nickel foil
may cause an error of several percents, since it is practi-
cally not possible, to remove the B-line by means of the
impulse height discriminator.
The indices used in the following mean:
C ... calibration sample
S ... scattering sample ( = sample to be investigated)
A ... auxiliary sample
In particular the notations mean:
P c ... energy per 1 cm length of the primary beam after weaken-
ing by the scattering sample
Pr ... energy per 1 cm length of the primary beam after weaken-
ing by the calibration sample.
We assume, that the scattered intensity is determined by
impulse counting. Further we assume a primary beam of line shaped
cross section. This brings about a collimation effect ("Langsver-
schmierung") . We designate all figures effected by this collimation
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effect with a tilde, as example: I. Figures obtained after the
collimation error has been eliminated, do no more contain the •
tilde 15
.
For all measurements, the same primary beam (unchanged ad-
justment of the collimation system and the X-ray unit) and the
same counting tube slit must be used.
The determination of the absolute intensity is done as follows.
1) a = distance centre of sample-registering plane, has to be
measured in cm,
2) provision must be made that the length of the homogeneous
part of the primary beam in the registering plane is between O'la
and 0*25a and the length of the counting tube slit is 4 6*05a.
3) The calibration sample is adjusted. Then, with the same slit
conditions as will be used by the measurement proper, the scattering
of the CuKa-line is measured for a scattering angle =35*3 = 0*0103
radians, corresponding to a Bragg' s value of 150 X. The measured
number of impulses/min shall be dended with:
(i^/min)
c#150 g
4) The factor of attenuation Ag of the scattering sample (= sample
to be investigated) is determined for the CuKa -line. This is done
best by inserting any other, well scattering sample ( auxiliary
sample ) into the camera in the normal way, and measuring its scat-
tering at any angle. It shall be:
^,1
Here we want to refer to a summarizing treatment discussing
all questions pertinent to the collimation effect: O.Kratky,
G.Porod and Z.Skala, Acta Physica Austriaca 13, 76 (1960)
•
3
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Nov; the primary beam is weakened by the scattering sample. To
this end, the latter is inserted into the path of the radiation
at a place, where it cannot contribute to the scattering. Again
the scattering of the auxiliary sample is measured, it shall be:
XA,2
The quotient IA#2#/^A,1 represents the desired factor of attenuation
A
g
of the scattering sample. If very high accuracy is not required,
the factor of attenuation A
g
can eventually be calculated from the
chemical composition and the thickness of the scattering sample,
The factor of attenuation of the used sample container (capillary,
cuvette) must, however, then be taken into account too.
5) For all mass determinations by means of the absolute in-
2)tensity the quotient of both the scattered intensity at zero
angle I
g Q and the primary energy weakened by the scattering sample
P c is required. For the determination of the first figure, we must
measure the number of impulses (imp/min)
s
of the scattering sample
in dependence of the scattering angle. Following known methods 1 ^
,
this curve is made free from the collimation effect of the primary,
beam length, with normalization to the energy of a primary beam
of point shaped cross section, which contains the energy of an 1 cm
long piece of the actual primary beam. We designate the obtained
figures with (imp/min)
s
. This curve is extrapolated to zero scat-
tering angle: (imp/min)
s Q . Then, if the individual calibration
sample is used, we obtain:
2
* For a summarizing paper on the use of the absolute intensity
see: O.Kratky, Z . analyt . Chem. 201, 161 (1964). Sufficiently
extensive informations are also found in: O.Kratky, Progress
in Biophysics 13, 105 (1963).
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0,0146
(i
^
p/min)
s.o
PS (irnp/nin) C> 150X- a - AS
6) For the determination of the average square fluctuation
of the electron density there is required the quotient:
-° whereby 26 « - (28 = scattering angle)
P
S
In this case, the scattering c rve (imp/min) can be used v/ith
out elimination of the collimation effect. There holds:
/ I.m.dm / (imp/min) 0 .mdm
-2 . 0,0146 -2 J. § (2)
P
s
(i^ P/min) c,i5oR- a - As
7) If the primary energy P
g
per 1 cm length of the primary
beam, measured in the registering plane and weakened by the
scattering sample under investigation is required, we may make
use of the relation valid for the application of the individual
Lupolen calibration sample 17/4
A* n
( imp/min)
c 5qR
p = 68,7 • - a - As
F
2
Here F means the counting tube slit area (in cm ) .
Short explanation
The individual Lupolen calibration sample 17/4 # for
use with a line shaped primary beam (length between 0
# la and
0*25a)j at an angle corresponding to a Bragg's value of 150 ft r
has a scattering intensity, determined by means of the rotator
2
method35 and recalculated to a counting tube slit area of 1 cm*
3) O.Kratky and H.Wawra, Mh.Chem. 94, 981 (1963)
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^lSoS = 0,0389 — (4)
Here P
c
denotes the energy of the primary beam per 1 cm length,
measured in the registering plane, after weakening by the cali-
bration sample. For the evaluation of the measurement at the scat-
tering sample under investigation, however, the energy per 1 cm
length of the primary beam after weakening by the scattering sample
is required. If AQ means the factor of attenuation of the indi-
vidual calibration sample 17/4 (the figure is A
c
= 0,374 ) ,
A
s
that of the scattering sample, then, as can easily be shown,
there holds:
A
S
P
S *
P
C A^ k (5)
Combining of (4) and (5) yields:
CT737Zf (^/min, c,i5<>a- a -As
But this is the relation (1) given above.
As a rule, however , the area of the counting tube slit F
need not be determined, as all calculations by means of the
absolute intensity ' require the quotient -|-^ or / n I - m - dro .
Therefore, instead of the I-resp. I-values v;e may as well use
the values multiplied with F, namely the (imp/min) g-values re-
spectively the figures obtained therefrom by elimination of the
collimation error. At the same time, instead of Pg , the figure
Pg.F, as given by equation (3), must be inserted. In this way
we obtain:
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Z
S f 0 m
IS,0 ,F 1 (imp/min) SQ
P
s ps . F
68,7 * (imp/min)
Cfl5oR . a .As
(imp/min)
.
0,0146 — zjSL
(imp/min) Cfl5o8 .a.As
( 1 )
and
00 ~ C3
/
o
I.mdm Ff I.mdm 1 f Q (imp/min) g.mdm
68,7
(imP/min)
c>i5o2 . a . A!
/ (imp/min) q .mdra
0,0146 2 ( 2 )
(imp/min)^
150£.a.As
The calibration sample has been calibrated at a temperature
of 21°C + ^ It is recommended to carry out the measurements of
the scattered intensity with Lupolen in this temperature range
too, since significantly higher or lower temperatures will cause
a change in the scattering intensity of the Lupolen.
+
' The calibration was carried out by I. Pilz, Institut
fur Physikalische Chemie, Universitat Graz, using the
procedure described in the following papers:
0. Kratky, I.Pilz and P.J.Schmitz; J. Colloid Interface Science
21, 24 (1966)
1. Pilz and O.Kratky, ibid. 24^ 211 (1967)
I.Pilz, ibid. 30, 140 (1969)
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Influence of temperature on the scattered intensity of
Lupolen calibration samples.
We calibrate all samples at a temperature of 21°C. If the
Lupolen is used at this temperature for the determination of
absolute intensity, then the measured scattering intensity
can be inserted immediately into the above relations.
If Lupolen is used at another temperature then for high
demands on accuracy a correction must be applied. Within the
range of 4 to 3o C this is done as follows: the scattering
intensity measured at a temperature
-J* and at 15o8 ( = 0,01025
radians) shall be ^I 15og • For the value for 21°C to be in*
serted into the above relation,
21°
TX 15o8
we then have
:
2l0]C
15o8 -^ISoS / (1 + °.oo77^)
here a-J? means the positive or negative deviation of the
temperature used from the calibration temperature of 21°C.
The analogous linear relations for several other scattering
angles are:
21° Jl
3ooS ( = o,oo513 radians) I 3008
= 1 3ooR / (1 + o,oo88a-J0
91° ft
iloA ( = o,ol4 radians) " IUog = I llog / U + o,oo44^)
n 21° -J
55A ( = o,o28 radians) I 55g I 55g
It may again be remarked explicitly, that these relations
hold only in the temperature range between 4° and 3o°C.
Besides it may be mentioned, that a Lupolen platelet, which
has been heated to 4o° or 5o°C and cooled again, can be
used for standard measurements only after a few hours, since
8only after this time the intensity value characteristic for
the. low temperature will be restored. If a Lupolen platelet
has been heated above 55°C, irreversible intensity variations
may occure. That means the platelet requires a new calibration-
9
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Instructions for the treatment of the calibration sample
The calibrated Lupolen platelets can as a rule be used
for calibration measurements for several vears, when the
treatment is appropriate, without any alteration in the
scattering intensity. A full guarantee that no change of
any sort will take place in the course of years can however
not be given, since the qualities of the Lupolen material
vary somewhat. For very exact measurements it is thus
desirable to have the calibration sample checked by means
of a recalibration after a year or two. The recalibration
of the returned platelet will be carried out free of charge.
Guiding principles for the treatment of the sample:
1. The sample should be stored at room temperature and
4
should only be used for calibration measurements within a
temperature range of 0° to 36°C. If the temperature of
a Lupolen platelet is varied within this range, the in-
tensity value characteristic for the temperature used
(see p. 7) will appear immediately. If the platelet is
heated over 55°C irreversible changes in the scattering
intensity must be expected.
2. The sample should if possible be stored in a dark
place and not exposed to the rays of the sun for weeks on
end.
3. In order to obtain a year-long stability of the scat-
tering intensity the sample should not be exposed unneces-
sarily to x-rays for hours or days on end. For measurements
lasting a long time (e.g. the checking of the constancy of
an x-ray generator) that uncalibrated Lupolen platelet is
to use which has been delivered already with the Kratky
camera by Anton Paar. The individually calibrated sample
bears the Nr. • The uncalibrated constancy
platelet carries the letter *C"
.
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APPENDIX X
SALS REFERENCE INTENSITY
In order to obtain absolute values for the photometric light
scattering intensities, one needs to normalize all the scans to a
known reference intensity which represents the incident intensity of
the appartus for which the apparatus constant was estimated.
A value of 3300 was obtained for the reference intensity by
monitoring the transmitted intensity with the detector photomulti-
plier at 0 = 0° in the Vv mode with
all the filters in the incident
beam.
A more complete explanation of the entire procedure has been
given by Prud'homme
209 but it needs to be said that for the present
work all the conditions such as instrumental electronics, filters,
collimation geometry, etc. were identical to those used by
Prud'homme for estimating the above value. Should any of
these
conditions be altered, the value of k = 3300 will change
correspond
ingly
.
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APPENDIX XI
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SMALL-ANGLE LIGHT-SCATTERING CORRECTIONS
LIST RAJ
,
10 PROGRAM RAJ
20* KN = REFRACTIVE INDEX OF SAMFLE
21* DPF=DPF1*D?F2= DEPOLARIZATION PATIO
22* TRANS = TRAMSMI TTANCE CS)
23* THICK = SAMPLE THICKNESS IN (MILS)
24* XX = APPARATUS CONSTANT (CH**2)
25* RINC = RADIUS OF INCIDENT BEAM CCM)
26* TETA = ANGLE THETA CIN AIR)
27* PMU = ANGLE MU ( AZIMUTHAL)
23* READING = READING OF THE RECORDER (THIS IS TRUE READING29* MINUS BLANK READING, GIVEN FOR STANDARD 10)
30* CM = REFRACTION CORRECTION
32* REFL = REFLECTION CORRECTION
33* TETAS = ANGLE THSTAC IN SAMPLE)
34* ANGR ANGLE IN C RADIANS)
35* RAY = RAYLEIGH RATIO
36* RADII = RADIUS OF SPHERULITE
37*FAC70R=MULTI?LI CATI ON FACTOR FOR TRUNCATION
90 INPUT* C # 3
92 PI "3. 1 41 5927
103 IFCC.EQ. I.) 101* 1S7
101 PRINT 102
.1.02 FORMAT (/////* 25H**THIS IS A THETA SCAN */*24X**
J33C *)
104 GO TO .1.1 1
1.07 PRINT 103
133 FORMAT (/////* 2 IX* *THI S IS AN AZ IMUTHAL SCAN **/*20X**
139 C *)
110 GO TO 113
XX I PMU"45*
1.12 DPF2=1,.
113 PRINT I14*S
JJ 4 FORMAT..(.////,* SAMPLE = *F6.2)
1.1 6 PRINT 1 17
117 FORMAT (/**DATE. = *///)
113 READ* MM* TRANS, THICK* XX* RIMC* RADI I , VVI* DPF1* FACTOR
J 19 A=< THICK/ 103C« )*2. 54
J.20 TD=LOG( 1 0S • /TRANS)
J.2 5 VOL = A* (. RI N.C** 2 ) * P
I
.1.33 PRINT 1 35*XN* TRANS* THI CK*XK* RINC* RADI I
.1.35 FORMAT < 5X**REFRACTI VE INDEX = **F7.3*/*SX*
136C*TRAN SMI TTANCE (£) = ** F7. 3* /* 5X** SAMPLE
.1.3 7 CTHI CXNZS3 (MILS) = ** F7. 3, /, 5M, * APPARATUS CONST
138 CANT (SO. CM.) ** F9 . 5* /* 5X* * I NCI DENT SEAM RADIUS
.1.39C (CM) '. = ** F7. 3* /* 5M**RADIUS OF SPHERULITE- (MICR
143CONS) .. = *,F7.3//)
.1.45 PRINT 1 46* 7 D* VOL'
>46 FORMAT ( 5X* *TURBIDITY = ** F5. 3* /, SX* *VOL. IRRAD.
147C (CO = *,F7.S*////)
143 PRINT 149
149 FORMAT (3X**THETA*, 5X* * THETA** 7X**MU** 7H* * READING*, 3X,
225
150C*F.AYLEIGK** 5X* *RED. AHGLZ*/)
.151 PRINT 152
15 2 FORMAT ' C 3JC* * C AI 8) *,:3X* * < SAMPL E) ** 3X* * C AZIMUTH ) * , 3X* * < INSTR) *
*
153C4X.»*<RATI0>**3X**<U)** //)
155 READ* TETAt READING
165 IF CTETA .EC. 3.) GO TO 39 3
173 TETAR"TETA*?I / 13 0 •
175 SINTET»SINF< TSTAR3
.133 COSTET»COSF<TETARJ
193 TETAS?.=AS IMFC TETAR/XN)
195 COSTZ3 = C0S7CTZTA5H)
203 TETAS-TSTASF.* 13 3, /PI
205 CN-XN*XNfc< SQF.TFC JL.-C SINTET/XN)**2. ) /COSTET)
215 FA=C CXN- 1 . 3/CXN+ 1 . ) )**2.
220 AMGR"ASINFC5INTET/XN3
225 ANGA-TETAR-AWGR
230 AW G 3 = TETAP.+AN G ?.
235 TANA= TAN F C AN GA )
240 TAN3-TANFC ANGEO
245 SIMA"SINFCANGA)
250 SINB-SIMFCANGBJ
254 XPMU"PMU*PI/tS0.
255 FC=C SINFCXPMU) )**2
260 RC=< FC*< SIMA/ SIN8J ** 2. ) + ( C 1 . - FC) * ( TANA/TAN 3) **2. )
265 P.EFLEC=3.9 6/< < 1 .-P.A)*C 1 .-RC3 )
272 U*4«#PI*RADII*XN*SINF<TETA5R/2.>/.5461
275 Z»READING*< 3 333 . /'JV1 ) * DPF1*C?F2
23 5 RAY»XX*CN*( EEFLEC/VCL)*Z* FACTOR
29 5 PRINT 29 6#TETA*.TETAS*PMU* READING* RAY* U. .
29 6 FORMAT..CF3.3*F10.3*F10. i*F12. I* F12. 3* Fl 3. 3)
300 GO TO 155
390 END
403 ENDPROG ...
410 1 . 503*33 . 0* 3.3 S3* 3.3313 6* 3.45* 4. 63* 1 5253. , 1.034* 1 • ZZ
APPENDIX XII
THEORETICAL CRYSTALLINITY (k^) USING TSVANKIN PARAMETERS
AS A FUNCTION OF 0^ AND BLEND COMPOSITION
Crystallite Size
Long Period
a + 1
K <b 0TPCL c
K
*PClA + K[*PCL < 1"«c ) W 1
TH VPCL c
K = constant of proportionality
p«T = v°lume fraction PCL (composition)
0= crystallinity of PCL (volume fraction)
c
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